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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
By Aaron Vickers

Last season, it was the Nail Yakupov show.

This season saw a little more in the way of changes. 

After starting the season with Nathan MacKinnon a top 
our summer ranking for the 2013 NHL Draft, Seth Jones 
of the Portland Winterhawks was able to unseat the Hal-
ifax Mooseheads phenom and never relinquished the 
title of the top prospect in the 2013 NHL Draft.

Jones, coming from a highly documented and discussed 
athletic lineage, was able to unseat the next great thing 
from Cole Harbour, Nova Scotia. 

In other words, the defenseman has topped the forward.

But that isn’t the only storyline involving MacKinnon in 
the draft, who might not be the first QMJHLer off the 
board on June 30th. Teammate Jonathan Drouin could 
have that honor, as both are neck-and-neck behind 
Jones, though MacKinnon does remain as Future Con-
siderations’ consensus No. 2. 

Does center Aleksander Barkov, as Future Consider-
ations has projected, go as the first European skater in 
the draft? Can either Valeri Nichushkin -- who has built 
up a ton of momentum in the latter parts of the season 
-- or Elias Lindholm unseat him?

Will Nikita Zadorov or Darnell Nurse be the next defen-
seman off the board after Seth Jones? What about Ras-
mus Ristolainen or Ryan Pulock?
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The long and the short of it is that the 2013 NHL Draft, 
like any other draft, has a mass of stories that pros-
pect hounds have been following since Nick Ebert was 
plucked by the Los Angeles Kings in the final pick of 
2012.

And that’s the beauty of the National Hockey League’s 
draft system. Once one year ends, the focus quickly 
shifts to the next. 

It certainly keeps us busy. 

With well over 300 players to keep tabs on each season, 
the cycle continues year after year. It’s part of the rea-
son Future Considerations has been a part of your NHL 
Draft world for the past five events.

So here’s to you -- the hockey fan -- and number six, our 
most comprehensive NHL Draft Guide yet.

Enjoy!

Aaron Vickers

Managing Editor
Future Considerations
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FROM THE SCOUTING DIRECTOR’S DESK
By Dan Stewart

This June will mark the 10 year anniversary of arguably 
the most fruitful draft in the 50-plus years of the NHL 
amateur draft process.

The 2003 NHL Draft produced more than a few NHL 
superstars including Eric Staal, Zach Parise, Ryan Get-
zlaf, Cory Perry, Ryan Suter and Shea Weber. Also com-
ing from that crop were impact NHL players like Dion 
Phaneuf, Dustin Brown, Ryan Kesler, Patrice Bergeron, 
David Backes, Marc-Andre Fleury, Jimmy Howard and 
Joe Pavelski among others. There has yet to be a draft 
that comes close to producing anything close to that 
type of top end talent.

While we at Future Considerations think the 2013 NHL 
Draft has promise we are not directly comparing it to the 
brilliant draft crop mined in 2003. It more resembles the 
2005 draft minus the obvious generational superstar at 
the top who currently owns the league. The 2005 draft 
produced some high-end talent as well as some role 
players that now dot the many roster of the NHL and we 
think that the 2013 draft has the potential to eventually 
mirror this type of impact.

Players like Seth Jones, Nathan Mackinnon and Jona-
than Drouin all have a chance to make substantial im-
pacts at the NHL level as well as some who carry a high-
er bust potential along with their high-end skills and are 
rated lower because of it. While some of these young 
men will fulfill their ultimate dream of embarking on that 
NHL career, the majority will not as that is the reality of 
the draft. However, there are literally bushel baskets full 
of prospects that have real NHL potential this year and 
that has us very excited.

Taking a look back at what was the 2012-13 hockey 
season with the NHL draft in focus, and it stated out well 
with some high end guys jumping to the forefront early 
on. Prospects like Aleksander Barkov, Nikita Zadorov 
and Ryan Pulock among others jumped out to hot starts 
making good impressions on our scouts.
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Our evaluators in Europe, Finland and Sweden specifical-
ly, were raving about the talent they were seeing early on. 
The surprise of the year though really was the Quebec Ma-
jor Junior Hockey League and the broad variety of talent 
that started to shine through for our evaluators by mid-Oc-
tober that we needed to keep our eyes on. Around the rest 
of the CHL, the talent out West and in Ontario also started 
to take shape. 

The season has gone on rather well without much in the 
way of injury to the top draft prospects, unlike last season 
where there seemed to be a high profile draft eligible in-
jured almost every week.

As the season progressed and our contributors started to 
rack up both viewings and miles traveled, the draft day 
picture just as it always does, started to take shape and 
we now as a group believe there are more than a few solid 
future NHL players waiting to hear their names called in 
New Jersey. 

So without further ado, thank you for purchasing FC’s 2013 
NHL Draft Guide. Enjoy the following pages of information 
gather by our scouts and writers through what has been a 
long but highly enjoyable  season.

Dan Stewart

Scouting Director
Future Considerations
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TIERING THE CLASS OF 2013
By Dan Stewart

Every month it’s the same story.

And especially around the NHL Draft, we hear from many a draft fa-
natic and fellow draft pundits alike as they question where we have 
ranked specific prospects in our monthly rankings and annual draft 
guide. 

“You guys have ‘Prospect A’ far too low on your list, he is far better 
than ’Prospect B’, whom you have ranked ahead of him. Do you 
even watch these kids play?” 

It’s the type of question most commonly posed when our draft rank-
ings are revealed.

Other times, it is the exact opposite where some think that we are 
too high on a prospect and must be related to them somehow to give 
them such a glowing review. 

When we get an email questioning our rankings we try to answer all 
of them in a timely bases and along the conversation predictably the 
same questions comes up time and time again. 

“What do your prospect tiers look like then? How do you breakdown 
the drafts different levels of talent?” 

With the same questions asked over and over we thought it would be 
good, without going into specific names, to explain just how we see 
the talent shaking out in 2013 and tuck it into an article for our final 
draft guide.

This will give our readers a chance to see how we look at the draft 
talent that is available in 2013.

The reason we rank the prospects numerically 1-210 is that we feel it 
gives a better view of how our staff would draft these players if Future 
Considerations had its own table on the draft floor as the 31st team. 
A tiered system or ranking might give some additional understanding 
for the draft fan how a draft’s levels are perceived; we feel it leaves 
too much up for debate on how we rank each prospect in regards to 
each other.
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When looking at tiers, evaluators need to tag the prospects as what 
type of NHL talent they project to develop into once they are fully 
developed. This typically needs to be done after more than a couple 
initial viewings so there is a sense of what upside is there. They need 
to give each prospect a label and it all starts by looking for those true 
difference makers.

A ‘generational’ talent tag is attached to a prospect that will be the 
benchmark for others at their position to come; a Hall of Fame career 
more often than not follows this class of talent. These types of talents 
very rarely come along.

The next step down is the ‘franchise’ talent; defined as a prospect 
that will become the face of a franchise, a building block and core 
member of an organization who will likely enjoy a strong career that 
will last upwards of two full decades.

Following franchisers are the ‘elite’ talents which consist of top line 
talent at the NHL level; those that we project will enjoy 15-plus sea-
son playing regularly as a top-six scorer or as a regular top-four blue-
liner. 

The next tier is the ‘skilled’ talent who can play somewhere in your 
second to third line or second or third defense pairing on a consistent 
basis.

Then we have the ‘depth’ types who we also project to play in the 
NHL as bottom-six performers and those who may become journey-
men in the league.  

And finally we have the ‘wildcards’, who we believe have upside but 
also some real bust potential and could join a grouping above or just 
as easy fizzle out to hockey obscurity in the minor pro or Europe 
leagues.

Those who do not fit into any one of those categories are not ranked 
by Future Considerations.

We at Future Considerations do not see a generational talent such 
as a Lidstrom, Orr or Harvey nor do we see a Crosby, Howe or Gretz-
ky in this current draft crop.

We do however project one franchise talent in Portland defenseman 
in Seth Jones. After Jones, we project upwards of seven ‘elite’ level 
talents with another forty plus ‘skilled’ prospects. 

That is where the strength of this class comes from, the depth of 
skilled talent as well as the amount of elite talent at the top. There is 
more than few ‘depth’ guys, many with good NHL size too, sprinkled 
around a bunch of wildcards that ultimately could make this a class 
to remember.
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FC FINAL RANKINGS
1). D Seth Jones, Portland, WHL, 6-4, 205
2). C/RW Nathan MacKinnon, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-0, 180
3). C/LW Jonathan Drouin, Halifax, QMJHL, 5-11, 175
4). C Aleksander Barkov, Tappara, SM-liiga, 6-2, 205
5). RW Valeri Nichushkin, Traktor Chelyabinsk, KHL, 6-4, 200
6). C Elias Lindholm, Brynas, Elitserien, 6-0, 185
7). D Darnell Nurse, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL, 6-5, 195
8). C Sean Monahan, Ottawa, OHL, 6-2, 195
9). LW Hunter Shinkaruk, Medicine Hat, WHL, 5-10, 170
10). C/LW Max Domi, London, OHL, 5-10, 195
11). D Nikita Zadorov, London, OHL, 6-5, 225
12). D Rasmus Ristolainen, TPS, SM-Liiga, 6-3, 205
13). LW Alexander Wennberg, Djurgården, Allsvenskan, 6-0, 175
14). D Ryan Pulock, Brandon, WHL, 6-1, 210
15). D Josh Morrissey, Prince Albert, WHL, 6-0, 185 
16). C Frederik Gauthier, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-5, 215
17). C Curtis Lazar, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 195
18). LW Anthony Mantha, Val-d ‘Or, QMJHL, 6-3, 200
19). LW Valentin Zykov, Baie-Comeau, QMJHL, 6-0, 210
20). D Shea Theodore, Seattle, WHL, 6-2, 175
21). LW Morgan Klimchuk, Regina, WHL, 5-11, 180
22). RW Ryan Hartman, Plymouth, OHL, 5-11, 185
23). C Bo Horvat, London, OHL, 6-0, 195
24). D Robert Hägg, Modo J20, SuperElit, 6-2, 205
25). LW André Burakovsky, Malmo, Allsvenskan, 6-1, 175
26). LW Kerby Rychel, Windsor, OHL, 6-1, 200
27). C Nic Petan, Portland, WHL, 5-9, 165
28). RW Adam Erne, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-0, 200
29). C J.T. Compher, U-17 USDP, USHL, 6-0, 165
30). C Connor Hurley, Edina, USHS, 6-1, 175
31). D Madison Bowey, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1, 195
32). G Zach Fucale, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
33). D Keaton Thompson, US NTDP U18, 6-1, 175
34). D Steven Santini, US NTDP U18, 6-2, 205
35). D Samuel Morin, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-6, 195
36). D Dillon Heatherington, Swift Current, WHL, 6-4, 185
37). C Laurent Dauphin, Chicoutimi, QMJHL, 5-11, 170
38). C Jimmy Lodge, Saginaw, OHL, 6-1, 165
39). LW Emile Poirier, Gatineau, QMJHL, 6-1, 180
40). D Mirco Mueller, Everett, WHL, 6-3, 185
41). C Justin Bailey, Kitchener, OHL, 6-3, 175
42). RW Artturi Lehkonen, KalPa, SM-liiga, 5-10, 160
43). C/RW Marc-Olivier Roy, Blainville-Boisbriand, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
44). RW Zach Nastasiuk, Owen Sound, 6-1, 185
45). RW Nicholas Baptiste, Sudbury, OHL, 6-0, 190
46). LW Jason Dickinson, Guelph, OHL, 6-1, 170
47). D Chris Bigras, Owen Sound, OHL, 6-1, 185
48). RW John Hayden, US NTDP U18, 6-2, 205
49). D Tommy Vannelli, Minnetonka, USHS, 6-2, 175
50). C Marko Dano, Bratislava, KHL, 5-11, 185
51). C Pavel Buchnevich, Severstal Cherepovets, KHL, 6-0, 165
52). RW Michael McCarron, US NTDP U18, 6-5, 220
53). C Jacob De la Rose, Leksand, Allsvenskan, 6-2, 185

54). D Jordan Subban, Belleville, OHL, 5-9, 170
55). C Ryan Fitzgerald, Valley, EJHL, 5-10, 165
56). LW Peter Cehlarik, Lulea U20, SuperElit, 6-1, 185
57). LW Zach Sanford, Islanders, EJHL, 6-3, 190
58). G Tristan Jarry, Edmonton, WHL, 6-1, 175
59). D Eric Roy, Brandon, WHL, 6-3, 195
60). C William Carrier, Cape Breton, QMJHL, 6-0, 200
61). C Matt Buckles, St. Michaels, OJHL, 6-1, 190
62). G Philippe Desrosiers, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-1, 185
63). G Eric Comrie, Tri-City, WHL, 6-0, 175
64). D Gustav Olofsson, Green Bay, USHL, 6-2, 185
65). RW Viktor Arvidsson, Skelleftea, Elitserien, 5-9, 175
66). C Ryan Kujawinski, Kingston, OHL, 6-1, 185
67). LW Oliver Bjorkstrand, Portland, WHL, 5-11, 165
68). RW Nick Moutrey, Saginaw, OHL, 6-4, 205
69). D Niklas Hansson, Rogle U20, SuperElit, 6-0, 175
70). RW Hudson Fasching, U-18 USDP, USHL, 6-3, 190
71). RW Nick Sorensen, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
72). C Adam Tambellini, Vernon, BCHL, 6-3, 185
73). D Jan Kostalek, Riomouski, QMJHL, 6-0, 175
74). C Jake Guentzel, Sioux City, USHL, 5-9, 160
75). D Michael Downing, Dubuque, USHL, 6-3, 190
76). D Blake Heinrich, Sioux City, USHL, 5-10, 190
77). RW Jackson Houck, Vancouver, WHL, 6-0, 185
78). LW Gabryel Paquin-Boudreau, Baie-Comeau, QMJHL, 5-11, 165
79). D Dylan Labbe, Shawinigan, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
80). G Juuse Saros, HPK U20, Jr. A SM-Liiga, 5-11, 180
81). RW Brendan Harms, Fargo, USHL, 6-0, 175
82). LW Gustav Possler, MODO U20, SuperElit, 5-11, 175
83). D Wilhelm Westlund, Farjestad U20, SuperElit, 6-0, 175
84). D Ian McCoshen, Waterloo, USHL, 6-3, 205
85). LW Anthony Duclair, Quebec, QMJHL, 5-11, 165
86). D Jonathan Diaby, Victoriaville, QMJHL, 6-4, 220
87). D Anthony Florentino, South Kent, USHS, 6-1, 195
88). D Brett Pesce, New Hampshire, NCAA, 6-3, 180
89). G Spencer Martin, Mississauga, OHL, 6-2, 185
90). LW Jaimen Yakubowski, Lethbridge, WHL, 5-11, 200
91). C Greg Chase, Calgary, WHL, 6-0, 180
92). C Yan Pavel Laplante, PEI, QMJHL, 6-0, 170
93). C Lucas Wallmark, Skelleftea U20, SuperElit, 5-11, 170
94). LW Greg Betzold, Peterborough, OHL, 6-2, 190
95). RW JC Lipon, Kamloops, WHL, 6-0, 180
96). LW Vincent Dunn, Val-d ‘Or, QMJHL, 5-11, 170
97). D Linus Arnesson, Djurgården, Allsvenskan, 6-1, 180
98). C Carter Verhaeghe, Niagara, OHL, 6-1, 175
99). C Sean Malone, US NTDP U18, 5-11, 180
100). C Avery Peterson, Grand Rapids, USHS, 6-2, 190
101). C Jean-Sebastien Dea, Royun-Noranda, QMJHL. 6-0, 160
102). C Bogdan Yakimov, Izhstal Izhevsk, VHL, 6-4, 200
103). C Cole Cassels, Oshawa, OHL, 6-0, 165
104). D Carl Dahlstrom, Linkoping U20, SuperElit, 6-4, 210
105). C Erik Locke, Saginaw, OHL, 5-9, 185
106). G Eamon McAdam, Waterloo, USHL, 6-2, 185

107). LW Tyler Motte, US NTDP U18, 5-10, 165
108). D Emil Djuse, Sodertalje, Allsvenskan, 6-0, 175
109). D Ruslan Pedan, Janesville, NAHL, 6-1, 175
110). C Kurt Etchegary, Quebec, QMJHL, 5-11, 165
111). D Ben Harpur, Guelph, OHL, 6-5, 195
112). D Mason Geertsen, Vancouver, WHL, 6-3, 185
113). D Rushan Rafikov, Lokomotiv Yaroslavl, MHL, 6-1, 185
114). D Jesse Lees, Kelowna, WHL, 5-11, 175
115). D Mitch Wheaton, Kelowna, WHL, 6-5, 220
116). D Vladislav Lysenko, Sherbrooke, QMJHL, 6-0, 195
117). LW Stephen Harper, Erie, OHL, 6-1, 195
118). C Viktor Crus-Rydberg, Linkoping U20, SuperElit, 6-0, 190
119). D Jered Hauf, Seattle, WHL, 6-6, 215
120). D Michael Brodzinski, Muskegon, USHL, 5-11, 190
121). C Thomas Ebbing, Chicago, USHL, 6-0, 160
122). D Mattias Nörstebö, Brynas U20, SuperElit, 5-10, 160
123). D Kayle Doetzel, Red Deer, WHL, 6-2, 185
124). RW Evan Allen, US NTDP U18, 5-11, 185
125). G Evan Cowley, Wichita Falls, NAHL, 6-4, 185
126). C Jordan Maletta, Niagara, OHL, 6-3, 200
127). C Miro Aaltonen, Blues, SM-Liiga, 5-11, 170
128). C Brody Silk, Sudbury, OHL, 6-0, 185
129). D Matt Murphy, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-1, 185
130). LW Eddie Ellis, Andover, USHS, 6-2, 195
131). D Jerret Smith, Seattle, WHL, 6-2, 195
132). D Teemu Kivihalme, Burnsville, USHS, 6-0, 165
133). C Connor Rankin, Tri-City, WHL, 6-0, 185
134). D Anton Cederholm, Rogle U20, SuperElit, 6-2, 200
135). G Calvin Petersen, Waterloo, USHL, 6-2, 180
136). RW Sergei Tolchinsky, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL, 5-7, 155
137). LW Nick Paul, Brampton, OHL, 6-2, 200
138). D Ryan Graves, PEI, QMJHL, 6-4, 205
139). C Jeremy Gregoire, Baie-Comeau, QMJHL, 6-0, 190
140). C Taylor Cammarata, Waterloo, USHL, 5-6, 145
141). D Maxime Gravel, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-0, 180
142). D Kyle Burroughs, Regina, WHL, 5-11, 175
143). C Dexter Dancs, Penticton, BCHL, 6-2, 190
144). LW Tyler Bertuzzi, Guelph, OHL, 5-10, 165
145). D Spenser Jensen, Medicine Hat, WHL, 6-3, 190
146). C Luke Johnson, Lincoln, USHL, 5-11, 165
147). LW Myles Bell, Kelowna, WHL, 6-0 215
148). LW Tyler Hill, Chicago, USHL, 6-6, 220
149). D Cody Corbett, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 210
150). RW Jamal Watson, Lethbridge, WHL, 6-0, 175
151). LW Brent Pedersen, Kitchener, OHL, 6-1, 200
152). D Matt McArdle, Shattuck St. Mary’s, USHS, 6-0, 175
153). G Marcus Hogberg, Linkoping U20, SuperElit, 6-3, 195
154). C Joe Salvaggio, South Kent, USHS, 6-1, 185
155). LW Cole Ully, Kamloops, WHL, 5-11, 165
156). D Marc McNulty, Prince George, WHL, 6-6, 185
157). D Fredrik Eriksson, AIK J18, J18 Elit, 6-1, 195
158). D Jordan Gross, Green Bay, USHL, 5-11, 175
159). C Jayden Hart, Medicine Hat, WHL, 6-2, 190

160). G Fredrik Bergvik, Frolunda U20, SuperElit, 6-1, 190
161). LW Andrew Copp, Michigan, NCAA, 6-1, 205
162). D Andreas Borgman, Timra U20, SuperElit, 5-11, 185
163). D Will Butcher, US NTDP U18, 5-11, 175
164). D Mark Yanis, Penn State University, NCAA, 6-3, 205
165). C Colby Cave, Swift Current, WHL, 6-0, 185
166). C Jake Jackson, Tartan, USHS, 6-0, 175
167). RW Juuso Ikonen, Blues, SM-Liiga, 5-7, 165
168). D Tyler King, Spokane, WHL, 6-0, 185
169). D Patrick McCarron, St. Michaels, OJHL, 6-3, 185
170). D Connor Clifton, US NTDP U18, 5-11, 170
171). LW/C Robert Lipsbergs, Seattle, WHL, 5-11, 190
172). D Tucker Poolman, Omaha, USHL, 6-2, 190
173). LW Remi Elie, London, OHL, 6-0, 200
174). G Austin Lotz, Everett, WHL, 6-0, 185
175). D Nolan De Jong, Victoria, BCHL, 6-2, 175
176). C Vinni Letteri, Lincoln, USHL, 5-9, 165
177). D Andrei Mironov, Dynamo Moskva, KHL, 6-2, 175
178). D Gage Ausmus, US NTDP U18, 6-1, 185
179). C Gabe Guertler, Fargo USHL, 5-9, 170
180). G Brendan Burke, Portland, WHL, 6-3, 175
181). D Tyler Lewington, Medicine Hat, WHL, 6-1, 190
182). C Mason Bergh, Eden Prairie, USHS, 6-0, 160
183). LW David Pope, West Kelowna, BCHL, 6-2, 170
184). G Ville Husso, HIFK U20, Jr. A SM-Liiga, 6-2, 185
185). C Zach Glienke, Eagan, USHS, 6-3, 190
186). G Jackson Whistle, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1, 180
187). C Brian Pinho, St. John’s Prep, USHS, 6-0, 170
188). LW Saku Salminen, Jokerit, SM-Liiga, 6-3, 200
189). RW Alexander Henriksson, Farjestad U20, SuperElit, 6-1, 185
190). D Alex Coulombe, Stanstead, QCHS, 6-3, 185
191). C Tim McGauley, Brandon, WHL, 6-0, 175
192). D Wiley Sherman, Hotchkiss, USHS, 6-5, 185
193). D Miles Liberati, London, OHL, 6-0, 195
194). LW Tommy Veilleux, Victoriaville, QMJHL, 6-0, 185
195). D Mark Evan Auk, Cedar Rapids, USHL, 6-0, 175
196). RW Markus Soberg, Frolunda U20, SuperElit, 5-10, 175
197). LW Dominik Kubalik, Sudbury, OHL, 6-1, 175
198). D Ryan Segalla, Salisbury, USHS, 6-0, 180
199). LW Andreas Johnson, Frolunda U20, SuperElit, 5-9, 160
200). D Nikolas Brouillard, Drummondville, QMJHL, 5-10, 160
201). D Jordan Schneider, St. Michaels, OJHL, 6-5, 205
202). G Alex Fotinos, Barrie, OHL, 6-1, 175
203). RW Andrei Sigarev, Dizel Penza, VHL, 6-2, 190
204). G Michael Giugovaz, Peterborough, OHL, 6-0, 170
205). D Neal Pionk, Hermantown, USHS, 5-11, 165
206). D Macoy Erkamps, Lethbridge, WHL, 5-11, 190
207). D Tim Bender, Mannheim U18, DNL, 6-0, 175
208). D Devon Toews, Surrey, BCHL, 5-10, 160
209). RW Tyler Kelleher, US NTDP U18, 5-6, 155
210). C Jaedon Descheneau, Kootenay, WHL, 5-8, 170
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TOP-50 FORWARDS
1). C/RW Nathan MacKinnon, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-0, 180
2). C/LW Jonathan Drouin, Halifax, QMJHL, 5-11, 175
3). C Aleksander Barkov, Tappara, SM-liiga, 6-2, 205
4). RW Valeri Nichushkin, Traktor Chelyabinsk, KHL, 6-4, 200
5). C Elias Lindholm, Brynas, Elitserien, 6-0, 185
6). C Sean Monahan, Ottawa, OHL, 6-2, 195
7). LW Hunter Shinkaruk, Medicine Hat, WHL, 5-10, 170
8). C/LW Max Domi, London, OHL, 5-10, 195
9). LW Alexander Wennberg, Djurgården, Allsvenskan, 6-0, 175
10). C Frederik Gauthier, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-5, 215
11). C Curtis Lazar, Edmonton, WHL, 6-0, 195
12). LW Anthony Mantha, Val-d ‘Or, QMJHL, 6-3, 200
13). LW Valentin Zykov, Baie-Comeau, QMJHL, 6-0, 210
14). LW Morgan Klimchuk, Regina, WHL, 5-11, 180
15). RW Ryan Hartman, Plymouth, OHL, 5-11, 185
16). C Bowie Horvat, London, OHL, 6-0, 195
17). LW André Burakovsky, Malmo, Allsvenskan, 6-1, 175
18). LW Kerby Rychel, Windsor, OHL, 6-1, 200
19). C Nic Petan, Portland, WHL, 5-9, 165
20). RW Adam Erne, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-0, 200
21). C J.T. Compher, U-17 USDP, USHL, 6-0, 165
22). C Connor Hurley, Edina, USHS, 6-1, 175
23). C Laurent Dauphin, Chicoutimi, QMJHL, 5-11, 170
24). C Jimmy Lodge, Saginaw, OHL, 6-1, 165
25). LW Emile Poirier, Gatineau, QMJHL, 6-1, 180
26). C Justin Bailey, Kitchener, OHL, 6-3, 175
27). RW Artturi Lekhonen, KalPa, SM-liiga, 5-10, 160
28). C/RW Marc-Olivier Roy, Blainville-Boisbriand, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
29). RW Zach Nastasiuk, Owen Sound, 6-1, 185
30). RW Nicholas Baptiste, Sudbury, OHL, 6-0, 190
31). LW Jason Dickinson, Guelph, OHL, 6-1, 170
32). RW John Hayden, US NTDP U18, 6-2, 205
33). C Marko Dano, Bratislava, KHL, 5-11, 185
34). C Pavel Buchnevich, Severstal Cherepovets, KHL, 6-0, 165
35). RW Michael McCarron, US NTDP U18, 6-5, 220
36). C Jacob De la Rose, Leksand, Allsvenskan, 6-2, 185
37). C Ryan Fitzgerald, Valley, EJHL, 5-10, 165
38). LW Peter Cehlarik, Lulea U20, SuperElit, 6-1, 185
39). LW Zach Sanford, Islanders, EJHL, 6-3, 190
40). G Tristan Jarry, Edmonton, WHL, 6-1, 175
41). C William Carrier, Cape Breton, QMJHL, 6-0, 200
42). C Matt Buckles, St. Michaels, OJHL, 6-1, 190
43). RW Viktor Arvidsson, Skelleftea, Elitserien, 5-9, 175
44). C Ryan Kujawinski, Kingston, OHL, 6-1, 185
45). LW Oliver Bjorkstrand, Portland, WHL, 5-11, 165
46). RW Nick Moutrey, Saginaw, OHL, 6-4, 205
47). RW Hudson Fasching, U-18 USDP, USHL, 6-3, 190
48). RW Nick Sorensen, Quebec, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
49). C Adam Tambellini, Vernon, BCHL, 6-3, 185
50). C Jake Guentzel, Sioux City, USHL, 5-9, 160

TOP-30 DEFENSEMEN
1). D Seth Jones, Portland, WHL, 6-4, 205
2). D Darnell Nurse, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL, 6-5, 195
3). D Nikita Zadorov, London, OHL, 6-5, 225
4). D Rasmus Ristolainen, TPS, SM-Liiga, 6-3, 205
5). D Ryan Pulock, Brandon, WHL, 6-1, 210
6). D Josh Morrissey, Prince Albert, WHL, 6-0, 185 
7). D Shea Theodore, Seattle, WHL, 6-2, 175
8). D Robert Hägg, Modo J20, SuperElit, 6-2, 205
9). D Madison Bowey, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1, 195
10). D Keaton Thompson, US NTDP U18, 6-1, 175
11). D Steven Santini, US NTDP U18, 6-2, 205
12). D Samuel Morin, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-6, 195
13). D Dillon Heatherington, Swift Current, WHL, 6-4, 185
14). D Mirco Mueller, Everett, WHL, 6-3, 185
15). D Chris Bigras, Owen Sound, OHL, 6-1, 185
16). D Tommy Vannelli, Minnetonka, USHS, 6-2, 175
17). D Jordan Subban, Belleville, OHL, 5-9, 170
18). D Eric Roy, Brandon, WHL, 6-3, 195
19). D Gustav Olofsson, Green Bay, USHL, 6-2, 185
20). D Niklas Hansson, Rogle U20, SuperElit, 6-0, 175
21). D Jan Kostalek, Riomouski, QMJHL, 6-0, 175
22). D Michael Downing, Dubuque, USHL, 6-3, 190
23). D Blake Heinrich, Sioux City, USHL, 5-10, 190
24). D Dylan Labbe, Shawinigan, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
25). D Wilhelm Westlund, Farjestad U20, SuperElit, 6-0, 175
26). D Ian McCoshen, Waterloo, USHL, 6-3, 205
27). D Jonathan Diaby, Victoriaville, QMJHL, 6-4, 220
28). D Anthony Florentino, South Kent, USHS, 6-1, 195
29). D Brett Pesce, New Hampshire, NCAA, 6-3, 180
30). D Linus Arnesson, Djurgården, Allsvenskan, 6-1, 180

TOP-15 GOALTENDERS
1). G Zach Fucale, Halifax, QMJHL, 6-1, 175
2). G Tristan Jarry, Edmonton, WHL, 6-1, 175
3). G Philippe Desrosiers, Rimouski, QMJHL, 6-1, 185
4). G Eric Comrie, Tri-City, WHL, 6-0, 175
5). G Juuse Saros, HPK U20, Jr. A SM-Liiga, 5-11, 180
6). G Spencer Martin, Mississauga, OHL, 6-2, 185
7). G Eamon McAdam, Waterloo, USHL, 6-2, 185
8). G Evan Cowley, Wichita Falls, NAHL, 6-4, 185
9). G Calvin Petersen, Waterloo, USHL, 6-2, 180
10). G Marcus Hogberg, Linkoping U20, SuperElit, 6-3, 195
11). G Fredrik Bergvik, Frolunda U20, SuperElit, 6-1, 190
12). G Austin Lotz, Everett, WHL, 6-0, 185
13). G Brendan Burke, Portland, WHL, 6-3, 175
14). G Ville Husso, HIFK U20, Jr. A SM-Liiga, 6-2, 185
15). G Jackson Whistle, Kelowna, WHL, 6-1, 180
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STRENGTHS: Jones is as complete a defenseman you will find in this draft. He has that impressive 
blend of size, smooth skating ability and finesse with the puck you want in a true franchise blueliner. 
Jones gets around the ice well with a powerful yet effortless stride. He has impressive lateral agility 
for such a big guy; the speed to both create problems to defend off the rush as well as get back 
in plenty of time to recovery off a turnover. He is patient with the puck in the offensive zone and 
at times is almost like a fourth forward when he pinches down low. Jones has a real offensive 
weapon in his slap shot as it is extremely hard and he has the ability to get it on net consistently, 
despite traffic. He does not drive his passes or shots into shin pads but instead find open lanes. 
The 6-foot-4 defender shows good anticipation in the D zone, strong lateral movement and is 
calm with puck while being forechecked. He has a very large wingspan which helps with im-
pressive containment and solid gap control. The Portland standout thinks the game with the 
maturity of a 10-year NHL veteran. He processes the game at a high speed but with com-
posure and calmness to how he acts in pressure situations. Jones transitions the play from 
the defensive to offensive smooth and quickly. He plays with his head up constantly read-
ing the play and always engaging with either a subtle physical play or by use of his active 
stick. He can play in any situation, is extremely coachable and can log loads of minutes.

WEAKNESSES: Most of Jones’ weaknesses are areas that can be corrected without 
complication. He will need to add more muscle mass and strength to reach his top 
potential as well as work on improving his foot speed to continue containing faster 
forwards at the next level. Jones can go through stretches were he reaches with his 
stick instead of moving his feet and can get beat with a heady deke or two in those 
moments. Also, like most top talents, he goes through times where he tries to do 
too much, often succeeding in his efforts and will need to learn to simplify as he 
moves up levels and his opponents play at a higher level.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “One play that stood out for me, he smoothly glided to the 
puck carrier, picked the puck off, angled the man to the boards and was gone 
the other way. He seemed like he did this with no effort. Almost like a knife 
going through butter. All this happened in a split second.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Franchise Two-Way Defenseman.

SETH JONES
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Portland (WHL)
BORN: October 3, 1994
VITALS: 6’-4” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 14 G 42 A 56 PTS 33 PIM
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STRENGTHS: MacKinnon, the top forward prospect in the 2013 NHL Draft, is a nifty blend of speed, 
skill and sense. His skating ability is top notch and while he’s not a rocket, MacKinnon has a good 
first step and above-average top speed. He’s always in control of his feet and his low center of grav-
ity makes it hard to knock him off the puck, even at top speed. He can change speeds or lateral 
direction in the blink of an eye causing some defenders to lose some apparel if they try to keep up 
to him. He is very strong on his skates, with an imposing lower frame showing very impressive 
balance. MacKinnon is very creative in the offensive zone and oozes confidence with the puck 
on his stick. He’s very aggressive and likes to initiate contact and will dish out bone-rattling hits 
on occasion. He is very physical along the boards and often comes out with the puck in those 
50/50 battles. MacKinnon’s shot is already NHL-ready and his release is very quick and often 
fools goaltenders. His shot is complimented by great vision and an ability to make a very 
strong accurate pass that consistently find his teammates tape. He displays great offensive 
anticipation, consistently creating chances in the offensive zone for himself and his team-
mates. He shows improved offensive hockey IQ this season, showing the ability to make 
quick, accurate decisions with the puck even at top speed.

WEAKNESSES: Like most youngsters, MacKinnon’s consistency from time to time wa-
vers from dominant to disinterest depending on the shift. He also has a lot of work to 
do before he will be considered a strong two-way forward as he often jumps the gun 
and exits the defensive zone early in an attempt to generate scoring chances and 
leaves his check open. Some questions have been raised by talent evaluators about 
his offensive projection at the NHL level and if he truly has that 40+ goal potential 
most see.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “MacKinnon, along with running mate Jonathan Drouin, was 
the focal point of Halifax’s blistering offense this season with their goals often 
being a thing of beauty. MacKinnon has the ability to take over a game and 
show what I would expect a 1st overall pick to show. Though he’s been more 
of a sniper this season, he’s definitely able to play the role of the playmaker 
as well showing a well-rounded offensive game.”

NHL POTENTIAL: No. 1 Offensive Centre

NATHAN MACKINNON
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Halifax (QMJHL)
BORN: September 1, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 44 GP 32 G 43 A 75 PTS 45 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Drouin is one of, if not the most skilled player on the puck in the entire 2013 NHL Draft. 
He can make plays at top speed as well as keep possession at top speed. He protects the puck very 
well, especially for a player of his size. Drouin is a good skater, very fast and effortless. He’s very 
agile and shifty and uses this quickness to be very dangerous one-on-one. His balance is impres-
sive for a player of his limited stature and shows high-end mobility every time he skates into the 
offensive zone, changing up his speed to frustrate opponents with quick cuts and turns. His hock-
ey sense and decision making are top notch. His anticipation was also quite impressive as he 
instinctually knows when to pressure the puck and where to go for interceptions. There is little 
doubt that his vision to see seems in play that are not yet open and offensive creativity with the 
puck are the best in this draft class. Drouin is a natural playmaker, shows the ability to hold up 
on the half-boards, dissect the play, and find a linemate, all in the matter of seconds. He has 
high-end vision and very smart with the puck, seemingly having eyes in the back of his head 
at times. Not an elite defensive forward by any means, but Drouin contributes by always 
being a presence in the defensive zone and using his hockey sense to anticipate what is 
coming. His interceptions often lead to odd man rushes in the offensive zone. He shows 
an impressive ability to quickly stick check an opponent and takeaway puck possession.

WEAKNESSES: Although smarts can compensate somewhat, there are some ques-
tions about his adaptability at higher levels because of his lack of functional strength. 
Currently Drouin is somewhat shy in the corners and utilizes his stick over body 
positioning. Physical play is not one of Drouin’s fortes and it will be a concern for a 
player like him at the next level. If he doesn’t bulk up, there is the potential that he’ll 
get pushed around like a chew toy when playing against men. He also needs to 
improve his shot velocity before advancing to shoot on NHL goaltenders.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Jonathan Drouin has really made some significant strides 
in his development this season as he put the Mooseheads team on his back 
and carried them offensively for stretches. His creative hands, elite vision and 
intelligence separate him from most in his class”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Line Playmaking Winger.

JONATHAN DROUIN
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Halifax (QMJHL)
BORN: March 28, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 41 G 64 A 105 PTS 32 PIM
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STRENGTHS: A nice blend of size and skill, Barkov produced one of the most impressive draft eligible 
seasons in SM-liiga history. NHL teams were clamoring to get views of the big playmaker all season long 
and he did not disappoint. Barkov has good balance on his feet and, while not overly fast, does get to 
where he needs to go efficiently and keeps his feet moving in the process. With the puck, he’s monster 
on the cycle as opponents just cannot move him or knock him. He’s strong on the puck and has really 
good understanding and anticipation how to position himself to generate leverage and power on his 
stick. He shows great natural poise with the puck; finds open linemates with ease and makes timely 
passes. His ability to make plays under pressure without panic is impressive for his age. Barkov 
shows impressive awareness, vision and anticipation in the offensive zone. He uses his size well 
to protect and control the puck while knifing his way through the zone. He wants to be a difference 
maker and is strong not only generating offensive chances but also on the forecheck and disrupt-
ing his opponents attack. Makes smart decisions all over the ice; very aware of his options when 
he has the puck. He shows the ability to get better and learn on the fly as when he makes a mis-
take, he processes it and does not repeat it. Barkov has unbreakable confidence in his skills. 
He has very quick hands for a big guy; puck handling is just so easy and smooth no matter 
whether he is standing still or is at top speed and he rarely mishandled the puck. Decent puck 
deflection skills when he stations himself in front of the net. Barkov has a quiet toughness 
to his game; not that he is going to drop the gloves but he consistently plays through tight 
checks, hacks and whacks, and shows ability to raise level of play when needed. 

WEAKNESSES: Barkov’s lack of foot speed is clearly a negative factor as he has trou-
ble generating enough speed to skate through opponents or create any separation 
making space for himself with the puck. His east-west movements are also an issue. 
While he can bury the puck more often than not, he does lack that killer goal scorers 
instincts in no time, split-second, situations. His shot, while hard and accurate for 
the most part, comes off a slow release which will need some work. He lacks any 
kind of mean streak to utilize his obvious size advantage. There has been some 
concern as to why his play in the SM-liiga has been so impressive while his play 
at the other events has not especially when he is essentially playing down a level. 

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Barkov can be one of the most dangerous forward within 
10 feet of the oppositions net as he has the size to protect the puck and power 
his way to the net as well as the poise and creative hands to make defenders 
and their goaltenders look foolish with a quick deke or a smooth pass.”

NHL POTENTIAL: No. 1 Playmaking Centre

ALEKSANDER BARKOV
POSITION: Center
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Tappara (SM-liiga)
BORN: September 2, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 53 GP 21 G 27 A 48 PTS 8 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Nichushkin is a man-child of a power winger. He has the ability to absolutely run over defenders 
and opponents when he drops his shoulder and focuses on taking the puck hard to the net. He’s hard to stop 
as he builds up a head of steam and he enters the zone because of his strength, reach and puck protection 
abilities. He is so strong and near-impossible to get the puck off. He has a strong and balanced skating 
stride and can generate immense speed and move with excellent agility. Nichushkin has a great change of 
direction and understands how pace can open up room for him. His leg strength and first couple strides are 
strong and will only get better as he continues to grow into his mammoth frame. He can handle the puck at 
top speeds and, while he is not a water bug type of flashy dangler, does have some tricks in the bag that 
have to be respected by opposing defenders and goaltenders. He is a true goal scorer whose instincts 
tell him to look for an opening before he even considers a pass to a teammate and has the ability to get 
pucks up high quickly when in tight with little space and time. A strong backhand and extremely quick 
wrist shot make him dangerous whenever he has the puck in the offensive zone. To match his frame, 
Nichushkin’s temperament is feisty and not only is willing to battle hard physically but seems to relish 
that type of contact with opponents. His development trajectory this season has been phenomenal 
as you saw growth in his games each and every time he played. Able to generate his own chances 
and create for those around him due to his relentless efforts with the puck.

WEAKNESSES: While Nichushkin has no glaring weaknesses as in his physical skill-set, his 
hockey sense and vision have come into question this season as his ability or willingness to 
utilize his teammates has been hit or miss. He tends to put his head down and not see all the 
opportunities around him but instead want to will the puck into the net or bull it through de-
fenders using his own strengths. At the beginning of the year, his efforts wavered from shift 
to shift, but as the season wore along his consistency has leveled off to the point where he 
is not a difference maker on each shift. He, like most youngsters his age, could use some 
coaching up with regards to defensive play and positioning. His efforts are not nearly the 
same in the defensive zone as they are when he sniffs out an offensive chance. His most 
obvious weakness, however, has nothing to do with his game at all. The nationality on 
his passport along with the fact he has an existing contract in the KHL can be a de-
traction for teams who are looking for a more immediate impact with fewer questions.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Valeri has been on a meteoric rise since his showing at the 
U17’s in 2012. From there he has impressed each time he has competed in events 
and various levels of hockey like the CHL/Russian Super Series, World Juniors, 
5-Nations, the Russian junior circuit to their second division (VHL) and even the 
Kontinental League later in the season and into the playoffs. He has an exciting 
blend of power and skill that can really take control of the game.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Line Goal Scoring Power Winger

VALERI NICHUSHKIN
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Traktor Chelyabinsk (KHL)
BORN: March 4, 1995
VITALS: 6’-4” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 18 GP 4 G 2 A 6 PTS 0 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Lindholm has great overall mobility. He moves quick in any direction and has superb accelera-
tion. He does not over-skate situations which some other juniors tend to do. He’s very agile, being able to twist 
and turn in and out of traffic while using the other tools in his toolbox to create offense. He’s got very good 
balance, which will help him make up for any physical shortcomings when it comes to protecting the puck 
and battling for it along the boards. Skating is definitely not his most impressive asset as a hockey player, 
but nonetheless, his skating helps make Lindholm the complete package he is. His top asset is his vision/
smarts/decision-making as Lindholm sees the ice like few others, not only for passing purposes but also 
in his ability to see the game unfold. He has a great understanding of when to distribute the puck and 
when to hold on to it a bit longer and look for a better option. Lindholm has a decent frame and uses it 
well. He isn’t a hard-hitter but he does for sure try to finish his checks regularly and he isn’t afraid of en-
tering the gritty areas. He protects the puck extremely well, has got great hand eye coordination and 
can handle the puck at a high speed and in tough traffic. He can control the play even when tightly 
checked along the boards, can play an up-tempo give-and-go style of play down low to make use 
of his linemates and create opportunities. Lindholm sees the ice extremely well and displays high 
intelligence in his decision-making. He doesn’t possess the heaviest of shots but is able to shoot 
intelligently and make the right decisions when to fire the puck. He gets his shots off quickly and 
they are very accurate. Defensively he backchecks, understanding his assignment, reads the 
play well and always tries to make himself available for a pass, especially helping his d-men 
out nicely in their own zone. While he always tries - finishing checks, battling hard along the 
boards - he is not a punishing player and will never be a bruising hitter. He’s strong on his 
skates, so he can protect the puck, and be relatively successful in board battles as well as 
scrambles around the crease but succeeds because of his oft-mentioned smartness.

WEAKNESSES: Another one of the highly regarded prospect with little weakness or 
downside to his game, Lindholm is seen as a prospect that will fill a two-way role similar 
to a Henrik Zetterberg or Patrice Bergeron as his highest ceiling in the NHL and lacks 
maybe a little in the offensive flash and dash teams could be looking for with a top-10 
selection. Like most youngsters, strength to his frame and consistent efforts from 
shift-to-shift will need to improve.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Elias is one of those rare kinds of prospects who you do not 
fully appreciate until you focus on him for a longer stretch and notice his hockey 
sense, all the intelligent split second decisions he makes consistently through-
out a contest.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Line Two-Way Forward

ELIAS LINDHOLM
POSITION: Centre/Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Brynas (Elitserien)
BORN: December 2, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 48 GP 11 G 19 A 30 PTS 2 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Nurse is a big, athletic blueliner with some huge upside as a bruising physical defender. His 
size and yet thin frame have many evaluators very excited for the beast he could become once he fills out. His 
skating ability and smooth transitions keep him engaged with his opponents. He has the ability to skate the 
puck up ice and generate a scoring opportunity for himself or his teammates using his long strides and wide 
wing span to protect the puck before quickly turning back on into defensive position. His game is virtually 
mistake free with the puck and regarding his decisions on his positioning in the defensive zone. He plays 
aggressive both physically as well as joining the rush or moving the puck himself. He is aggressive in 
board battles and comes out the winner more often than not. Nurse leaves his opponent feeling the little 
hacks and whacks when they try to enter the zone on his side. He plays with a heavy stick and is hard 
to knock off the puck or push out of position. Despite that aggressive nature, he is also very poised 
and calm in his handling of the puck. Nurse makes strong reads and crisp passes to his forwards and 
keeps himself available for his defensive partner as an outlet and communicates well. He shows 
good character on and off the ice as well as strong leadership qualities that are just starting to come 
to the surface. He utilizes his long reach to disrupt lanes and opposition puck movements and will 
staple his check to the wall as well as clear the crease with vigor. He angles attackers well to the 
outside and keeps up to the speedy forward well. Nurse has shown a very impressive instinct 
of when to step up and lay out an opponent with a devastating open ice check. He is not shy 
about getting in the face of his opponents and will stand up for himself by dropping the gloves. 
While he can handle himself at this level rather well, Nurse will be even more dangerous in 
that regard as he gains strength. 

WEAKNESSES: Nurse’s frame, while very projectable, needs to add considerable mass 
and strength. At this time he is very thin and while wiry playing against his peers, will need 
that added strength before he advances up levels. His skating is smooth and strong but 
lacks the explosive jump you want to see. The only other area of concern is regarding 
what his offensive upside tops out at the next level. Does he become a top PP guy in 
the NHL or is his projected role limited to becoming a steady defense first guy who 
can make a strong outlet pass, join the odd rush and consistently shut down the 
opposition?

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Nurse has the top natural athletic ability in this draft crop and 
we could be witnessing the humble beginnings of a perennial all-star at the next 
level. NHL teams will be climbing over each other to get their hands on this big, 
strong, two-way talent.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Pairing Physical Two-Way Defenseman

DARNELL NURSE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sault Ste. Marie (OHL)
BORN: February 4, 1995
VITALS: 6’-5” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 12 G 29 A 41 PTS 116 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Monahan is an excellent playmaker that has a pass first mentality that allows him to find open 
teammates with relative ease. His passes are typically of the tape-to-tape variety and he is able to generate 
quality scoring opportunities for his linemates. He has a nose for the net and possesses a lethal snap shot 
that is very accurate and decisive. Speed and explosiveness are limited for Monahan, but he is often able to 
compensate through his great effort and compete for the puck. He is able to get to pucks before opposing 
players simply based on his smarts and drive. He does not get knocked off the puck easily -- rarely losing 
possession -- and he’s able to stand his ground just about every time he gets involved in a corner battle. 
Monahan is a highly intelligent player who has on-ice vision and positioning smarts well beyond his 
age. He plays hard at both ends of the ice, wins face-offs and finishes his checks. Monahan prefers to 
take the body in the corner and occasionally on the forecheck or in the neutral zone; he’s not the type 
to sacrifice his positioning to make the big hit. There is a great amount of upside to this player and 
seemingly little downside. His two-way game and physicality will certainly make him a great energy 
player at the very least. The goals and assists aren’t what make Monahan a top pick for the 2013 
NHL Draft. It’s rather that he is a dedicated player in all zones. He’s effective on the penalty kill and 
can usually be found defending deep in his own zone defending. His sense of awareness is top 
notch; NHL level.

WEAKNESSES: The biggest thing with Monahan is that you are not getting a game breaking, 
speedy, offensive talent. Monahan will put up his points as he is talented but he is much more 
than just a point producer zipping around the ice. He has the ability to generate offense and 
capitalize on his chances but he is not going to go out and light the NHL on fire offensively 
like some of the prospects ranked above him could. Monahan will also find that when he 
transitions to the next level that he can no longer power his way around the ice like he did 
in junior. He will need to work on his leg strength as well as improving the first few steps 
of his skating stride.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “A big two-way power centre who gives a concerted effort each 
and every shift. He exudes leadership qualities that scream future NHL captain. Sim-
ilar to a Mike Richards in that he can make a difference in all zones and someone 
that you win with.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Two-Way Centre

SEAN MONAHAN
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Ottawa (OHL)
BORN: October 12, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 31 G 47 A 78 PTS 24 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Shinkaruk is a plucky scoring winger with good skating technique and high energy levels. He 
really uses the inside and outside of his edges, almost like a figure skater. If you watch guys like Jeff Skinner, 
Sidney Crosby or Henrik Zetterberg skate into the offensive zone, they do a similar motion, turning their lower 
body to gain body position on the defender. Also like them, Shinkaruk has very good hands and has the abil-
ity to deke, pass and shoot all at top speed. He Puts the puck in good spots for his teammates via passing, 
either out in front for them to keep them in stride or to reach it around a defender or in their feet to avoid 
an incoming stick check. He has a good nose for the net, consistently getting it dirty going to the crease. 
Shinkaruk has a good hard shot, very accurate with a good release and creates chances by utilizing a 
very quick release and finding holes in the offensive zone. He’s equally good at both playmaking and 
scoring and is at his best when his intensity is high. Lacking in size, he shows the needed ability of 
being able to avoid big checks and displaying good escapability. He isn`t the biggest guy around but 
he certainly asserts himself on the forecheck and creates many chances thanks to his good work 
ethic. He also makes attempts to back check hard on quick transitioned plays. He has an excellent 
compete level and doesn’t back down from bigger competition.

WEAKNESSES: Despite his solid skating ability and good balance, Shinkaruk is not overly ex-
plosive or shifty. He cannot always separate from opposing players or create room for himself 
with his feet. Because of that he plays more of a straight-forward style, charging in to corner 
battles with energy and leaning into players. He loves inserting himself physically around the 
net or in one-on-one puck battles and with his strong skating he can dish out some solid hits 
from time to time as well because he is well concreted to the ground before making the hit. 
The problem is, he isn’t that big himself, making him somewhat ineffective in that role and 
prone to being on the wrong end of things. Still, you love to see the aggressiveness even 
if the effectiveness is limited as he is a work in progress, and 20 pounds of added muscle 
isn’t something that grows overnight. Coupled with that is a concern regarding his men-
tal strength. When he gets stopped off the rush or pushed off the puck over and over 
he can get riled up and taken off his game.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “He has all tools to be an elite player. No, he isn’t the fastest, 
the most elusive, the best puck handler in this class, a pure sniper or a dominant 
physical player. But what he does possess is one of the best technical skating 
strides there is in this draft. He is hardworking and energetic, an extremely quick 
thinking player who has above-average offensive skills and instincts in almost 
every department.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Offensive Winger

HUNTER SHINKARUK
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Medicine Hat (WHL)
BORN: October 13, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 37 G 49 A 86 PTS 44 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Domi is a pint-sized highly skilled offensive forward who can play both on the wing and down the 
middle. He constantly moves his feet and can explode from a standstill with quick two-step acceleration. He 
has a good top speed that he uses to separate from defenders down the wing or up the middle. Domi shows 
the ability to use quick starts and stops to shake defenders and quick enough foot work to break through 
defensive holes with superb agility. For a small guy, he uses a lower center of gravity extremely well to 
be balanced and hard to move. In tight, Domi uses a bevy of cuts, head movements and general fakes 
to eludes checks and undress defenders. He’s hard to control with the puck and maintains possession 
almost effortlessly. Domi’s best ability is his creativeness with the puck and high-end vision in making 
plays. He makes no-look passes through coverage, many times catching lesser skilled teammates off 
guard. While many would classify him as a playmaker, Domi can and does finish. He utilizes a quick 
shot, rather than a hard one that he can get off while playing with the puck. He catches goalies off 
guard with his accuracy. While Domi is on the smaller side height wise, he’s a very strong kid -- espe-
cially in his legs -- with a low center of gravity. Like his father, he has something of a pest-like quality, 
hacking and whacking at anything near him. He’s shown a willingness to finish checks though he’s 
not what you’d call a banger. He does use his body to take the puck to the net with some authority. 
Defensively, he can be a takeaway machine, utilizing a quick stick and quick feet.

WEAKNESSES: Most evaluators will look at his size and start with that aspect as his main 
weakness. While is short and stalky, his size will not hold him back and once he adds even 
more strength to his almost 200-pound frame, Domi will be just as hard to push off pucks and 
stop as his father was. Consistency in efforts needs to improve, as he tends to play up or 
down to his competition, often looking disinterested and even lazy when competing against 
lower tier OHL teams. Like many teenage prospects, his defensive game is lacking even 
though he often comes back deep into his own zone he lacks the awareness to keep tight 
gaps on his assignments often leaving the zone early when a possession change looks 
possible. Lastly, he needs to make sure his on-ice taunting is kept in check as he can 
be a selfish, reacting to personal attacks retaliating with stick chops or hacks even 
though he typically was the culprit who causes his own troubles, causing needless 
penalties. Self-control and maturity are still a work in progress.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “When Domi has the puck, he’s hard to strip of it and has high 
end puck possession skills in deep. He has the look of a top ten pick in the 2013 
NHL Draft with the ability to not only create but finish offensive chances.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Offensive Forward

MAX DOMI
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: March 2, 1995
VITALS: 5’-10” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 39 G 48 A 87 PTS 71 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Zadorov is a big, fleet-footed monster on skates. The rookie Russian import wasted little time 
getting accustomed to the North American game, showing his moxy by dropping the gloves in each of his first 
two games played for the Knights. His toughness was evident from day one, but there’s more to his game. He 
has a very impressive stride for such a tall kid. Usually guys that have his size at his age are uncoordinated 
but Zadorov has been the exception to that. He has good speed as well as the ability to maintain good gaps 
against even the shiftiest of opponent. His speed coupled with his size is a menace to stop when he de-
cides to grab the puck and go coast-to-coast, which he does at least once per game. Those rushes lead 
many to believe he has untapped offensive potential to be a game changer not only defensively or with 
a big hit but also on the offensive side of the game. His decision making and timing in those rushes are 
still a work in process but you love to see the aggressiveness. Zadorov steps up quickly and is very 
capable of playing the puck. This area of his game has grown by leaps and bounds this season. He 
can make a solid first pass out of his zone, and is a willing contributor in the transition game, skat-
ing very well with the puck on his stick. His shot is strong and he finds open lanes to get it through 
on net but he instinctively looks to distribute before getting his own shot off. He has made some 
devastating hits this season and steps up on opponents with good stealth catching them prone. 
Zadorov does not pick his targets based on size as he will hit everyone. Defensively, his game is 
raw but impressive as he uses his wing span and large frame to close off lanes.

WEAKNESSES: Zadorov’s biggest area of improvement is needed in his decision making as 
he has been known to make poor reads on when to jump up on the rush or to deliver a hit 
leading to odd man advantages. This area has improved so he is learning. His size is good 
but he is still lanky in the legs even at his current weight and will need to add strength to 
his lower body. His passes are hit or miss quite literally as he has shifts where he makes 
very impressive passes and other times tries to force things that just are not there. Lastly, 
his first step or two could use work as he can look like he is skating in sand as could his 
lateral mobility as he can have trouble keeping up to shifty forwards in his own zone 
especially after he comes to a stand-still.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “An impressive physical specimen, Nikita shows some great po-
tential to be a solid two way defender that will make a big impact at the next level. 
He has great size and outstanding mobility when coupled with that size. He hits 
like a Mack truck and gets his large frame into passing and shooting lanes effec-
tively. He also has some ability to rush the puck up ice and jump into the attack 
that will develop further. I could see him as a strong two-way top four blue liner 
at the next level.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Two-Way Physical Defenseman

NIKITA ZADOROV
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: April 16, 1995
VITALS: 6’-5” / 225 Lbs
STATS: 63 GP 6 G 19 A 25 PTS 54 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Ristolainen is a big, smooth skating two-way blue liner that displays maturity and poise beyond 
his years. He moves around the ice well with good transitions, edgework and balance on his feet. He displays 
strong legs and ability to outmuscle his opponent in getting the puck out of his zone. While not overly fleet-foot-
ed, he can join the rush or carry the puck up ice himself and does so every time there’s open space. He does 
have the recovery speed to get back if the rush breaks down. He consistently keeps his feet moving when 
the puck is on his stick and has his head up monitoring his options. His feet allow him to stay between the 
puck carrier and his net while defending. He has shown flashes of some decent hands but prefers to keep 
things simple and take the safe option to avoid mistakes, such as willing to dump the puck out when his 
options are covered and pressure is on him. When he does get the outlet, Ristolainen makes crisp and 
mostly accurate short range passes. From the point, he has a very good, hard shot that he gets on net 
consistently. While he still has some problems with a strong forecheck and will just hold a puck too 
long in some instances, his decision making has improved from where it was last year. He’s also not 
afraid of contact and often initiates it. He is best described as an opportunist physical player; one 
whose hits are timely and only looked for when blatantly in front of him but does go around looking 
to get his nose dirty. A passive style of play seems to be best fit for him as he is most confident 
and consistent relying on positioning rather than a crash and bang style. Shows good stamina 
and can play heavy minutes. He has a great head for the game; knows his limits and typically 
plays up to them. Ristolainen is trusted by his coaches and teammates even though he is 10 
years younger than most of them.

WEAKNESSES: The issue that many see in Ristolainen’s game is his NHL upside. Not 
everyone is convinced that he will transition well to the next level mostly due to how quickly 
the game is played and a concern if he can process the play at the rate of speed in the 
NHL. The example used in this is that while he is a heads-up player and does make 
smart poised plays, he often reacts to situations after it is too late in his own zone. He 
does not always see the play developing and does not instinctively know to cover for 
his teammates when they make a mistake, leading some to ask if he has enough 
hockey sense to guide what to do when creative thinking is needed. Ristolainen is 
also not a consistent physical player as he does not use contact to muscle oppo-
nents off puck instead relying on positioning and his stick more than using his natu-
ral size advantage in this department. He has had some issues with his first pass 
this season being off the mark as well as his gap control, allowing opponents into 
his zone and in deep without much pressure.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Opinions are all over the place on this guy as some scouts 
like him as a top-10 talent and future NHL top four blue liner who plays for 15 
year plus seasons while others have doubts and see him struggling with the 
pace of the NHL game.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Two-Way Defenseman

RASMUS RISTOLAINEN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: TPS (SM-liiga)
BORN: October 27, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 52 GP 3 G 12 A 15 PTS 32 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Wennberg is a skilled forward who has been steadily rising up our draft boards all season. He 
skates extremely well and has good top-seed with excellent acceleration. He is very strong on his skates. It’s 
easy to be fooled by his lean stature and weaker looking frame, but he’s extremely hard to knock off balance. 
Wennberg has a great ability to keep his head up while engaging in a puck battles or making moves around 
a defender and can shake off opponents with twists and turns near the board with agility. Wennberg is a 
great positional player as he knows where to be on the ice and makes himself available for one-timers. 
He’s a pretty smart shooter, however, his shots are short on velocity and he lacks the confidence to use 
them consistently. His goals are often scored closer to the net thanks to his great positioning and shifti-
ness in the offensive zone. He protects the puck very well, knowing when to extend his stick and put his 
body in between the puck and his opponent, keeping control of the puck, and knowing when to engage 
physically. Wennberg can control the puck at high speed and in traffic, whether it’s along the boards 
or off the rush. He has decent puck skills and doesn’t try those coast-to-coast flashy rushes but has 
the ability to maintain the puck and deke around a defender at high speed. A pass-first player, he 
is one who can control the puck, show good patience and find players with both crisp passes or 
with saucers. He is willing and consistently ventures into traffic and towards the gritty areas of the 
ice. Wennberg is a smart player position-wise with an active stick and is slippery/tricky in tight 
spaces. He is tenacious and hard-working but not really an effective physical player yet and as 
such, works with his stick a lot to strip the puck from opponents or get it into passing lanes. 
Defensively, he has good closing speed, goes to the dirty areas and will sacrifice the body to 
block shots on occasion. Still raw in a lot of ways but has some very intriguing tools, including 
his ability to adapt to the situation and what is requested of him by his coaches.

WEAKNESSES: Wennberg’s biggest flaw is his lack of strength. He doesn’t weigh much 
and is knocked around by bigger opponents. With that said, he isn’t afraid of heavy traffic 
or getting hit but he lacks the functional strength to be successful along the wall and his 
checks are not that effective.  While his vision for the offensive play is great and he’s 
trying hard to be in the right position defensively all the time, he’s not quite there yet as 
a two-way performer. He can get running around too much trying to break-up plays 
and lose his responsibility. Surely a sign of inexperience, as his attention to detail 
when it comes to covering shooting lanes and coming back using his speed on the 
back check is a plus.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “To start the season, Wennberg was bouncing up and down 
the line-up and not really relied upon much when it came to key situations for 
struggling Djurgården of the SEL-2. However, as the season wore along, he’s 
been used for special teams, the power play in particular, and in key, late-
game situations.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Offensive Forward

ALEXANDER WENNBERG
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Djurgarden (Allsvenskan)
BORN: September 22, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 14 G 18 A 32 PTS 14 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Pulock is a big, cerebral defender who plays both sides of the puck. He has a smooth skating 
stride that generates a healthy amount of speed allowing him to join the rush and defend against faster oppo-
nents. He handles the puck well and does not bobble it regardless of the situation, receiving passes clean and 
efficiently. He’s effective, but does lack the flashy hand skills and lateral shiftiness to be able to go coast-to-
coast with the puck. Pulock makes a strong first pass and also shows the ability to shred apart a PK unit 
while quarterbacking a power play with his good vision. Is a shooter in the style of Al MacInnis with the 
hardest shot in the WHL, clocked at 101 MPH this past season. Pulock gets himself in great position to 
shoot and gets his shots through with immense regularity. His clapper is complimented by an accurate 
hard wrist shot with a quick release. He doesn’t back down from contact and has shown the willingness 
to step up to blow people up when they venture into the middle or into his zone with their heads down. 
Pulock plays hard in the corners but doesn’t let himself get too physical, giving up body position. A 
true leader on and off the ice, he leads by example and is a calm and composed kid with ‘it’. He’s a 
guy you want on your club and his intangibles are what proves he is a driven kid that is sure to be 
a pro. He thinks the game better than most draft eligible defenseman and his two-way abilities are 
very impressive. If he can add a bit of tenacity and intensity to his game on a consistent basis he 
will be a scary good NHL defenseman. He controls the game in front of him and plays his position 
very well.

WEAKNESSES: Pulock could use work on his first step quickness and his overall foot speed 
when it comes to lateral movement, but at this point that’s a small complaint. What he can 
improve upon that will make a big difference with regards to his impact on the game is his 
overall aggressiveness and willingness to use his frame to defend on a more consistent 
basis. He relies way too much on his stick to win battles and on some this nights that hurts 
his effectiveness defensively. He gets caught waving his stick around when he should 
be eliminating his opponent with a strong physical play or clearing the crease. He has 
a great physical package at his disposal, but he just doesn’t use it nearly enough. He 
does not have that natural killer mentality but instead takes what is given to him, which 
can be a good thing, unless you want to develop a true difference maker. Which also 
leads to the question, how much more physical growth does this kid have? What 
you see might be what you get, even five years down the road, as he doesn’t have 
much more room to add to that already full frame.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Ryan Pulock is a big, solid, two-way defenseman for Bran-
don. Serves as their captain and has really grown into all aspects of his game 
this season. He skates well, moves the puck, has a bomb of a shot, uses his 
size well, hits and has great intangibles. I think he could end up being a top-
10 selection and even the 2nd guy picked from the WHL after Seth Jones 
but also could be the fifth guy out of the west when all is said and done.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Two-Way Defenseman

RYAN PULOCK
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Brandon (WHL)
BORN: October 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 14 G 31 A 45 PTS 22 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Morrissey is a strong, two-way blue liner with some excitement to his game. He has elite lev-
el mobility displaying good transitions and edge work. He roams the ice and does so gracefully. Smooth as 
silk. His first few steps are top notch and allow him to press the play up ice. His ability to skate the puck out 
of trouble is also evident. He may pick the puck out of a scrum and before you can blink he has taken two 
strong steps up ice and puts it on a teammates stick. He is one of the best puck moving defenseman in the 
WHL. His feet match his mind, as Morrissey doesn’t overthink things, knows when to make a quick pass, 
quick chip, or delay and hold the puck to avoid the forecheck. He does that all with great puck control as 
one of his true strengths. He makes very tough passes look way too easy. Morrissey is very confident 
running a power play and shows a lot of poise on the blueline. He doesn’t have an overpowering shot 
but he has a knack for getting a quick wrist shot into the goalies pads creating a rebound. He plays his 
position well, so if he gets a bit bigger he will be a force. Uses his body positioning very well, despite 
not being the biggest guy with the longest reach. Extremely smart player with high hockey IQ. He’s 
not a killer physically, but definitely doesn’t back down. When defending, if he needs to hit you, he 
will. Also plays with a ton of grit in his game, loves to engage after whistles, push and shove and 
stand up for his teammates.

WEAKNESSES: Defensively, Morrissey has room to improve but he is definitely no slouch. His 
lack of strength hurts his ability to fend off bigger opponents in the corners and in front of the 
net but he never backs down. Despite his intensity and high compete level, he could be more 
effective in one-on-one physical battles with more strength. He has the potential to get much 
stronger in his lower body, as he looks like he’s got skinny little legs. While his shot is accu-
rate and he utilizes it to create offense his velocity is less than average and will need to be 
improved if he is to have similar affect generating offense at the next level.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Morrissey is a stud. I really see him being a team’s No. 2-No. 3 de-
fenseman and logging 20-plus minutes while putting up good offensive numbers at the 
NHL level. He is a top talent for 2013 because he brings top notch puck-moving ability, 
elite hockey sense, and the compete level and style to thrive in playoff hockey.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Two-Way Defenseman

JOSH MORRISSEY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Prince Albert (WHL)
BORN: March 28, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 70 GP 15 G 32 A 47 PTS 91 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Gauthier is a true mammoth on skates. Even though he focuses more on his own zone than 
on the attacking game, it’s truly telling that his speed allows him to get an odd breakaway here and there. He 
has good straight-line speed and has the ability to get in on puck quickly. Gauthier’s play on the puck isn’t 
necessarily focused on fancy stickhandling, but rather the strength and willpower to protect the puck while 
driving or while in traffic. He knows where to be not only to collect on rebounds or on mistakes, but also 
to create the lanes for his teammates. He has a dangerous shot, but only uses it from the hash marks. 
Gauthier is a physical beast. There wasn’t a defenseman in the QMJHL who can take him down or even 
slow him down. No one beats him in the corners and he’s not afraid to finish his checks in the defensive 
zone to take his man out of the play. He’ll box guys out along the boards, take hits to make plays and 
to get the puck out, and block shots. Not a punishing hitter, but an effective one. He is a hard to han-
dle monster for opponents to contain when on the cycle. Another characteristic of his is the ability to 
play with his feet. He’ll win battles by kicking at the puck and he rarely ever breaks his stride when 
a pass is a bit off. He simply manages to angle his skates so the reception happens smoothly. Not 
a risk-taker by any means as he’ll make the simple play out of the zone and let his teammates be 
creative with their passing. Always involved in the back check, he’ll drop down to the crease to 
cover for defensemen that are gone to the corners. He’ll block shots and sacrifice his body on a 
consistent basis.

WEAKNESSES: The biggest question is what type offensive potential does Gauthier have? 
He has the size and defensive awareness in spades but can he be more than a third line 
defensive specialist? If the answer is yes to just one NHL team he could hear his name 
called inside the top-10.  If no he might slip towards the end of the first round. He had a 
hot start to the year offensively and then slowed down as the season moved along and 
into the post season, which does not help answer this question. Despite his great size 
advantage he doesn’t hit to hurt and it would be nice to see him impose himself more 
as an intimidating factor in that area. He skates well but could work on some aspects 
and become more agile.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Worst case scenario, he’s a third liner who kills penalties and 
can sprinkle in some offense. Best case scenario, you might have another player 
in the Jordan Staal mold. Any way you look at it, he’s going to be a wanted man. 
He’s the best two-way threat that I’ve seen from this draft class so far.”

NHL POTENTIAL: No. 2 Two-Way Power Centre

FREDERIK GAUTHIER
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Rimouski (QMJHL)
BORN: April 26, 1995
VITALS: 6’-4” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 62 GP 22 G 38 A 60 PTS 26 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Lazar is a defensively strong forward with good speed and goal scoring ability. He possesses good 
quickness out the gate, has good mobility and turning ability, even at top speed. He’s a dynamic skater who has 
powerful legs and pretty solid acceleration. Lazar uses a wide balanced stance when protecting the puck and 
is hard to knock off stride and while he won’t blow the doors off of anyone, is tough to knock off the puck. He 
gets himself in good position to shoot, finding holes offensively, where he can unleash both a hard wrist or slap 
shot. He also has a very quick backhand in his shooting arsenal as well as a deadly one-timer. Is a killer from 
the slot-in with his great release and knows when, where and how to put pucks on net. Lazar isn’t afraid to 
deke to finish off plays from in close, either. He’s not just a shooter as his puck distribution and vision are 
superb and makes some excellent passes including quick cross-crease dishes on the backhand in tight to 
the net, multi-zone stretch passes from his own zone and soft saucer passes to streaking linemates. His 
passes have good velocity and are usually right on the tape. While he does have pretty good hands, he 
is not a real flashy puck dangling forward who will try to go end-to-end much if at all. He’s gritty, plays 
very physical when the situation calls for it and is versatile in that he can play on a skilled line as well 
as on a line with two very big and physical players. He bangs and crashes regularly along the walls, 
takes hits to make plays and shows the leadership and smarts that is rare for a player this age. He’s 
a true hockey player and a leader. He’ll be a glue guy in the NHL and a good guy in the room as a 
heart and soul player. He shows great inner drive, is a hard worker and displays great character, 
serving as an assistant captain as a 17-year-old on a veteran team. He will one day do that at the 
NHL level. Lazar plays with high energy and good intensity each and every shift. He has his head 
on a swivel each and every shift and his positioning in his own zone and in the neutral zone is 
fantastic. He is very good at reading the play and taking away lanes with his body and stick. 
Lazar will be one of the safest bets to make the Show out of this draft class as he is almost a 
guarantee to make an impression in one way or another.

WEAKNESSES: Lazar is a total defensive first player who does not take risks in the name 
of offense or to generating a scoring chance. While that is not necessarily a bad thing, it 
does reflect in his offensive numbers in junior and his perceived NHL offensive upside. 
He has not really shown much in the way of offensive creativity but instead just taking 
what he is given to produce opportunities. Is he a very good third line shutdown centre 
who can play your PK as well as add a little offense to your team or is he a great two-
way second line center who can do it all and boost his offensive contributions?

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Some label Lazar as a great second or third liner, which tends 
to come with a negative stigma when people think first round talent. But, if by sec-
ond or third liner, you mean a guy that can score 20-plus goals consistently, be a 
devastating weapon on the forecheck, and play well in all areas of the ice? Sure, 
I’ll take him in the first round any day of the week.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Two-Way Forward

CURTIS LAZAR
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Edmonton (WHL)
BORN: February 2, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 38 G 23 A 61 PTS 47 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Mantha, at top speed, is amongst the fastest players straight line in the QMJHL. He loves tak-
ing on defenders wide and then cutting in behind them to crash the net. He’s also very strong on his skates 
and can change up his speed, which throws defenders off. He does show good strength on the puck, and is 
tough to knock off. He shows impressive playmaking ability despite being a bit raw with the puck. He shows 
the ability to make tape-to-tape passes and is very effective dishing the puck off of the cycle. Mantha is a 
very big, strong forward that can often outmuscle opposing players. He shows the willingness to play an 
aggressive style of play and can be very effective along the boards. Always dangerous in the offensive 
zone, he’ll produce a dangerous shot out of nowhere. His shot is very heavy, and is already NHL-caliber. 
He has very good offensive IQ and is effective at finding scoring areas. He has one of the quicker wrist-
shot releases in the league as well as a cannon from the point, which is what makes him an effective 
option at the point on the PP. He can also snap or slap it in stride, which is a skill that he uses a lot 
when coming down his off-wing. He creates most of his shots himself. His game shows a lot of po-
tential to become a very good defensive player. He often wins battles along the boards, because 
of his reach and strength. When he hits he can blow people up and he has shown a willingness to 
drop the gloves to stand up for himself or his teammates.

WEAKNESSES: Mantha can be more of a reactionary guy than a player with good pre-emp-
tive awareness, sense or anticipation in both the offensive zone and while charging back on 
defense. Some have questioned his hockey sense and decision making. At times he shows 
an impressive compete level, though it is not always that way. His consistency can improve 
as he has moments where he becomes a spectator and not engaged enough in the action. 
He isn’t flashy with the puck, and is likely to opt for the safe play with the puck rather than 
anything creative. He lacks the skills to consistently go through defenders using dekes or 
creative plays with the puck. Mantha shows an above-average skating stride, but with 
room for improvement. He possesses great top-end speed, but struggled with his first 
step acceleration. Tight turns and edge work also leaves some to be desired. Despite 
his stature, Mantha is not as heavy a hitter or as physical as he could be with his 
impressive size but still has a tendency to finish his checks, however, most of his 
forechecking and defensive play utilize his reach and speed much more than a 
hard physical play which you would love to see with someone possessing his size 
advantage.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “While he was productive and a strong goal scorer this past 
season for Val-d’Or, the biggest growth in his game has come on the physical 
and defensive side of things. He started to really throw his weight around to-
wards the end of the season and that is something NHL teams have wanted 
to see from him.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Goal Scoring Winger

ANTHONY MANTHA
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Val-d’Or (QMJHL)
BORN: September 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 50 G 39 A 89 PTS 71 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Zykov is a hard-to-handle power forward who takes the puck to the net every chance he gets. 
While he is not tall, he is extremely sturdy and wide-framed. He skates well with strong push and gets up to 
speed in just a few short strides. His skating is good for the power game he plays because of a wide bal-
anced stance. When he doesn’t have the puck himself he is always a presence deep in the opponents zone 
or in the crease, especially on the power play, and will drew a few penalties because of his strength. He’s 
hard to move and has good hand-eye coordination, making defenders work hard to try and box him out 
and goaltenders trying to keep up with any deflections. He’s tough to move along the boards and a good 
skater and puckhandler in open ice. He takes the game to the opposition offensively and isn’t afraid to 
drive the puck into traffic. The results of these forays vary but he typically generates chances using his 
strong puck protection skills and his heavy shot. Zykov has a quick, hard wrist shot that he likes to use 
when coming down the wing and has surprised many QMJHL goaltenders by how quickly gets it off. 
He gets himself in good scoring positions and uses that big body of his to get there. Not a physical 
player who drives people through the boards but he does finish checks and uses his strength in one-
on-one battles. Zykov is responsible defensively and can always be found backchecking, being 
quite active in the defensive zone, taking up space in the slot, and plugging up passing lanes. In 
essence, he’s a rare blend of North American grit and European skill.

WEAKNESSES: One area that Zykov needs to show improvement is his ability to utilize his 
teammates better. He typically takes the puck to the net himself and if a teammates is there to 
bang home a rebound that is how he uses them. He needs to understand that as he develops 
he will not be as successful trying to do it all himself and will need to play a better give-and-
go type game. He can be a turnover machine at times and will need to pick his spot a little 
better. His skating and speed are strong for his size but this is an area that could also 
improve especially with his first few steps off the mark.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Zykov, who has quickly become a fan favourite in Baie-Comeau 
judging by crowd reaction every time he is on the ice, is a dynamic player in attack 
and a responsible player in defense. He definitely has power forward potential at the 
NHL level.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Goal Scoring Forward

VALENTIN ZYKOV
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Baie-Comeau (QMJHL)
BORN: May 15, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 40 G 35 A 75 PTS 60 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Theodore is a good sized puck-moving defenseman who routinely displays his effective skating 
and strong edgework and smooth movements. He has a big, long, lean stride and uses it effectively. His cross-
overs transition efficiently and smoothly, and he produces a lot of extra jump to his speed. His top speed is 
also very good and his first few steps are above average. He has great balance and moves in all directions 
with ease covering a lot of ground with very little effort. He has the ability to maneuver with the puck through 
traffic and opposing sticks, and is able to do it at fast speeds and awkward positions. He can control the 
puck along the opposing blueline with ease. Though he has the skills to do so, Theodore isn’t one to dan-
gle through players. Rather, he uses his puck skills to keep it out of the range of forechecking forwards 
or when he rushes the puck up the ice. He will not completely undress defending players but he will 
evade them and start the offensive cycle. He has truly great vision that allows him to make quick and 
crisp passes. He can really thread the needle making impossible connections at times. Along with his 
impressive passing ability, Theodore has a wide range of offensive weapons to lean on. He has a 
wide selection of shots and chooses them wisely in order to get the puck towards the net. His shot 
isn’t blistering nor is it heavy, but they are well placed. He also plays like a true leader and is a go-to 
guy for the Thunderbirds in all situations. He works hard and is a mature kid, which shows well in 
interviews where he is very well-spoken and positive about his play and his teammates. A team 
looking for a puck mover will want to keep their eyes on Theodore as he has the raw tools to 
develop into a premier PMD at the NHL level.

WEAKNESSES: Defensively, Theodore is a work in progress. While he isn’t a regular lia-
bility, his occasional lapse in judgement or awareness causes the odd deadly turnover as 
does his propensity to go for the high-end play instead of taking the simple play that is 
readily available. While he is a good skater whose feet produce good speed, one area 
that could still improve is that he can produce more power off those first few steps and 
he will add more strength to his legs that should help better an already fine skater. His 
style of play does not include much physicality, but he isn’t afraid if the play calls for 
him to use his body. He will position himself in front of opposing forwards in order to 
contain the puck. However, he is still quite weak witch is something you do not want 
in a 6-foot-2 defender, and that limits his effectiveness physical. Opposing forwards 
do not fear Theodore when they attack. This is something that must change before 
he advances much further.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Shea Theodore is a strong-skating defender. He’s definitely 
known first and foremost as an offensive defender, but he provides many things 
that scouts really like. He is a leader on his team, is very well-spoken and pos-
itive about his play and his teammates.”

NHL POTENTIAL: No. 4 Offensive Defenseman

SHEA THEODORE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Seattle (WHL)
BORN: August 3, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 71 GP 19 G 31 A 50 PTS 32 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Klimchuk is a skilled forward who makes an impact on the ice. He is extremely fast with good agility 
and the ability to stop and/or turn on a dime. His good acceleration and the ability to change direction opens lanes 
up for himself offensively. He might be one of the best-skating forwards in this draft class as the combination of 
both quick feet, first steps and edgework allow him to sneak into scoring positions with the defense not noticing. 
Great hands compliment his feet, as he can skate at top speed with the puck and really makes things happen. 
He can give and receive passes with ease. Klimchuk is definitely more of a shooter and we wouldn’t say he 
has limited vision, but he’s just looking to shoot first. He can make strong plays for his linemates and distrib-
ute passes through sticks and legs. He is a very well balanced player and has the ability to set up plays as 
well as score them. His great shot is hard, quick and accurate with a release is at a very high level already 
and could be classified as ‘sneaky’. His offensive hockey sense allows him to make quick smart passes 
that aren’t flashy but keeps the puck moving. He thinks the game extremely fluid, is able to make quick 
plays while in motion, and has great anticipation skills. A very instinctual player, Klimchuk just knows 
what to do with the puck once it hits his stick. He is relied on in many situations, seems to be quite 
athletic, and you rarely see a shift off from him. He plays a very simple style of game, not a lot of flash 
and not a lot of ‘take control of the game’ moments but does make an impact. He is a player that will 
play the system he has be presented with, then find opportunities to put himself into prime scoring 
areas. Will more often than not come back into his own zone and make himself an outlet option for 
his defense and centre.

WEAKNESSES: While he is a good skater who is agile and has good speed, Klimchuk is not 
overly strong on his feet. He has shown over time that he can get pushed off the puck rather 
easily. Added strength will help him better protect the puck and keep possession against 
physical defenders. The physical game is one aspect of his game that he simply might never 
develop; however, he needs to add more strength to help him in one-on-one puck battles 
and positional confrontations even if he never becomes a true bruiser. His ability to move 
and anticipate where to go allows him to compensate by getting into the open areas with-
out physical confrontation, but it would serve him much better if he could develop himself 
physically. Despite coming back into his own zone consistently, he does not make much 
of a defensive impact on the game. No doubt one half is because of his position on the 
wing but also partly because he has not been asked to do so before. Plays his position 
and didn’t make any glaring mistakes but has much room to grow in his own zone as 
well. 

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Klimchuk is a dynamic and well-rounded player. Has light-
ning-fast speed, good agility and the offensive ability to develop into a top-end 
prospect. On top of those things, he works hard and does not shy away about 
having to play in his own zone. I’ve had the pleasure of watching him over the 
last couple of seasons and he continues to impress. I wouldn’t doubt some 
teams have him rated much higher than we do.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Two-Way Forward

MORGAN KLIMCHUK
POSITION: Left Wing/Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Regina (WHL)
BORN: March 2, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 36 G 40 A 76 PTS 20 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Hartman is a versatile winger who can play it any way you want. He’s a highly effective and 
smooth skater, one who can make sharp cuts, uses his edges well and possesses good lateral agility. It does 
not take more than two or three strides for Hartman to get up to full speed. Both quick in small areas by com-
pacting his stride and fast showing a decent separation gear when he lengthens his stride in open ice. He 
uses that speed and his tenacity to be a headache on the forecheck and keep aggressive pressure on the 
puck carrier. He has good hands and can carry the puck on the rush. Hartman’s not one to deke through 
defenders as much as he is to play a give-and-go to enter the zone and get into scoring position. He’s 
willing to take the puck to the net and look for the crash-and-bang type of goals as well as a shooting 
off the rush type of scorer. He’s very versatile in all facets of the game, as he has good vision and can 
set-up his teammates with surprisingly accurate and creative passing plays. Hartman plays the game 
much bigger than he actually is going up against stronger opposition utilizing a wide stance and a low 
centre of gravity against those larger opponents regularly beating them in. He’s great at protecting 
the puck with his loose arms or legs and fights through checks and draws penalties because of 
his forever moving feet. These qualities make him great on the cycle and he wins the majority of 
his board battles. He plays the game with a gritty, nasty and aggressive nature, getting into the 
oppositions face every chance he gets. He’s not shy to throw hits, slashes after whistles, bump 
goalies, whatever it takes. He gets his opponents off their game and thinking about him. He 
doesn’t just start it, either. He’s not one to provoke an opponent and then skate away as he 
will drop the gloves and shows decent ability in that area as well. He’s good defensively as he 
knows where to be and shows good awareness in that regard. Compete level is high and he 
is a hard prospect bet against.

WEAKNESSES: For a guy who makes most of his living in the dirty, greasy areas of the 
ice, Hartman’s size is not really ideal. Although he is sturdy and solidly built he will need 
additional strength to maintain his effectiveness at the next level. While he plays on the 
line most of the time he sometimes can venture on the wrong side of that line and get 
himself and his team into penalty trouble. His offensive upside is again not considered 
to be the highest however he is projected to produce some offensive contributions. 

SCOUTS QUOTE: “A gritty two-way forward who has good hockey sense, goes to 
the dirty areas on the ice and enjoys the rough stuff. Plays a really physical game 
hitting everything in sight. He can find the open man with a pass or take the puck 
to the net himself. Battles hard along the boards and has the ability to spin off 
checks.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Physical Winger

RYAN HARTMAN
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Plymouth (OHL)
BORN: September 20, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 23 G 37 A 60 PTS 120 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Horvat is one of the draft’s top two-way threats. He digs his skates into the ice and pushes off 
real hard, each stride digging harder into the ice. He gets real low and can generate good speed. When he 
gets going, he’s a steam engine, hard to push off the puck and determined to take the puck where he wants 
it. Horvat doesn’t wow a crowd with his hands but shows very nice power cuts through traffic and around 
defenders for scoring opportunities. He anticipates well and makes good reads with the puck when dishing. 
He’s not a traditional playmaker, but makes quick reads and crisp passes. When given the chance, he dis-
plays a hard shot with some good accuracy. He digs in low and while it’s not an overly quick release, he 
can get the puck where he wants it and is effective from in tight, lifting the puck up. His ability to find soft 
spots in coverage, get himself open and get a quality shot off is one of the most underrated aspects to 
his game. His one-timer -- once he gets open -- is very quick. On the other side of the puck he antic-
ipates the opponent’s next move well and hounds them, using his strength to outmuscle and create 
turnovers. He has the ability to shield the puck and hold off a defender, is hard to knock off stride as 
he goes to the net. He’s not a traditional power forward, but has some physical tendencies of one. 
He is a smart player, knowing where to go with or without the puck. In conjunction with this, he’s a 
natural born leader and potential captain. He had a very active stick that he uses to deflect pucks 
and consistently pays the price to block shots no matter the risk. A team first player.

WEAKNESSES: A big area of concern is Horvat’s offensive potential at the next level. Some 
say he has good upside and will translate to a much more effective scorer than he has even 
shown so far in London while others thing he is a hard working character guys with not much 
scoring potential. We lean to the prior and think he will produce some offense, but will likely 
not play a top-six role just because of how effective he is defensively. Also, his skating will 
need to improve so he can maintain his effectiveness as a two-way forward at the next 
level.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Often overlooked as one of the Knights draft eligible prospects, 
Horvat could likely have boosted his offensive totals playing a different role. He has 
been asked to play the strong two-way role and chip in offense where able. He is 
often London’s best player, as he can both be effective finishing scoring chances, 
blocking a shot, winning a key faceoff or making a strong check.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Two-Way Centre

BO HORVAT
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: London (OHL)
BORN: April 5, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 33 G 28 A 61 PTS 29 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Hagg is a silky smooth skater and can move around in all directions with ease and does not have 
any problems twisting and turning with and without the puck. His first steps are not the most impressive, nor is his 
top speed, but he’s above average. The most important thing about his skating is how fluid it is, allowing his big 
body to move around very well both defensively and with the puck. He rarely goes at full speed, skates more with 
an energy-managing style, so to speak, but gets where he needs to be very well. He also controls the puck well 
and can knock it out of mid-air and handle tough passes into his skates or pucks that are ‘jumping’ around on 
him. Hagg’s passes are smooth and on the tape. He sees the ice very well and hit his teammates in proper 
locations. He possesses a good slap shot that he can get on net with regularity and with a decent amount 
of velocity. His one-timers are also impressive -- not the hardest -- but gets them off clean and looks to be 
something that he can develop into a good tool later on. Despite the healthy, strong frame, he’s not really a 
punishing physical player. When the battle starts and he’s engaging in it, he is looking to win the puck rather 
than to physically hurt the opponent. He is usually on the winning end of these board battles. All this being 
said, from time to time he will step up and deliver a big open-ice hit or even and old-school hip check to 
a surprised opponent. He is at his best when he chooses his opportunities carefully and is being very 
careful to make sure that in going for the hit he does not put his team in an odd-man situation. A smart, 
calm, poised player for the most part, Hagg solves situations with ease and smartness and knows how 
to use his tools well. Defensively, he can be very effective when he keeps things simple. While he 
played a good amount of games in the Swedish Elite League this season, his play in the SuperElit 
U20 group was where he impressed the most playing against his peers. 

WEAKNESSES: Hagg’s technical ability in puck distribution is outstanding, as he rarely puts 
teammates in difficult situations but sometimes tries to look for tough passes, long stretch-pass-
es that aren’t really there. His physical play, while impressive when he decides to utilize it, is 
lacking in consistency. He had stretches where he was jumping up and being aggressive at-
tacking opponents while other stretches where he was too laid back. Towards the end of the 
year, he started to find the right mix with regards to his physical play. However, what’s con-
cerning about Hägg is that he always plays on the tough line where calm and cool breaks 
with nonchalant play. At times he is a bit too cool when trying to solve something or with 
him not getting somewhere fast enough and the puck ends up on an opponent’s stick. 
His defensive play has looked doubtful at times this season, especially in the SEL. He’s 
been caught out of position and uncharacteristically chasing around pucks too much.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Can effortlessly go end-to-end with no problem because of good 
mobility. Shows some defensive/physical potential for such a young player. Has 
good IQ/hockey sense. Can play either side of the puck and be effective. Looks 
to have a very high potential, and he’s just scratched the surface. I can see him 
becoming a pretty good two-way D-man after some seasoning.”

NHL POTENTIAL: No. 4 Two-Way Defenseman

ROBERT HAGG
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: MODO (Eliteserien)
BORN: February 8, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 27 GP 0 G 1 A 1 PTS 2 PIM
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STRENGTHS:  Burakovsky is a fleet-footed offensive minded winger who has superb agility, first step acceler-
ation and straight line speed. He can turn on a dime and control the puck while making those impressive cuts. 
He possesses good, quick hands and can make some creative dekes to gain the zone or beat a defender to 
the net. He also has the size and hand skills to protect the puck in traffic and retain control while moving into 
a scoring position. He makes accurate well timed passes to teammates showing good creativity in doing so. 
His passing skills are superb with his excellent vision, aided with his skilled hands and strong timing. Bura-
kovsky is very impressive on the power play half-wall as he makes quick, decisive plays with the puck. 
He has a quick shot that is pin-point accurate and makes him extremely dangerous within 15 feet of the 
cage. He shows that he has decent hockey sense most of the time, but especially when on the offensive 
rush where he dekes and baits the opposition in until he had a clear passing lane towards an open 
teammate. He is most effective when he plays with an edge and drives to the net or into puck battles 
with abandon, showing no fear and using his skill and developing strength once there to create.

WEAKNESSES: Burakovsky does not show too much defensive sense or interest in that zone. 
There is a lack of support of his teammate in the defensive zone as he doesn’t consistently make 
himself available for breakout-passes. He has shown he can block shots and get into lanes from 
time to time but does not do so on a consistent basis. He skates hard into corners and gets to 
loose pucks quickly but he tends to be on the losing end of battles for pucks or positioning. He’s 
not overly hard to play against but does finish some checks, however, he is not a consistent 
threat to play physical. He can be too predictable in his offensive rushes and defensive mind-
ed defenders can learn how to shut him down after a few shifts. His effort level wains from 
time to time and his biggest weakness is a lack of consistency.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “A highly skilled and dynamic offensive player. If this kid would mix 
up his play a bit, show some sense and bring more consistency he would belong in the 
top-10 of this draft. He’s become smarter and more dynamic offensive player as this 
season has progressed but still has a ways to go.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Offensive Winger

ANDRE BURAKOVSKY
POSITION: Left Wing  
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Malmo (Allsvenskan)
BORN: February 9, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 43 GP 4 G 7 A 11 PTS 8 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Rychel is a strong power winger who can put the puck in the opponents net. He has little difficulty 
getting around the ice with his skating, but he won’t be blowing by any defenders with his speed. His balance is 
good and he is not easily knocked off his feet. Due to his size, he doesn’t really need to be the first man in for puck 
possession in the offensive zone as he is able to physical overpower the opposition at this level. He dominates 
the boards and front of the net with his size and toughness on most nights. There is nothing fancy or pretty with 
Rychel’s skill-set, as he drives the net and uses his size and strength to bring the puck with him, often playing 
like a man amongst boys for Windsor. He’s very capable with the puck on his stick, though not possessing the 
softest mitts to make dekes and cuts. He uses his hockey sense to make solid plays on the puck. He’s next to 
impossible to get the puck off him when he works down low and along the boards. Rychel does have a cre-
ative/playmaking side to his game that should continue to develop. He has good vision and makes passes 
with good accuracy and timing and possesses an absolute cannon of a slap shot in addition to a very hard 
wrist shot. He gets himself to the right spaces on the ice and when he gets there he is impossible to push 
out. He’s dangerous in close to the net both because of his shot and his stature. Rychel goes out of his 
way to be aggressive in games, with a few big hits being thrown here and there. However, his physicality 
is most noticeable in how he wins puck battles along the boards and how he retrieves the puck through 
sheer intimidation and effort. Rychel looks even bigger than his size would suggest he is, looking 
gigantic compared to other players on the ice at the OHL level. He is more than willing to drop the 
gloves and make a point or stand-up for himself. The one aspect of his game that stands out is his 
gritty play and work ethic as he battles and battles all game long. At his best as a complementary 
forward that can crash and bang around the net.

WEAKNESSES: Simply put, Rychel’s skating is not that good. While he gets to where he needs 
to with decent straight line speed, his turns and edges as well as first steps lack explosion and 
are in need of some improvements. He will need to make some dramatic improvements in this 
area over the next year or two. With that said, at the Major Junior level he has little difficulty 
getting around the ice with his skating, but he won’t be blowing by any defenders with his top 
speed. The main issue that comes up when scouts discuss Rychel is what his upside max-
es out at. Does he have the skill to create offense at the next level? Are his hands good 
enough? Is his vision good enough to find his linemates at a faster pace? We know he 
has a very good shot but will he be able to consistently get into position to utilize it if his 
skating does not improve that much? Many questions like these with Rychel’s ultimate 
upside at the NHL level exist.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Kerby is one of more than a couple polarizing players in this 
class as some do not see how his goals will come at the NHL level. Even if he does 
not become that goal scorer he has shown to be in Major Junior his work ethic, grit 
and size should still allow him to be an effective third liner who can chip in the odd 
goal here and there.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Power Forward

KERBY RYCHEL
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Windsor (OHL)
BORN: October 7, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 40 G 47 A 87 PTS 94 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Petan is a very good skater who makes skilled plays. He has good top end speed and the agility 
and ability to turn on a dime, change angles on a defender and create space for himself. He has quick feet and is 
shifty, with quick hands, either with the puck or shooting. He seems to be like a spark plug and is always moving. 
He creates something every shift. The puck seems to be magnetized to his stick. He is so smooth and so shifty 
with the puck; amazing puck control. Despite his size, he has the ability to protect the puck in traffic. He can also 
handle it well at top speed and is very creative with the puck on his stick, especially when moving through traffic. 
He has good vision, but it is not his best asset. Petan does see the ice very well and can make a pass on the 
backhand or the forehand. He can saucer the puck or make a bullet pass through sticks and legs onto his 
teammates tape, but what really separates him is that he has the hockey sense and patience with the puck 
that few possess, which allows him to not force things if he doesn’t see an open linemate or lane to shoot 
but instead hold it for a few second longer when mot would panic. He definitely has goal scorers hands and 
can finish in a variety of ways -- with a solid shot, good quick release and the grit to go to the net. Good 
deking ability allows him to create space for himself to finish in traffic. He is extremely dangerous around 
the top of the circle. He attacks the offensive zone with speed and energy to compensate for size. A 
smart player and it definitely shows when you watch him, especially in the offensive zone, as he is 
great at timing when to be at spots on the ice to receive passes and finish plays. His smarts also show 
because he’s a solid offensive player despite lacking size and strength. Petan doesn’t go out of his 
way to engage a ton physically, but isn’t afraid of contact as he will finish his checks in the corners 
when he needs to, but doesn’t spending time headhunting which is a good thing because he would 
get killed doing that at the NHL level. He rarely gets outmuscled because he consistently dodges 
and evades and is always moving.

WEAKNESSES: Petan is obviously a small player with almost no physical presence. It’s hard 
to predict how small skilled guys will react once they get to a level where opponents become 
bigger, faster and more skilled. Size is really the only question mark here, but it is a major one 
as it causes concerns as whether he can survive NHL physical rigors and remain healthy. He 
has shown that he can be a big point producer when given time and space but the question 
is will he be able to continue to do that at the next level. If he does not want to be cast 
in a power play specialist role at the next level he better gain considerable strength and 
add a defensive element to his game. Look for an NHL team with multiple picks to take 
a chance on Petan.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Nic Petan is a small, hardworking and skilled player for the Win-
terhawks who has been underrated all season because of his size. He was able to 
put up big points this season thanks to his ability to handle the puck in traffic, go to 
dangerous areas and finish place off against bigger and stronger defenders.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Offensive Centre

NIC PETAN
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Portland (WHL)
BORN: March 22, 1995
VITALS: 5’-9” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 71 GP 46 G 74 A 120 PTS 43 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Erne is a swift skating power winger that has some lateral agility but plays a primarily north-
south game. The praise for his skating isn’t for blazing breakaway speed but for his ability to twist and turn 
his way out of a corner. His quick movement allows him to shake off defenders easily and crash the goal 
unobstructed. He plays with a sandpaper quality to his game; finishes his checks, takes the body, gives op-
ponents the business with his stick. Erne could be a greater physical presence without the puck; can be a 
menace on the fore check with his combo of size/skating. He shows good instincts in terms of where to go 
and where to be for a scoring chance. He’s at his best when he takes the puck to the net and does a good 
job of getting open for a shot opportunity. Erne is always moving, for better or for worse; never really 
seems to get caught flat-footed when a play starts to happen. He does a good job protecting the puck 
when he has it; will stick out the leg as he cuts in toward the net and shows some lateral quickness 
along the boards. Always aware, Erne covers for pinching/rushing defensemen, if he isn’t involved 
with the rush. He isn’t a pushover and plays a game filled with strength and power. He’ll overpower 
any defenders who attempt to stop him, but doesn’t’ initiate it but is not an overly aggressive body 
checker. Hard to stop once he decides he is taking the puck to the net.

WEAKNESSES: Two trains of thought exist with Erne. First, some would argue they don’t see 
the necessary offensive tools or creativity to be a scoring forward at the NHL level; they think 
that his scoring is exaggerated by the league he plays in and by the team he plays for. Second 
is the argument that he plays a true north-south game and even if he doesn’t have the hands 
or head to create his ability to be in the right place and power game will make him dangerous. 
Questions revolve around a lack of urgency to his game. He’s also just an adequate but not 
an effective stickhandler, raising questions about his ability to create for himself and others. 
Doesn’t stop/start as much as one would like and can get caught on too many fly-bys tak-
ing himself out of plays.He seemed to have a lot of trouble receiving passes and rushing 
the puck through the neutral zone. Defensively his positioning is decent, but, a recurring 
theme, is that he is not as engage as much as he should.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “Having watched him with and without Grigorenko, his play with-
out a linemate who thinks the game at an elite level is worrying. His individual ability 
at times looks like top-10 worthy, but the whole package is lacking that sense or 
creativity ingredient. Has enough raw skills and grit to carve out a checking line 
role at the very least.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Two-Way Forward

ADAM ERNE
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Quebec (QMJHL)
BORN: April 20, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 28 G 44 A 72 PTS 67 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Compher is very quick out of the gates, strong on his feet as a result of his powerful stride, which 
makes him good on the forecheck and hard to elude on the backcheck. He is a strong player that is able to 
play with a little grit in his game, making his opponent’s uncomfortable. He is not overly big in stature, but his 
energy and strength allows him to play bigger than he is. He is a creative passer that makes crisp, accu-
rate passes. He shows good vision and passing touch -- able to find open teammates for scoring chances 
quickly -- but shouldn’t be considered a high-end playmaker. Compher goes hard to the net. He has a good 
shot; heavy with a quick release, but doesn’t have that sort of innate goal scorer’s mindset, not just the 
instincts to go to the net, but create space and find little soft spots to get open for shots. He stays with the 
faceoff sequences and looks to win the battle or jump on the loose pucks. He’s feisty and plays with a 
gnatty quality, as he can get under opponents’ skin -- tenacious and determined player who gets right 
in the middle of things. He’s a bit of a pest, doing little things like grabbing the sticks of opponents after 
whistles. Shows that he will drop the gloves and stick up for himself if things get heated. He likes to 
push the pace of play on both sides of the puck. He is the ultimate team guy, a reason he was the 
captain of the U18 team. He will do anything the team needs to help them win. He sacrifices his 
body by making hits, taking hits and blocking shots. He is all over the defensive zone, but in a 
smart way. Ideally, he is a good pro two-way second line center or a brilliant checking line center 
with his relentless and edgy game.

WEAKNESSES: Compher owns a responsible two-way game, but there are questions about 
his offensive upside. The vision and some playmaking aptitude is there, but he doesn’t really 
have a determined identity as to who he is or what he does with the puck. He does a little of 
everything but not to the point where he it is a true weapon. His first step needs improve-
ment, especially out of a transition, and he currently lacks a separation gear which hinders 
his effectiveness off the rush. Not a natural goal scorer per se as production looks to be 
born more out of going to and being around the net, utilizing positional play. Defensively, 
there is much to be excited about, however, he does over-commit sometimes by going 
down to block a shot too quickly and taking himself out of the play.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “A tenacious and determined player who gets right in the middle 
of things. Plays much bigger than his size would indicate. Does a lot of things well 
and shows flashes of greatness. Transitional game is impressive, very intelligent. 
Makes scoring chances out of turnovers with decisiveness and intensity.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Two-Way Centre

J. T. COMPHER
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
8BORN: April 12, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 47 GP 15 G 27 A 42 PTS 45 PIM
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STRENGTHS: Hurley is a strong, two-way forward with big drive and a massive heart -- a leader both on and off the 
ice showing that he will do or play any role needed to help his team win. He skates with good intent, with solid speed 
and always keeps his feet moving. He pushes the pace when he has the puck, but away from the puck he finishes 
his checks and used his speed to eliminate time and space defensively. Is a threat as a penalty killer. He raises 
his play away from the puck, like he understands that he needs to do little things like finish his checks and be 
diligent defensively to succeed. He’s sneaky good at stealing pucks and finishes his checks, supports his line-
mates and his defensemen. He goes into the corners determined to win battles and get the puck. Hurley’s also 
an exceptional distributor, makes crisp tape-to-tape passes of any touch. He can feather them over sticks or 
laser one through traffic to a teammate. He goes into the corners to battle with any player of any size, deter-
mined to win. His vision is something to behold and one play this season sums it up well. Hurley went hard 
after a loose puck behind the goal line of a high school game and in one motion sent it back out to an open 
teammate at the top of the crease for a goal, all in on quick second. He just sees lanes and gets the puck 
through yet amazingly he never really forces pucks either. His passing is so crisp; every pass is clean 
and catchable. He zips it along the ice and it never seems to wobble or bounce. Has great patience 
with the puck, and will wait until he finds the right time to distribute. Hides his intentions with the puck 
so well; when you think he’s going to shoot, he’ll laser a pass across the rink to an open teammate. If 
you think he’s going to pass, he’ll shoot for an opening from in tight. He has that sort of ability to keep 
defenders guessing, freezing them. Hurley’s commitment to his play away from the puck -- finished 
every check, battles hard for pucks and works his tail off. Hurley showed a gnatty side to his game; 
got under his opponents skin by finishing checks, out hustling them to loose pucks, and little jabs 
and stick work away from the play.

WEAKNESSES: Hurley’s not a flashy, ‘give me the puck and I’ll go end-to-end’ type of offen-
sive player. He has decent speed but lacks that extra gear. He works with a skating instructor 
in his free time and with added strength he’ll gain that separation gear, as he just barely has 
the wheels to beat players wide. Despite being a very accurate playmaker, there is some 
concern about his shot accuracy. He can play physical but can also cross the line from time 
to time and get caught taking dumb retaliatory penalties that stemmed from little skirmish-
es with opponents; trash talk turned into shoves, shoves turned into little slashes, little 
slashes turned into a healthy whack. Does not deter him from continuing to play very 
hard and stick his nose in the dirty areas though.

SCOUTS QUOTE: “This kid has played everywhere this year. Some games with the 
US National U18 team, some games in the Fall Elite League, then the season with 
Edina started and he finally ended his season playing for Muskegon of the USHL. 
He has improved his overall game and upped his compete at each level which 
scouts definitely take notice of.”

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Two-Way Forward

CONNOR HURLEY
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Edina (USHS)
BORN: September 15, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 31 GP 20 G 32 A 52 PTS 10 PIM
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MADISON BOWEY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kelowna (WHL)
BORN: April 22, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 69 GP 12 G 18 A 30 PTS 75 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Bowey is an athletic, strong skating, two-way blueliner who has very 
good NHL upside. He has fluid movements and smooth feet that allow him to transition without 
loss of speed. He is at his best when he goes back into his own zone retrieves the puck, take a 
couple strides up ice and then shoot a crisp first pass to one of his streaking forwards. His vision 
is solid as is his ability to find his best option and deliver the puck. Has a hard shot -- both slap 
and wrist -- that he gets on net consistently. He can elude and dodge forecheckers, and displays 
some creativity in breaking out the pass by using the boards or spinning off players. He is also 
a very mobile and agile skater, just so smooth and strong with his strides, great balance and 
strong legs. Bowey has a good feel for the puck and can manage the puck no matter what di-
rection he is moving in. He thinks extremely quickly and knows how to relieve pressure from the 
defensive zone in an instant. He is an active player that uses his mobility to the fullest; maintains 
good gap control, keeps rushing forwards in check, and uses a very active stick to win battles. 
Needs to do better at reading the developing play while defending.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman

32
ZACH FUCALE
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Halifax (QMJHL)
BORN: May 28, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 55 GP 2.35 GAA .909 SP 2 SO

SCOUTING REPORT: Fucale is a competitive and composed big game netminder. He’s ath-
letic and controlled in his movements with good footwork. He gets to the first shot and stops it 
consistently. He moves very fluidly from side-to-side in his crease and comes out to challenge 
the shooter when the play calls for it. One of the hardest things for a goalie is to go long stretch-
es without seeing action in your end of the rink and to remain in the game takes strong focus 
and mental aptitude and Fucale has both in spades. He’s able to track the puck very well as it 
comes down the wing, while it is distributed around his zone and finds it through traffic around 
the crease. He has a good blocker and quick glove that he does a good job to keep upright and 
in position. He continues to work hard to improve his game and is very competitive. Despite 
playing for a powerhouse team in Halifax, Fucale has had to make his share of game changing 
saves this season and has come through.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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KEATON THOMPSON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: September 14, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 59 GP 4 G 15 A 19 PTS 38 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Thompson is a smooth two-way defender that when he is on his game plays 
a virtually mistake-free game. He’s really fluid and graceful skater; effortlessly hovers across the 
ice. He’s also a very good directional skater, strong on his edges, very efficient and maintains his 
speed when changing direction. He is not afraid to jump up in the play on the rush, but knows when 
to rein it in when the time is not right to jump up or retreat back to the point when his job is done 
on the rush. Thompson makes a good first pass and sees the ice real well, allowing him to also 
use his pass as a weapon on the rush. He makes smart little plays to relieve pressure; little touch 
passes against the grain, etc. and is ridiculously poised with pressure bearing down on him. His 
passes never rushed in any situation, and he shows some creativity on a long range pass where 
he can kiss one off the half-wall past an opponent up to a forward waiting for it. He can show some 
edge with a dirty slash here or there, but is not a physical player overall. His offensive upside is 
truly an unknown as he is not overly creative with the puck on his stick with hand or head fakes, 
instead opting for the simple play more often than not. More of an active stick type of defender than 
a physical one; uses his lateral mobility and reach to defend.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Two-Way Defender

34
STEVEN SANTINI
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: March 7, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 0 G 15 A 15 PTS 46 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Santini is an old-school, defensive defender whose priority is his own 
zone above all else. He is a good skater who generates healthy speed but lacks burst in his 
skating. His stride is powerful and fluid but turns condensed and choppy when he really digs in. 
He plays with a healthy amount of sandpaper -- he will bury an opponent if he gets the chance, 
but won’t take himself out of position just to blow someone up. He is gritty, physical and not 
afraid to drop the mitts if needed and uses his body and strength to separate the puck and clear 
zones. He forces the puck carrier to the outside and whacks and hacks with little slashes and 
cross-checks to the legs and hips if they wonder into his area. Santini also shows solid gap 
control and defensive awareness but can get caught chasing the puck at times. Offensively, 
he sees the ice well and makes strong passes but is not overly creative and likely will not run 
a power-play. He has decent hands that allow him to control the puck and start a breakout. A 
heavy shot from the point, good touch on his passes, very good poise under pressure are also 
in his arsenal. His head is constantly on a swivel with the puck on his stick. Never throws the 
puck away or forces it into traffic.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Defensive Defenseman
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SAMUEL MORIN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Rimouski (QMJHL)
BORN: July 12, 1995
VITALS: 6’-6” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 4 G 12 A 16 PTS 117 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Morin is a big, rangy defender who moves very well for his size and has 
progressed well this season despite some injury problems. He’s an oddity, as the mammoth can 
keep step with the quickest offensive forward. He has good first step quickness, pivots well and 
when he is beat by slick move his reach is there to knock the puck to safety. He plays with a 
good aggression and physicality using his body well to separate the opposition from pucks and 
stepping up to deliver the odd open ice check as well. Morin shows that he is more than capa-
ble at defending himself and his teammates with his fists. He is strong on the PK and will only 
get better defensively with more seasoning. He also possesses decent hands -- able to make 
plays with them both defensively and when pinching in the offensive zone -- but is not one to 
really take the puck and go coast-to-coast. He has decent vision, makes some strong breakout 
passes and has a developing shot that will get better as he adds strength and the confidence to 
use it. He’s willing to take a hit to shield the puck and flip it out to safety, just plays a real safe, 
strong, simple, effective game. Perhaps most intriguing, Morin still has so much room to add 
strength to as he will be a beast in a few years. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 4 Defensive Defenseman

36
DILLON HEATHERINGTON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Swift Current (WHL)
BORN: May 9, 1995
VITALS: 6’-4” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 71 GP 4 G 23 A 27 PTS 80 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Heatherington is best described as a very mobile and active defense-
man. He has very active feet with a smooth stride, good pivots and strong balance. He will get 
even more balance in his stride once he adds more leg strength. He uses his active mobility to 
constantly harass opponents in the defensive zone and maintains great defensive positioning 
and uses his stick extremely well with active play and good positioning. He is very smart with 
his head always on a swivel and makes decisive quick decisions. He uses his body extremely 
well to slow down forecheckers and calmly collect pucks with an opponent on his back. Heath-
erington plays with good physicality in the corners and when clearing the front of the net and 
puts himself in good position to deliver outlet passes and takes pressure off teammates. Heath-
erington makes solid breakout passes and gets off hard point shots looking for deflections and 
rebounds. He does have room to grow and looks as though he has some untapped offensive 
potential. Overall, he’s a smart and efficient player with a large frame to build mass on.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Defensive Defenseman
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LAURENT DAUPHIN
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Chicoutimi (QMJHL)
BORN: March 26, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 62 GP 25 G 32 A 57 PTS 50 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Dauphin routinely displays his smart, heady play who has some good 
skills.  He always seems to make something happen whenever he touches the puck. He has 
good feet that generate fine speed, however, he needs to add strength as he currently is 
knocked off the puck too easily. It is his shiftiness that beats opponents rather than speed. He 
handles the puck well and displays very tricky, quick hands where at times the puck appears 
glued to his stick. Dauphin makes strong passes, both saucer and with high velocity. His pass-
ing is complimented by good vision and creativity even while under pressure and gets the puck 
where he wants it. His shot is not overly hard but it does jump off his blade quickly. He is also 
strong at finding good position to get his shots off from. He is very alert, aware and able to make 
quick decisions in all zones. Dauphin is not a physical threat nor is he overly effective when the 
game gets tough. He does surprise at times though his resiliency after he takes a hit and is a 
defensively responsible player who will block shots use positioning and what strength he has to 
make a difference.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Playmaking Centre

38
JIMMY LODGE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Saginaw (OHL)
BORN: March 5, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 28 G 39 A 67 PTS 28 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Lodge is a wiry forward who plays with good intensity and energy. His 
skating produces pretty good speed and acceleration and most certainly will improve with more 
physical strength. Still though, he uses his speed to maintain a relentless presence on the ice; 
on the forecheck where he’ll bury the defender, and on the backcheck. He’s very responsible 
in his own end and supports his defense well. He also keeps his head up when the puck is on 
his stick and shows the wherewithal or headiness to pull up and find the trailer or get a shot 
off, whatever the situation calls for. He has good vision and creative playmaking ability. Lodge 
possesses a hard shot that will only improve as he adds muscle to his thin frame. He uses his 
long reach to keep the puck away from defenders and their sticks and utilizes deceptive puck 
skills; can maneuver through traffic and finds tiny lanes to get pucks through to his teammates. 
He’s an intriguing mix of size, skating ability, and skill; that he sweats all over the ice is a great 
attribute to have. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Winger
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EMILE POIRIER
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Gatineau (QMJHL)
BORN: December 14, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 32 G 38 A 70 PTS 101 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Poirier is an offensive-minded forward with skill to burn. He’s more quick than 
fast, but can also turn on the afterburner which is good to see as this aspect of his game has come 
a long way. A pass first player, he distributes the puck well because he keeps his head on a swivel 
and sees the ice well. He is not afraid to try any passing play and can make accurate passes on the 
forehand or backhand with pressure in his face. He can handle the puck, making creative dekes with 
quick hands but is more effective at trying to get around the defender with puck protection and change 
of pace or powering through them than trying to beat them one-on-one. He has a decent shot but 
needs to improve his release. Despite his decent size, Poirier is not much of a physical player. He will 
drop the gloves when provoked, though, and engages in puck battles and deliver hits in the corner. 
He is willing to block a shot and displays good defensive awareness, strong on the PK. He tends to 
try the cute passing play more often than he should, instead of taking the simple available option. 
Poirier needs to not play so individualistic and use his teammates better for zone entry. He also needs 
to work on his consistency, as he is a streaky point producer who can go stretches without scoring, 
but the talent is there.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Playmaking Winger

40
MIRCO MUELLER
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Everett (WHL)
BORN: March 21, 1995
VITALS: 6’-4” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 63 GP 6 G 25 A 31 PTS 57 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Mueller is a big, minute munching blueliner who has come along well 
as the season progressed. He skates well with a long powerful motion, changes direction ef-
fortlessly by swiveling his hips and pivots well. He could improve his push to be a real plus with 
added strength. He carries the puck well, displays solid vision and has the ability to make an 
accurate and crisp breakout or short touch pass while under pressure. He isn’t shy to jump up 
into the rush and pinches into the offensive zone looking for scoring opportunities. His shot is 
good and hard however he will need to quicken his release. Not much of a physical presence 
to his game, as he engages in rough play or throws his weight into an opponent. Defensively, 
he utilizes his size, mobility and reach to defend. He will drop down to block shots and try to get 
himself into passing/shooting lanes. He needs work on his positioning but when he does get that 
coaching he could be a real presence in his own zone as well. Mueller is a big bodied, raw but 
naturally skilled defender who given time could develop into a solid NHLer.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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JUSTIN BAILEY
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kitchener (OHL)
BORN: July 1, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 57 GP 17 G 19 A 36 PTS 34 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Bailey is an athletic specimen with real NHL upside. He skates well with 
powerful stride that produces good amounts of speed, impressive first step acceleration and 
outstanding directional mobility. His speed helps him close in on opponents in a real hurry on 
the forecheck as well as getting to loose pucks. He generates chances off the rush and is able 
to stickhandle through traffic. He’s also able to surprise goaltenders with a quick shot, as he has 
a very good release and velocity on his wrister. Bailey displays good vision and makes accurate 
passes of varying distances, uses his strong frame and long reach in his puck protection as he 
glides to the net. He has his moments, but for the most part does not play with much physical 
consistency. He has a bad tendency to watch the puck on his stick as he moves through the 
neutral zone which can be devastating if defenders step up on him. Despite his frame, Bailey 
can be easily knocked of the puck as he is still a little spindly in the legs. This will undoubtedly 
improve with added strength and muscle mass. Simply put, Bailey is a player with some very 
impressive tool but will need time to put it all together. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Power Forward
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ARTTURI LEHKONEN
POSITION: Right/Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: KalPa (SM-liiga)
BORN: April 7, 1995
VITALS: 5’-10” / 160 Lbs
STATS: 45 GP 14 G 16 A 30 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Lehkonen is an instinctual goal scorer who despite his lack of size makes 
an impact. Skates well but will not blow by many although he has decent acceleration, is quick 
in small spaces, and has a never ending hustle. His biggest strength is his hockey sense and 
ability to read the play and those around him. He handles the puck well and can make a move 
to beat defenders or maintain puck possession but is not a true elite puck handler. His shot is 
also one of his best assets as it is both accurate and quick off his stick. He knows where to go to 
get a prime scoring chance in the offensive zone and gets there with perfect timing. Can make 
passes that are skilled with his vision but is definitely more finisher. Despite his lack of ideal size 
he does show a willingness to compete and engage in battles for loose pucks. Great work ethic 
and strong competitiveness in all zones. Supports his teammates well. Works hard on the fore 
check. While his game is raw in his own zone he does show a willingness to learn the defensive 
game. Natural instincts as a goal scorer will carry him along way.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal-Scoring Winger
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MARC-OLIVIER ROY
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Blainville-Boisbriand (QMJHL)
BORN: November 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 29 G 38 A 67 PTS 68 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Roy is a slick, speedy offensive-minded winger who is dynamic in the 
offensive zone, always trying to create by using his speed and skill. He skates very well both 
in terms of lateral agility and speed and explodes out of the gate with his first few steps and 
has a solid change of pace that keeps defenders on their toes. He has quick and skilled hands 
that he uses to control the puck and pace of the play while he cuts to the net from the outside 
or to work the boards and win possession of the puck. He distributes very well with accurate 
and crisp passes but is more the goal scorer than set-up man even though he can do both. He 
does have a strong shot as it is both accurate and quick off his stick and he keeps the opposing 
goaltenders guessing as he will wire a wrist shot from the circles or keep it and take it right into 
their kitchen looking to bang it home in close. Roy plays with a surprising physicality to his game 
where he finishes hits, often surprising bigger opponents, and is not afraid to get gritty for pucks 
or mix it up after whistles. He supports his defense well by consistently coming back into his 
zone and proving an outlet. The biggest problem with Roy’s game is his defensive willingness 
to pick up a check and his consistency level from shift to shift. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal-Scoring Winger
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ZACH NASTASIUK
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Owen Sound (OHL)
BORN: March 30, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 62 GP 20 G 20 A 40 PTS 32 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Nastasiuk is an opportunistic scorer that gets to the right spots in the 
offensive zone to bang home a rebound or accept a quick pass. He’s not the fastest skater in the 
draft, but gets to where he needs to with a choppy stride but with balance and power. Improving 
his stride should be at the top of him to-do list this offseason. He competes all game long and 
plays with some good aggressiveness on the forecheck although he is not a bone crunching 
beast like you would hope. He also has some good hockey sense and reads the play well, de-
spite not being overly creative with the puck. He does protect it well when he does have it on his 
stick as he is not one to dangle his way through defenders but more of a skate his way to where 
he going and then call for a pass. An absolute cannon of a shot, Nastasiuk can get it off quickly. 
He sets himself up to bang home rebounds and accept cross crease passes well. He will play 
gritty when a puck battle is at stake and stick up for himself after whistles but does not go out of 
his way to cause trouble. He brings that same gritty battle mentality into his own zone as he will 
block shots, work for position and pick-up for out of position teammates.
 
NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Winger
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NICK BAPTISTE
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Sudbury (OHL)
BORN: August 4, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 21 G 27 A 48 PTS 44 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Baptiste is a hard charging, complementary, power winger with a powerful 
stride but is not overly fast straight line but is balanced and hard to knock off the puck. He also shows 
some smarts with his positioning and knowing where to be and when to get there. He is a solid puck 
handler, but does not possess the elite quickness to really dangle. Most of his offensive chances 
come within eight-to-10 feet of the net as it is most natural for him to shoot and drive the net rather 
than look for a passing play. However with that said, he can hit his mark when he does decide to dish 
the puck off the rush. He’s a strong forechecker who can really rattle defenders with his pressure or 
by delivering a bone crushing check. He plays with good defensive minded positioning, utilizes his 
size, reach and shows an understanding and willingness to get his frame into shooting and passing 
lanes. When he brings his aggressive physical game he can be more than a handful for his oppo-
nents. When he starts throwing his weight around he causes the opposition to become distracted. 
Consistency in the physical game will need to be improved for Baptiste. He’s also not blessed with 
loads of hockey sense, but turned it on halfway through the year and really finished strong including 
a solid performance at the U18’s.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Winger
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JASON DICKINSON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Guelph (OHL)
BORN: July 4, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 18 G 29 A 47 PTS 31 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Dickinson is a dynamic goal scorer who has tantalizing NHL upside. He 
has solid speed and a stride that is deceptive, able to turn on the jets and slip through seams 
with a crisp skating stride. He shows very quick hands, especially in tight spaces to give himself 
a bit of breathing room and back defensemen up. He’s got good hand-eye coordination which 
makes for impressive tips in front of the net. He makes good heady passes but is definitely more 
of a finisher than playmaker. He has a real quick shot that he gets off when you least expect 
it, firing with some velocity and real precision in his shots or an absolutely lethal one-timer. 
Dickinson’s intensity wanes from shift-to-shift. He has games where he tries to run opponents 
through the boards and others where he wants no part of that game. He’s very inconsistent by 
nature in his physical game. As he tries fighting through checks, he gets hauled down and has 
some issues with getting through traffic. He’s rail thin, and adding muscle is a necessity for his 
game to grow. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal Scoring Winger
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CHRIS BIGRAS
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Owen Sound (OHL)
BORN: February 6, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 8 G 30 A 38 PTS 34 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Bigras is an ultra-safe and responsible two-way defender. He possesses 
a smooth and fleet-footed stride that generates a good amount of speed. He can keep up to 
opponents with quick pivots and solid edge work. He’s a smart defender who looks after his 
own zone first and foremost with patience and poise. He’s not overly aggressive and not one to 
deliver many big hits but rather rubs his checks out effectively along the wall and utilizes strong 
sense defensive to defend. Still, Bigras could improve his strength and balance though he’s 
rarely beat as he shows strong positioning, an active stick and excellent gap control, knowing 
where the lanes are to get his body in front of coming shots or cross zone passes. He does not 
panic with the puck on his stick while trying to clear his zone and will go for the simple, safe play 
with the puck over trying anything creative. There’s not much offensive upside to his game but 
can carry the puck and start the breakout before dishing it off to a streaking forward. He has a 
good point shot and gets it on net more so to cause rebounds than to beat a goalie clean. Bigas 
is the type of defender you want to stick with a puck rusher because you know he will pick up 
the defensive slack when needed.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Defensive Defenseman
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JOHN HAYDEN
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: February 14, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 54 GP 17 G 16 A 33 PTS 80 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Hayden is a massive winger that works hard and has enough skill to play 
a top-six role. His skating is a work in progress, however he does get to where he needs to be 
and is freight train-like when he builds up that head of steam. He is always hustling all over on 
the ice, offense or defensively. When he is on he finishes his checks with authority, drive the net 
and gets into the opponents face. He has good instincts and awareness; puts himself in good 
spots and also covers for pinching defensemen. He has decent offensive skills that include 
some strong passes and a hard shot but is not going to dance into the slot by beating multiple 
defenders with slick hands and feet. Hayden is going to be your ‘chip and chase’ type who will 
absolutely blow up his fair share of retreating defensemen and create havoc around the net. 
A true north-south type winger, he can physically dominate but does not always play with that 
aggressiveness you would like to see a guy his size play with. A leader both on the ice and in 
the locker room, he is respected and well-liked by his teammates and should eventually wear a 
letter on his pro jersey.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Power Winger
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TOMMY VANNELLI
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Minnetonka HS (USHS)
BORN: January 26, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 27 GP 10 G 25 A 35 PTS 14 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Vannelli is a strong skating defender who while raw has some strong poten-
tial. He’s an effortless skater who just hovers around the ice. His explosion and acceleration have a 
different sound when he really digs in; the sound of his skates on the ice has a more powerful sound 
than his peers. He seamlessly inserts himself into the transition game and in the rush, though he 
cheats a bit on his positioning, presumably because he knows he has the ability to recover, typically 
with an active stick and is very adept at the poke check. Vannelli has a really high IQ -- picks up 
blown coverage and reads the play well. His skating and his reach make him a very difficult player 
to beat defensively. He doesn’t have the heaviest of point shots, but keeps his wrist shots low and 
on net and has shown some velocity a few times stepped into a slap shot. He makes crisp passes 
and has a natural intuition of what to do on the ice. Incredible puck mover; can grab the puck in 
behind his net, make three strides and hit the open man with a crisp pass. He has a ‘wind him up 
and watch him go’ quality to his game. He has little to no edge to his game. He plays with this great 
sort of natural intuition, but there are moments when it’s clear he needs coaching up and he suffers 
through bouts of lackadaisical play.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Defenseman
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MARKO DANO
POSITION: Centre/Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: HC Slovan Bratislava (KHL)
BORN: November 30, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 37 GP 3 G 4 A 7 PTS 26 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Dano displays as a skilled two-way forward who skates well with good 
all-round mobility and the speed needed to crease separation. He skates hard and keeps his feet 
moving, using his skates as well as his hands to be elusive with the puck and enter the oppositions 
zone. He has great balance and a low centre of gravity that make him hard to know off the puck 
or strip it from. He handles the puck well, able to control and make a move at top speed and sees 
the ice well, keeping his head up scanning his options as they move around the offensive zone. 
He has a good selection of shots that he gets off quickly and is not afraid to take the puck into the 
goaltenders lap. Dano shows no fear and plays with a chippy, gritty edge where he gets into his 
opponents face and fights for pucks and positioning. He has good smarts, reads the developing 
play makes quick in game adjustments while playing a defensively responsibility game where he 
picks up his check and keeps close tabs on him before springing onto the offensive attack when 
the puck changes possession. He inserts himself into the play whether in the offensive zone or to 
disrupt the opponents attack through the neutral zone. He did a very good job playing against men 
in the Kontinental Hockey League as a bottom-six player this past season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Winger
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PAVEL BUCHNEVICH
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Severstal Cherepovets (KHL)
BORN: April 17, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 12 GP 1 G 1 A 2 PTS 0 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Buchnevich is a flashy, highly-skilled offensive forward with a strong, flu-
id skating stride that generates good sped and deceptive burst. He has impressive lateral agility 
on his skates and quickness in both his feet and hands. He is dangerous flying down the wing 
with the puck on his stick, as he possesses a bag of tricks to beat defenders one-on-one and 
the shot to beat goaltenders as well. He’s a true finisher with pin-point accuracy, good velocity 
and a quick release on his entire shooting arsenal, including a strong one-timer. He sees the 
ice well both while skating the puck into the offensive zone and while playmaking. Buchnevich 
is not unwilling to take the puck to the net and get his nose dirty but needs to do so with more 
consistency. He can play the physical game when it calls for it and works the boards with grit 
and determination. Defensively he, like many Russian-trained players his age, needs much 
coaching and instruction on what his defensive duties entail. He can be the prototypical Russian 
skilled forward who wants to do it all by himself and skates himself into a corner. His consistency 
and strength will both need improvements before he will take the next step in his game.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal-Scoring Winger
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MICHAEL MCCARRON
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: March 7, 1995
VITALS: 6’-5” / 225 Lbs
STATS: 56 GP 14 G 20 A 34 PTS 176 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: McCarron is a hulking, aggressive power forward with underrated skill. 
He has good skating ability and is very fluid but lacks another gear and won’t ever be a real 
burner, but more foot speed would really make him that much harder to deal with when he gets 
moving. He sets the physical tone in games with big hits and by driving the net. He’s hard to 
handle for defenders, even those developed college-aged opponents. He has a blistering shot 
and surprisingly quick hands for such a big guy. He controls the puck, especially in tight spaces. 
He passes well and receives pucks well in motion. McCarron is cognizant enough to shoot in or-
der to create rebounds, instead of trying to pick corners. He can cross the line and put his team 
in penalty trouble but maintains responsibility in his own end. He uses his long reach well and 
cuts off passing lanes. He knows his personal responsibilities defensively. He is a smart hockey 
player. The one part of his game that frustrates most is his lack of maturity. He takes real dumb 
penalties and at times, focuses more energy arguing with the ref than returning to the play.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Power Winger
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JACOB DE LA ROSE
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Leksand (Allsvenskan)
BORN: May 20, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 38 GP 6 G 6 A 12 PTS 31 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: De la Rose is a powerful two-way winger with good grit. He has a strong 
smooth stride that generates good power and balance as well as some decent top speed. Not 
the most agile, but he gets to where he needs to be, making quick cuts here and there and is 
hard to handle. He has decent hands that allow him to handle the puck but is not one to weave 
and deke his way through traffic, opting to keep things simple. He has a good shot that has 
some oomph behind it and similarly throws his weight around and dives into puck battles where 
his strength allows him to win the majority. De la Rose can lay some devastating body checks 
and is defensively responsible, coming back and making himself an option, picking up any free 
skating opponent and disrupting the flow with his frame and an active stick. He will develop into 
a top PK option for the team that drafts him. Not a lot of offensive sense or anticipation, but he 
is serviceable at doing the dirty work and being a complementary winger for a skilled centre. 
He is a hard worker who leads by example and likely gets a letter on his jersey before too long. 
The thinking that de la Rose possesses limited offensive upside for the next level is what has 
his stock dropping from once being considered for the first round.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Winger
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JORDAN SUBBAN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Belleville (OHL)
BORN: March 3, 1995
VITALS: 5’-9” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 15 G 36 A 51 PTS 47 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Subban is a skilled offensive minded puck moving blueliner. He skates 
with a smooth stride that generates good speeds, solid first step burst and is able to make quick 
lateral cuts. He always keeps his feet moving and is able to weave in and out of traffic effort-
lessly. He’s smart, reads the play well and has a very good shot for his size as he can unload 
a slapper from the point that is on net or walk in and wire a wrister top shelf. He is creative with 
the puck and able to carry it through all zones. He is competitive and willing to play physical 
where he can. A high risk, high reward type of player who isn’t shy to pinch in from the point and 
creates good offensive chances by doing so but on the same token will cause some odd-man 
situations. His defensive game is still a work in progress but has shown steady improvement 
with his positioning and gap control. He still gets outmuscled even at the major junior level. The 
biggest question is obviously to do with his size or lack thereof. Will he gain enough strength 
giving him the ability to defend against larger opponents, becoming a solid five-on-five player 
or is he destined to be a cast only as that power play specialist at the next level? Subban has 
similar upside to that of his brother PK, a defenseman for the Montreal Canadiens.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Defenseman
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RYAN FITZGERALD
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Valley (EJHL)
BORN: October 19, 1994
VITALS: 5’-10” / 170 Lbs
STATS: 32 GP 17 G 19 A 36 PTS 58 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Fitzgerald is of the smartest prospects in this draft class. He is a very 
smooth skater, reaching good speeds north-south. He also works very well in tight spaces. His 
slick feet and good agility make him great skating through traffic. When skating through seams 
in the defense, he seems to turn it to a new gear and explodes through them. Fitzgerald has 
slick hands, allowing him to be creative and try to deke through defenders. His good hands 
also allow him to maintain the puck at high speeds and in traffic. His strength is his passing, 
playmaking ability, impressive vision and playmaking ability too. He is that player that always 
seems to be around the net. He could work a bit on his accuracy, but he has a quick release and 
a hard shot that he gets off smartly – through screens or when a goaltender is not expecting it. 
Fitzgerald does not always engage himself in the play defensively but when he does he works 
very hard. He’s an effective PKer, who can strip the puck off a defender and generate a scoring 
chance in one motion. The size is somewhat a concern considering he plays center, but his 
hockey sense is so refined that a 5-foot-10 center isn’t absurd in his case. Smart player- and his 
ability to play both ways making him a pretty solid pro prospect.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Centre
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PETER CEHLARIK
POSITION: Left Wing 
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Lulea (Elitserien)
BORN: August 2, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 8 GP 3 G 3 A 6 PTS 0 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Cehlarik reads as a skilled winger who really came along nicely his season. 
He has a powerful stride and good balance especially when he pulls the puck off the wall and to-
wards the crease. His acceleration and his overall speed are areas that could be improved. He’s 
a solid, but unspectacular stick handler who controls the puck well even at high rates of speed, 
accepts passes softly and can protect it using his hands, reach and size but will not wow you with 
many skilled dekes. He also has good vision, especially in traffic where time and space is at a 
premium, makes good passes with timing and touch. Cehlarik is a big guy who is hard to handle 
but also a cerebral offensive guy with great instincts around the net and is dangerous both with and 
without the puck. He goes and gets the puck back in board battles and then either sets up shot in 
front of makes himself a half wall option. Has a good shot and can get it off in a jiffy. Physically, he 
possesses the size but not the disposition to play a rough game. Along the boards, his size, reach 
and ability to dig for loose pucks is great. He’s a hard worker who can handle going up against 
larger defenseman and is versatile doing whatever his coach asks of him. He’s good positionally, 
gets into lanes and back checks well but could be more active with his size and stick.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal-Scoring Winger
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ZACH SANFORD
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Islanders (EJHL)
BORN: November 9, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 37 GP 12 G 24 A 36 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Sanford is a big, strong mature winger who skates with a fluid stride as he 
generates good north-south speed. He is easily knocked around because he currently is so gangly 
and has that higher centre of gravity. Added strength to his legs and core will improve both his 
already good speed as well as improve balance. He has very good hands that allow him to carry 
the puck through traffic as well as make him dangerous around the net. He uses his long reach, 
strength and frame to protect the puck from defenders. He sees the ice well and makes crisp, ac-
curate passes to teammates. Sanford comes back into his own zone, makes himself an option and 
becomes a vital part of his teams breakout. He shows good smarts, reading and reacting to the 
developing play well. He’s responsible defensively and offensively knows where to get to for that 
scoring chance in the offensive zone as well as where to get to and who to cover in the defensive 
zone. His shot is a plus, both hard and accurate. He’s not an overly physical player, throwing dev-
astating checks or dropping the gloves but instead uses his size like a Dave Andreychuk style of 
player. When he does finish his checks he often bounces off even smaller players. Sanford really 
picked up his play toward the end of the season and has scouts all over excited about his devel-
opment trajectory.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Power Winger
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TRISTAN JARRY
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Edmonton (WHL)
BORN: April 29, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 27 GP 1.61 GAA .936 SP 6 SO

SCOUTING REPORT: Jarry is confident and athletic puck-stopper, yet unorthodox goalie that 
relies a lot on his reflexes. He shows good size, and is covers the net well. He has good mobility 
and footwork in the crease as he moves quickly within the crease as well as out to challenge 
shooters. He has some technical work to do but does have exceptional reflexes and much po-
tential. He swallows pucks with good rebound control and is always in the ready position with 
good glove position and keeping his head on a swivel monitoring traffic. He tracks the puck 
movement well, has good concentration in game action, competes and battles in his crease 
and is poised, rarely getting rattled. He plays his angles well, doesn’t give you much room and 
he squares up to the shooter. Jarry has a quick glove hand and is confident with the puck on 
his stick, either handling it or setting it up for his D-men. He did not get the playing time a draft 
eligible would want but made the most of his limited opportunities. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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ERIC ROY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Brandon (WHL)
BORN: October 24, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 17 G 22 A 39 PTS 37 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Roy is a big kid with a very solid skill set. He does a bit of everything; is a 
good skater for his size, can pass, has a big shot, is rugged and he’s pretty decent defensively. 
He definitely needs to work on his overall quickness and east-west mobility but once he gets 
going he’s got a nice big powerful stride. Roy shows very good control of the puck and good 
stickhandling skills, is able to handle the puck along the boards and make a fore checker miss. 
He possesses a rocket of a shot with a good release. He also has a nice, rugged edge to his 
game. He pushes, battles and engages after whistles.  Defensively, he displays nice stick work 
and a long reach, uses his body well as he will separate the opponent from the puck. At times, 
he’s looked extremely lazy on backchecks so once again it comes back to work ethic with him. 
He looks like one of those guys with all the talent in the world, average hockey sense and me-
diocre drive however the drive can be fixed. His game has far too much inconsistency right now 
but all the tools to develop into a strong prospect.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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WILLIAM CARRIER
POSITION: Left Wing/Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Cape Breton (QMJHL)
BORN: December 20, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 34 GP 16 G 26 A 42 PTS 41 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Carrier is a big power winger who is not afraid to use his size and 
strength to his advantage. His skating is currently a deficiency but it is improving as his foot 
speed and acceleration are both getting better. He has a heavy stick when he needs to espe-
cially when he spins off the cycle from the wall and drives to the net. He’s hard to knock off the 
puck, aggressive and strong in battles along the wall, a real beast on the forecheck aggressively 
finishing his checks on defenders. He handles the puck well and has a few one-on-one moves 
to beat defenders with. Can be a bull in a china shop if he wants to be. His heavy shot with a 
quick release is dangerous in close to the net where he can get a backhand or forehand up 
quickly. He’s willing to throw his weight around and drop the gloves with anyone getting in his 
way. Defensively, he comes back but plays in a passive way and will need to be coaches up in 
that regard. Spent much of the season in the press box as an ankle injury caused him to miss 
half his teams games.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Power Winger
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MATT BUCKLES
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: St. Michael’s (OJHL)
BORN: May 5, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 40 G 31 A 71 PTS 107 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Buckles is a goal-scoring power forward in the making. His skating is 
surprisingly strong for a developing big body like his. He gets off the mark quickly, although with 
added work this area can still improve and generates very good levels of speed. He can play 
both the power and skilled game, a blend that is very valuable in today’s NHL. He has a good 
compete level and battles hard in the corners or fights his way to the net. He just does whatever 
it takes to win. His shot is NHL caliber, off his blade quickly with good velocity and he protects 
the puck well throwing off defenders with his strength and speed. He’s not overly creative with 
the puck on his stick but goes to the correct areas without it and generates chances with his 
size, skill and speed. He has decent vision and can make some lengthy passes accurately as 
well as the short touch passes. The only problem with Buckles is that his game is still develop-
ing and will need further time but for a patient NHL team they could have a gem on their hands 
three, four or five years from now. Physically, he is already bigger and stronger than his peers 
but after a few more years of adding strength he has the potential to become a real beast. He 
was a key part of the Buzzards OJHL championship run this season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Power Centre
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PHILIPPE DESROSIERS
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Rimouski (QMJHL)
BORN: August 15, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 43 GP 3.07 GAA .900 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: Desrosiers is an aggressive, reactionary goaltender who moves well 
laterally and up and down fluidly. He routinely makes the saves he should and most of the ones 
he has no business stopping. He’s patient and outwaits his opponent putting the pressure back 
on them. Despite being aggressive, he remains very calm and posed and does not let emotions 
cloud his actions. When he drops into the butterfly he does a good job of sealing off the ice and 
stays tight to the post. He tracks the puck and his opponents moves extremely well. He plays 
his angles well and does not lose his net. Desrosiers makes those second and third stops that 
are so important for big-game goaltenders. He has a quick glove and solid blocker and uses his 
stick to sweep away rebounds or close off the five-hole. He displays good flexibility and ability 
to stretch out then pops back up quickly – good recovery. His consistency is what sets him apart 
from most other goalies in this draft class. He needs to work on his handling of the puck, which 
is something he loves to do as well as his rebound control. He was integral in helping Canada 
take home the IIHF U18 Championship in April where he put up sparkling numbers (0.80 GAA 
and .970 SV%) and really boosted his draft status.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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ERIC COMRIE
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Tri-City (WHL)
BORN: July 6, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 37 GP 2.62 GAA .915 SP 2 SO

SCOUTING REPORT: Comrie is a goaltender that battles hard to make the save. He’s athletic 
with some good slide and angles play. His balance appears to be good and keeps his torso fairly 
upright while he is in the butterfly and during goal mouth scrambles. He makes a good glove 
save and deflects the rebound off his blocker to the corner if he can’t deaden the puck. He’s 
quick post-to-post, reacts well and battles through screens. While his technical game is one of 
his strongest areas, it’s also one of the areas that needs the most work. He plays his angles 
well and has good posture, challenges the puck pretty well. Unfortunately, he can over-play his 
angles on quick passes or certain offensive zone chances. That tends to force him to scramble 
more than he should. Comrie’s rebound control is also an area he can work on as he tends to 
leave pucks fairly close to him that hit his chest or arms and these close proximity rebounds 
force scramble situations. He has lightning quick movements, is very agile in the crease and can 
make the desperation save when needed. Teams will need to check with medical to be sure his 
hip issues which required season ending surgery will not be chronic or reoccurring.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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GUSTAV OLOFSSON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Green Bay (USHL)
BORN: December 1, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 63 GP 2 G 21 A 23 PTS 59 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Olofsson is a solid, two-way defender with good upside. He moves well 
both north-south but also east-west, while pivoting and fluid transitions. He’s a graceful skater 
who looks effortless moving around with deceptive first-step quickness. He possesses impres-
sive decision-making and execution under duress; finds a way to make a play despite having 
no time or space. A crisp passer, Olofsson is assertive in his read and puts the puck onto the 
tape. He can get caught up in the play, and can struggle to recover because he lacks another 
gear in his skating. He’s very sound positionally and reacts to plays instinctively, a benefit of his 
good hockey sense. He does not hesitate to drop to a knee to block shots or passes, plays with 
an active stick and will body up opponents but isn’t a physical presence that puck carriers are 
forced to think about while on the ice. While he makes a good first pass, he is fairly average in 
terms of puck moving ability. He will, however, skate it up if that is what the defense will give him, 
but he generally won’t push the pace. He’s fairly vanilla in terms of offensive creativity despite 
his poise and mobility. He does distribute nicely on the power play but doesn’t pass guys open 
or draw in defenders. For the most part, his value is that of being a reliable minute-eating type 
of player -- someone you’d pair alongside more of a riverboat gambler/puck rusher as Olofsson 
would take care of home but also step up when the opportunity is there.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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VIKTOR ARVIDSSON
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Skelleftea (Elitserien)
BORN: April 8, 1993
VITALS: 5’-9” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 7 G 5 A 12 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Arvidsson is a small but highly skilled winger who is a very good skater, 
enabling him to take on defenders one-on-one. He always keeps his feet moving and his top 
speed is very good and acceleration is also well above average. He’s very shifty, making his 
one-on-one abilities, combined with his willingness to challenge the defenseman and his dan-
gling, a dangerous offensive player. He is very much a player that can get the puck and go with 
it. He’s a very creative player but still loves to fire the puck and has a decent shot, both wristers 
and slappers. He is dangerous on the power play, as he can really get the shots off quickly. His 
accuracy is decent as well as the velocity of his shots, but his deceptiveness and ability to get 
shots off while in traffic or skating at a high rate of speed is what makes him a good goal scorer. 
He works hard and tries to be in solid defensive position. Passed over in two previous drafts but 
has opened some eyes this season showing that despite his lack of size he can play the game 
at a high level. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal Scoring Winger
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RYAN KUJAWINSKI
POSITION: Centre/Left Wing 
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Kingston (OHL)
BORN: March 30, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 17 G 31 A 48 PTS 40 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Kujawinski is a strong, physical winger with upside. He skates well as 
he gets to his top speed within just a few quick strides. He has a good top speed and strong 
balance making him hard to contain and knock off the puck. He’s competitive and battles hard 
most shifts, using his size to his advantage in board battles and wins his fair share of them. He 
can handle the puck but will not dangle his way around defenses instead using his size to power 
the puck towards the goal. He shows good vision but not high end creativity in the playmaking 
department. He’s more of a ‘see a lane, make short to medium range passes’ type of player. 
He finds open ice and utilizes his heavy shot. The puck jumps off his stick so quick although he 
could sharpen up his accuracy. He has some untapped potential in the defensive zone as he will 
play gritty and shows a strong stick but needs to learn the correct positioning to be effective and 
be coached up in that regard. He goes through slumps where he does not keep his feet moving 
and pulls himself out of the play for whatever reason. Once considered a first round prospect, he 
had a very inconsistent year and has seen his draft stock take a plunge. He still could be a late 
developer who makes a team look brilliant if he can finally put it all together and live up to the 
potential. The weakness that has most concerned is his hockey sense or lack thereof. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Winger

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
http://www.youtube.com/user/FutureConsiderations
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OLIVER BJORKSTRAND
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Portland (WHL)
BORN: April 10, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 31 G 32 A 63 PTS 10 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Bjorkstrand is a skilled, offensive forward from Denmark. He has good 
acceleration, is shifty and has good speed. His skating allows him to dart in and out of traffic and 
find holes in coverage in the offensive zone. He’s not the biggest guy in the world, so he relies 
on his skating ability to stay out of traffic as much as possible. He’s a good stickhandler, creative 
and slick and is able to control the puck while in traffic in the offensive zone, through the neutral 
zone and while working the cycle. He is very much a pass-first player with good vision and pin-
point accuracy. He can look to pass too much, to the point where he passes on some better 
scoring opportunities for himself. He does have a great release on his shot, very accurate and 
strong that he can surprise goaltenders with. In regards to a physical game, there is one word 
here and that is soft as he fails to finish checks and stays out of physical battles. He will battle 
for pucks but only by use of a quick stick and body positioning but does not physically engage. 
He needs to work on the game in his own zone and add considerable strength. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Winger
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NICK MOUTREY
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Saginaw (OHL)
BORN: June 24, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 16 G 27 A 43 PTS 44 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Moutrey is a power winger that is just scratching the surface of his po-
tential. He skates well for such a big body producing decent speeds but is lacking in his first few 
steps which can be on the sluggish side. He’s a typical north-south power forward that battles 
hard in the corners, on the cycle and uses his size to cause havoc in front of the net. He has 
decent hands and can control the puck both off the rush and in traffic or down low. He also pos-
sesses a decent shot but could be improved as it is a little slow off his stick and lacking zip. He’s 
decent, but still has so much more room to grow in his defensive play as he does get his large 
frame into lanes, blocks shots and follows the play from zone-to-zone. He has loads of untapped 
potential offensively and once he realizes what he can do he will be even more effective. He’s at 
his best when he ramps up the aggressiveness and intensity, the problem is he does not always 
play that way. Moutrey is hard to contain in Major Junior as he is just so much bigger than most 
of his opponents. He’s willing to drop the gloves and settle things up physically when needed.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Power Winger
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NIKLAS HANSSON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Rogle U20 (SuperElit)
BORN: January 8, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 39 GP 3 G 20 A 23 PTS 47 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Hansson is a skilled prospect that can generate offense from the back end. 
He has a decent skating stride that looks smooth and fluid in all directions but lacks explosiveness 
off the hop. He will need to improve this aspect of his game over the next couple seasons to max-
imize his potential. He carries the puck with his head up, keeping tabs on his passing outlets and 
opponents, showing very little panic with the puck on his stick, even against a strong forecheck 
although he can be prone to turnovers in his own zone. Defensively, he uses his body to pinch off 
lanes and take angles away and an active stick to slap at pucks. Not a ‘last minute of a close game’ 
defensive guy but does a good job with five-on-five situations. Hansson also lacks physicality, but 
will use his frame to defend and protect the puck. He makes very impressive long range breakaway 
passes displaying his very nice vision and hands. He possesses very strong playmaking abilities 
and can make some soft touch passes to breakout of his own zone as well. He has a very strong 
point shot and one-timer that he gets off quickly and on target. Still, he can get outmuscled by big-
ger, strong opponents but reads the play well and displays very impressive offensive awareness, 
knowing where to get to and making a difference. What has scouts excited is his upside.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Defenseman
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HUDSON FASCHING
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: July 28, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 65 GP 11 G 23 A 34 PTS 58 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Fasching is a big budding power forward with some solid offensive tools 
to develop. He skates well with a bull like quality once he builds up speed. Still, he has a hard 
time keeping up with smaller, speedy, agile forwards. He has slick hands and can make some 
impressive moves for a big guy. He passes well too. Passes are often crisp, accurate and in 
good time. His shot is the strength of his game though. He has a really strong wrister with pin-
point accuracy. He shows the ability to absolutely snipe in close or shoot the puck mid-stride 
when coming down the wing. He drives the net hard, either being there for a potential rebound 
or causing congestion in front as well. Fasching possesses the body of a man-child but fails to 
play with enough aggressiveness or passion to take advantage of it. He needs to use his size 
and strength to make a difference more often. He came into the season with a high profile but 
failed to live up to the expectations of being a projected first round selection after his time tearing 
up Minnesota HS hockey. His intensity and desire have some questions left unanswered. He 
could be a big body that lacks a true identity yet and could just take longer to develop than his 
peers. He’s headed to the University of Minnesota next season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Power Winger
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NICK SORENSEN
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Quebec (QMJHL)
BORN: October 23, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 46  GP 20 G 27 A 47 PTS 18 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Sorensen is a strong, two-way winger who can contribute in all aspects 
of the game. He’s a solid skater with good jump and all-round mobility and plays a good dump 
and chase game, but also has the ability and puck skills to beat a defender and gain entry into 
the offensive zone. Once he gains the zone, he is more apt to take the puck to the corner or 
half wall and look for a passing option instead of driving the net. He sees the ice well and has a 
soft pair of hands, makes very quick cross-crease passes look effortless. His shot has a quick 
release but could use some work on velocity and accuracy before advancing to the next level. 
He uses his body effectively and is not afraid to make contact with opponents. Not a heavy 
hitter or goon, but Sorensen battles hard and has some grit to his game. He needs to bulk up 
and add considerable strength but remains a smart player who competes every single shift. He 
uses his linemates well, comes back deep into his own zone and battles for pucks even though 
he is a winger and then drifts back towards the blueline acting as a secondary outlet option for 
his defenders when needed. He plays a full 200-foot game. Durability concerns remain as he 
can be injury prone.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Winger
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ADAM TAMBELLINI
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Surrey (BCHL)
BORN: November 1, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 52 GP 36 G 29 A 65 PTS 26 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Tambellini is a big rangy forward with good hockey sense but remains as 
a raw, unfinished product that will need development both physically and mentally as he finds 
his game’s identity. His skating is a work in progress as he gets to where he needs to in good 
time but lacks ‘pop’ in his first few steps. His balance will also improve once he adds consider-
able leg strength. He’s not one to stickhandle his way through defenders or into the offensive 
zone but rather likes to find his position and have the puck distributed to him. His reach is a 
major strength as he uses it to keep the puck away from defenders and to get pucks around 
goaltenders in tight. He has good sense of where to get to both with and without the puck to gen-
erate pressure and a scoring chance. He’s at his best when he plays with a sense of confidence 
and authority on the ice. Tambellini’s not overly physical as he can be outmuscled by smaller 
guys with his thin limbs. Given adequate time and a team with some patience in developing the 
young Tambellini -- son of former Edmonton GM Steve Tambellini -- he could be a good project 
that turns into a gem down the road.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal-Scoring Winger

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
http://www.youtube.com/user/FutureConsiderations
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JAN KOSTALEK
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Rimouski (QMJHL)
BORN: February 17, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 48 GP 5 G 13 A 18 PTS 53 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Kostalek is a two-way blueliner who factors in all aspects of the game. He’s 
a smooth skater who transitions well, has good balance and has solid multi-directional mobility. He 
keeps his feet moving and uses his speed to defend as well as move the puck on transition. He 
plays the game with lots of energy. He also possesses decent hands but is not a naturally creative 
puck mover. He shows good patience with the puck and does not panic when pressured by a strong 
forecheck. He’s adequate at waiting for his options to open up before delivering a pass. Not a rush 
the puck from end-to-end type, but Kostalek is more of a carry the puck until he finds a good option 
for a pass. He has a good shot that he consistently gets on net. It’s not a howitzer or anything but 
throws it on net and looks for deflections or rebounds. He’s very physical and likes to put a hurt 
on guys when he can. He throws some very impressive devastating open-ice hits for a guy with 
his size limitations. He squeezes out his man effectively along the boards and will get into a hack 
and whack game if his opponent wants to. He’s also not afraid to defends his teammates and has 
a good sense for his position and plays it well. He plays a little dirty at times which you like when 
he is on your team. Defensively, he keeps good gaps and is hard to shake for even the biggest of 
opponent. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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JAKE GUENTZEL
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sioux City (USHL)
BORN: October 6, 1994
VITALS: 5’-9” / 155 Lbs
STATS: 60 GP 29 G 44 A 73 PTS 24 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Guentzel is a small but highly skilled and smart forward. A big time draft 
riser late in the year, he does not have a high end gear but his speed is improving, much more 
quick than fast; not the type to beat you wide, but has the speed to force defenders to change 
position because it’s deceptive. He shows the ability for quick lateral change of directions and 
shiftiness. Physically immature, he does a good job of staying engaged each and every shift. 
Possessing outstanding hockey sense, the puck follows Guentzel around and he just sees 
things before they happen out there. He has a good shot that will not often overpower a goal-
tender but he uses it to create secondary chances. He sees the ice and his linemates as he has 
very impressive vision and makes quick and accurate passes. He constantly creates every time 
he hits the ice and when he doesn’t have the puck he is a nuisance on the backcheck, disturbing 
the puck carrier and stealing pucks. He has good compete and defensive awareness. Mentally, 
he seems to constantly be a second or two ahead of his peers. Size and strength are the only 
real drawbacks with this draft riser who was on fire producing over two points-per-game towards 
the end of the season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Forward
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MICHAEL DOWNING
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Dubuque (USHL)
BORN: April 19, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 52 GP 3 G 20 A 23 PTS 107 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Downing is a big, strong defensive minded blueliner who possesses a fluid 
skating ability and a very good first step. He uses his directional mobility well for a two-way game 
and while not a dynamic skater per se, he’s good enough to make a player of his size more effective 
than others. Good north-south speed allows Downing to jump up in the rush and recover. He’s got 
many gifted tangibles; attractive frame, effortless and rangy skating ability, crisp passing ability, 
and a heavy shot. The problem is that his hockey sense has been called into question. He routinely 
makes poor decisions under duress; forces passes and shots into legs, turns the puck over instead 
of making a simple play, etc. He has a habit of looking down at the puck before shooting, giving 
away his intentions. He’s fully capable of rushing the puck up the ice. His combination of reach 
and lateral agility allow him to force puck carriers wide. He shows some nastiness in his end as he 
finishes his checks with aplomb and uses his stick to let opponents know he’s a threat to hammer 
someone in the open ice with the old school hip check or pester by delivering a few raps on the hip 
or leg of his opponent when they buzz around his crease. Questions about his desire to buy into a 
team first mentality and work ethic have come up.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Defensive Defenseman
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BLAKE HEINRICH
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sioux City (USHL)
BORN: February 17, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 42 GP 3 G 17 A 20 PTS 110 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Heinrich displays as a physical, two-way blueliner. He is a wide base 
skater but has deceptive speed; when he isn’t skating all that hard it looks like he’s slogging 
around but when he has to really crank it up, which isn’t needed that often because of his po-
sitioning and instincts, He has pretty good pace, though backwards acceleration can improve, 
however. His lack of foot speed can be exposed at times. He’s an active participant in the rough 
stuff and will mug players in his crease to protect his goalie. He stands up for teammates, and 
it doesn’t matter who is the offender. Simply put, Heinrich has a heavy sandpaper element to 
his game; pushing, shoving, stick work, trash talk, etc. but he rarely goes overboard to where it 
can be detrimental although it does happen. He’s incredibly calm presence on the ice; maintains 
the same flat line demeanor throughout. He has amazing poise in terms of moving the puck; 
consistently gets the puck to the open man or passes a teammate open, allowing the puck to 
get out of the zone. Competitive. Uses his body and smarts well to defend.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Physical Two-Way Defenseman
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JACKSON HOUCK
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Vancouver (WHL)
BORN: February 27, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 69 GP 23 G 34 A 57 PTS 68 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Houck is an extremely hardworking, versatile forward that can play in 
any role and make an impact. His stride generates good speed but he does have some work to 
do to improve some heavy feet. He plays with 110 per cent effort -- always finishes he checks 
-- and is quite an agitating presence because of his determination. His hard work also results in 
scoring opportunities as he likes to battle in front of the net for loose pucks. He also likes to drive 
to the net and tries to finish off his chances with nonstop effort. Very effective along the boards 
as he keeps moving and works off defenders. He makes quick decisions and can battle in traffic 
to get the puck to teammates. Houck is a decent stick handler and passer; not overly skilled but 
thinks quickly and battles. He has a deceptive shot that can surprise; not overly powerful but 
very quick and can get the shot off no matter how; on his knees, falling down, or just in front of 
the net. He is a reliable presence defensively and covers his man well. He delivers hard hits and 
is willing to drop the gloves, leading by example and will do anything for his team.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Physical Winger
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GABRYEL PAQUIN-BOUDREAU
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Baie-Comeau (QMJHL)
BORN: February 21, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 160 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 22 G 41 A 63 PTS 43 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Paquin-Boudreau is a small but skilled winger who is shifty and makes 
quick lateral cuts. He has the speed and puck skills to take defensemen one-on-one and uses 
his shot to let defenders know that you can’t give him too much space. As soon as you give play 
him, he will simply find a way to get around you. He has a strong shot that he has good decep-
tion on its release. His hands and shot make him a shootout whiz. He’s also able to make very 
slick and crisp passes that compliment his strong vision. Physically, his hits aren’t about to leave 
a mark on anyone and he struggles in the corners, usually only pokes around to try to dislodge 
the puck off his stronger opponents sticks. Paquin-Boudreau isn’t going to be a physical force 
anytime soon but he remains a smart player, knowing where to be defensively to support his 
teammates. Not as involved defensively on a consistent basis as he should be. Still, he’s quick 
and skilled but small and light as a feather. He was agile enough to avoid getting hit, but one 
have to worry about his ability to play his game as it gets more physical.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Winger

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
http://www.youtube.com/user/FutureConsiderations
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DYLAN LABBE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Shawinigan (QMJHL)
BORN: January 9, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 7 G 21 A 28 PTS 57 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Labbe is an underrated two-way blueliner, mainly because he’s an average 
skater. His first step needs improvement and he relies on positioning and physical play in his own 
zone rather than skating but can turn on the juice when needed to get to loose pucks or back on 
recovery. He remains extremely balanced and strong on his feet. Labbe is poised and calm with 
the puck in his own zone. He does not force the pass or the clear and knows how to navigate fore 
checkers. His puckhandling is also good in the neutral zone, where he loves having it on his stick. 
His anticipation is very good, he’s a smart player. His positioning usually places him where he needs 
to be. He sees the ice well and makes strong outlet passes. He needs to work on getting his shot off 
quicker. Labbe has a real mean streak to him. If you are going to hang out in front of that net, expect 
some lumber on your back or a glove to your face. Works very well in front of the net: he has an active 
stick… it’s always either pushing players, deflecting passes or lifting sticks. He jumps in to defend 
teammates routinely and isn’t afraid to finish his checks in open play. Labbe uses his skates and stick 
to block shots and disrupt passing lanes. He gives a consistent two-way effort every game, talented 
and smart. For a QMJHL rookie defenseman, he was pretty polished and had adapted very quickly to 
the leadership role that he had to take for Shawinigan this season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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JUUSE SAROS
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: HPK (Jr. A SM-liiga)
BORN: April 19, 1995
VITALS: 5’-10” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 37 GP 1.86 GAA .933 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: Saros is an undersized but highly talented puck stopper. Overall, his 
movements are balanced and quick. He needs to have that quick lateral ability as he is a reac-
tionary pucks stopper. He has decent footwork in the crease and the ability to push out quickly 
to challenge shooters. He always keeps his head on a swivel and monitors the developing play 
and shows really strong positioning. A goalie with shorter stature than NHL teams typically look 
for, Saros needs to continually track the puck and make reactionary saves for most of shots 
he faces. He also needs to maintain his correct posture to help himself look as big as possible 
in the net, he does so very well. Despite the style he plays, Saros is a composed, focused kid 
who once he gains some confidence can elevate his game to elite levels. He’s a fundamentally 
sound goaltender that competes and has the ability to steal a game from his opponent any 
given night. Despite his lack of size, there is a whole lot of professional promise to his game. 
Rebounds can be a bit of an issue for him.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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BRENDAN HARMS
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Fargo (USHL)
BORN: December 02, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 25 G 45 A 70 PTS 45 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Harms is a skilled winger who makes things happen whenever he touch-
es the puck. His skating is somewhat of an issue; stride is a little clunky. He gets to where he 
needs to go, but ironing out that deficiency and adding better speed would really make him a 
more dangerous player. His wonderful hockey sense allows him to get to the right places to 
succeed. To go along with his instincts, Harms has a great set of mitts; he can find teammates 
through traffic with his vision, and has a blistering release on his shot, which makes him a dual 
threat. He is creative and does not panic with the puck in hurried or pressure situations. He has 
great vision and quick hands to make pin-point accurate passing plays. Away from the puck, 
he has a solid workmanlike ethic, battling along walls and supporting teammates. He’s an all 
situations player, seeing PP time and killing penalties. Responsible defensively. Physically, he 
is not a heavy hitter but can be scrappy during play and after whistles; will not back down from 
on ice conflict.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Winger
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GUSTOV POSSLER
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: MODO U20 (SuperElit)
BORN: November 11, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 36 GP 19 G 21 A 40 PTS 28 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Possler is a strong skating finisher. He’s a good skater who shows ex-
plosiveness in his first few steps which helps him stir things out of nothing while challenging the 
defenseman wide. He has good straight-line speed, turns well and very fluid on his skates. He’s 
good with the puck on his stick and controls it well at high speed and in tight areas. He’s not an 
electrifying dangler but is a very smart player in many ways and does many clever small things 
with the puck. He sees the ice well and has some decent creativity but is far more a natural goal 
scorer than a playmaker. Possler possesses a lethal shot and gets it off quickly and often. He 
gets his shot released while skating at full speed and has a sneaky hidden release point that 
doesn’t compromise accuracy or velocity on wristers. He’s not really a big slapshot guy at all. 
He’s not overly physical but uses his body position well. Defensively, he is more of a read-and-
react kind of player, likes to sit back and pounce on an opportunity to force a turnover with the 
element of surprise or good stick-work. He comes back and provides a good moving outlet for 
his defense and is willing to get into lanes and even block shots. He can play both centre as well 
as the wing but his pro potential translates better as a goal scoring winger.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Scoring Winger
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WILHELM WESTLUND
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Farjestad (Elitserien)
BORN: March 15, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 26 GP 1 G 0 A 1 PTS 0 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Westlund is a solid, if unspectacular two-way defenseman that uses 
what size to his advantage. He skates well with a very strong first few stride and solid overall 
agility. He keeps his feet moving and is rarely beaten one-on-one by speed. He can carry the 
puck up ice and will make a move of two to gain the line or is not afraid to dump it if the space 
is not there. He has some soft hands and makes a crisp pass, has a strong slap shot as well 
as the wrist shot to get on net and cause a rebound situation. Westlund can keep up to small, 
shifty forwards with his quick starts and stops, keeping them in check. He utilizes his quick stick 
to disrupt and dislodge pucks, clearing them to safety. He has some problems with his coverage 
as he can get caught watching the puck and lose his man from time to time as well as being 
overly tentative. He usually keeps his head on a swivel and can intercept plays with his solid 
defensive anticipation. Good at avoiding checks, he’s slippery and elusive when an opponent 
thinks they have him lined up and plays with poise and puck confidence. He fights through 
checks and shows some grit. Westlund is not an aggressive  physical player by any stretch but 
will play the body. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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IAN MCCOSHEN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Waterloo (USHL)
BORN: August 5, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 53 GP 11 G 33 A 44 PTS 48 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: McCoshen is a big, fluid skating blue liner who plays both sides of the 
puck. He skates well with good north-south speed, solid transitions and balance. He could 
improve his lateral agility. There’s also not much in the way of offensive creativity but he does 
contribute. McCoshen makes a good breakout pass but has limited vision up ice and is not one 
to carry the puck comfortably. He has a booming shot that is a real weapon when he gets it on 
net. He’ll also deliver the odd open ice check or close off lanes with a solid hip check but is not 
consistent in his physical game. For his impressive physical size, he is not a physical dominant 
player and rarely makes an impact in that aspect of the game. It can truly be a ‘Jekyll and 
Hyde’ experience watching this kid on the ice. One play he is textbook and then the next he just 
disappoints, creating questions about the IQ and hockey sense. He has some problems in his 
own zone as he can get caught running around a bit or lose his check all together. Concerns/
questions about his numbers being inflated by playing on a powerhouse offensive team and his 
pro offensive upside linger.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
http://www.youtube.com/user/FutureConsiderations
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ANTHONY DUCLAIR
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Quebec (QMJHL)
BORN: August 26, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 55 GP 20 G 30 A 50 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Duclair is a flashy, speedy winger who is always thinking offense and 
has a very impressive skill-set to develop. His best asset is his skating as he is fast and agile, 
powerful and effortless. He gets to pucks first more often than not and can beat a defender 
around the outside consistently. Duclair’s game is very electrifying. He’s always in motion on 
the ice and when he gets to top speed, is hard to contain for even seasoned defenders. He can 
be a playmaker as much as a goal scorer. He can create nice plays while stickhandling around 
opponents. He doesn’t have the most accurate or powerful shot. He isn’t afraid to crash the 
net or stay in front of it when needed. His grit is something that is interesting about him and 
he won’t stop from giving a good hit when he has the chance. He’ll also have to improve his 
defensive game as he sometimes creates turnovers in his own zone. Consistency is something 
he will need to improve. There have been murmurs about character concerns that NHL teams 
will investigate.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Scoring Winger
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JONATHAN DIABY
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Victoriaville (QMJHL)
BORN: November 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-5” / 225 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 4 G 22 A 26 PTS 117 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Diaby is a toolsy defenseman that has a ways to go to fulfill his potential. 
He has some serious skating issues that will need improvement and is the kind of skater that 
just shows better all-encompassing mobility when he stays in constant motion. He has adequate 
straight-line speed for a guy his size but his sluggish feet and long sweeping turns at slower 
pace will need to be focused on this summer. He’s not the next Paul Coffey by any means, but 
can handle the puck and carry it for short distances. He also possesses a very heavy slapshot. 
He also rarely turns the puck over in his own zone as he uses his size, strength and reach to 
keep it shielded from the forecheck. He has so much more strength than the majority of his op-
ponents he doesn’t really need to be ultra-aggressive to get the job done. Given his size, Diaby 
needs to be a little nastier out there. He utilizes his massive size well to impede opponents and 
eliminate them from the offensive play. He’s a project defender that will need to focus on his 
skating but has some good reward potential if he does.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Physical Defenseman
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ANTHONY FLORENTINO
POSITION: Defenseman
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: South Kent (USHS)
BORN: January 30, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 20 G 30 A 50 PTS N/A PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Florentino is a solid two-way defender what has some serious upside. 
He skates well but could improve his first step and short range lateral agility. He has a solid 
frame to him and uses it in all aspects of the game. A ‘grab the puck and clear the zone’ type, 
Florentino doesn’t project to play with much offensive creativity at the next level; a simple meat 
and potatoes style. He has the ability to shoot a pass up the ice to his forwards but will not likely 
be one to carry it through the neutral zone himself very often. He has a bomb from the point but 
will need to work on getting it off quicker. He does his best work deep in his own zone. A hard 
working, all-in every shift player that plays the game with a high level of energy. He is a phys-
ical player who sometimes looks like he hits opponents to hurt them. He uses his size well to 
separate the puck from the puck carrier and quickly turn the play back the other way. Florentino 
shows a very good compete level and solid work ethic. A team leader both on the ice and off it. 
His game -- no matter the potential he shows -- is extremely raw and will need ample time to 
develop. The Providence College commit will get plenty of time to round out his game. He has 
the potential to wear a letter at the next level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Two-Way Defenseman
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BRETT PESCE
POSITION: Defense
TEAM: University of New Hampshire (NCAA)
BORN: November 15, 1994
VITALS: 6’-3” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 38 GP 1 G 5 A 6 PTS 10 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Despite being one of the youngest players in college hockey this season, 
Pesce displayed talents that made him a very reliable freshman for the Wildcats. He possesses 
great size at 6-foot-3, but needs to continue to add weight and fill out his frame. A strong commit-
ment to defense and great instincts make up for his lack of strength at the college level but will 
need to improve before he transitions to the professional ranks. He’s poised and mature beyond 
his years. The ability for him to be a shutdown defenseman had him matched up against oppo-
nents’ top lines every night and Pesce was almost always up to the task. He has always had 
limited offensive ability as his aspect has never been a part of his game. He does move the puck 
well, but will never be a goal scorer that other top defensemen in this draft class are likely to be. 
Pesce does have ability and has a lead-by-example leadership style. Teams looking to draft him 
know what they are getting and he remains a safe pick in the early, middle rounds of the draft. 
Having always flown under the radar, Pesce has a great chance to show his talents off on the 
big stage and represent the United States in the World Junior Championship next December. 

NHL POTIENTAL: Top 6 Defensive Defenseman
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SPENCER MARTIN
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Right
TEAM: Mississauga (OHL)
BORN: June 8, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 46 GP 3.02 GAA .906 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: Martin is a technically sound, butterfly-style puck stopper who moves 
well laterally with strong leg push. He can get caught opening up too many holes when moving 
cross crease. He has good, quick feet and relies on solid positioning, aggressively challenging 
shooters and playing his angles well for the most part. He can, though, over-pursue and lose 
his far post at times. He has some solid natural size that teams will like. Flashes some good 
reflexes when needed with solid flexibility and athleticism. He has had some issues with his 
blocker that will need to be worked on as he can be targeted in that area. He holds his glove 
in good position and flashes it to snatch pucks whenever they come close. When he drops into 
his butterfly he has a tendency to stay too low in his posture exposing the top of the net. Some 
mental lapses have cost him this season, things like becoming over fixated on the play and not 
the movement of the puck. He also could improve his leg strength, puck handling and as is the 
case with most young netminders his rebound control. Blessed with first round talent, the mental 
aspect is such a big part of a goaltenders game and Martin needs to focus on this area as he 
can get rocked by a soft goal and lose focus.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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JAIMEN YAKUBOWSKI
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Lethbridge (WHL)
BORN: May 28, 1994
VITALS: 5’-10” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 32 G 18 A 50 PTS 126 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Yakubowski is a short but thick-bodied, hard-working winger. He’s a 
solid skater who generates good speed from his short but strong strides. He drives the puck 
down the oppositions gut, right down the slot towards the net every chance he gets. He has 
a very hard shot that although could be a bit more accurate he gets off quickly and often. He 
can be a streaky scorer with decent vision but will never be mistaken for the next Adam Oates. 
Yakubowski is a strong penalty killer who will do whatever it takes to get the win. He has a really 
strong physical game, hits to hurt and really relishes contact both giving and receiving. He’ll 
drops the gloves to defend himself, his teammates or just to make a point. He has a very strong, 
pest-like quality which will likely be his game at the next level. Extremely intense competitor. 
Yakubowski is a real team-first player who competes each and every shift. He has very intrigu-
ing leadership qualities. Despite being a second time eligible player, this spunky forward has 
NHL teams talking this time around.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Physical Winger

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
http://www.youtube.com/user/FutureConsiderations
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GREG CHASE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Calgary (WHL)
BORN: January 1, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 69 GP 17 G 32 A 49 PTS 58 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Chase is a hard-working kid who plays a bit of an agitating game and 
has some intriguing offensive tools. He’s got good feet, pretty good acceleration and above 
average speed. He is not afraid to drive lanes and create with his speed to the outside. He also 
possesses decent hands but is not one to dangle his way through a defense with much success, 
more successful at the chip and chase style game. He plays a simple game, keeps his head up 
tracking his options and can both make some creative passes or push the puck into open ice. 
He has a nose for the net and decent wrist shot but would like to see him improve his shot. He 
has very high hockey smarts as he as an opportunistic player, picking up on the loose pucks and 
rebounds. He can play physical when he wants to. He will need to be more consistent in this as-
pect but still works hard in puck battles and can be effective on the cycle and on the forecheck. 
Despite his good hockey sense and above average tools he is not a dynamic player, lacking a 
true identity. He can go through stretches of lackadaisical play in the defensive zone.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Physical Winger
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YAN PAVEL LAPLANTE
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: P.E.I. (QMJHL)
BORN: April 23, 199
VITALS: 6’-0” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 18 GP 5 G 8 A 13 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Laplante is an intense forward who puts himself into the middle of every-
thing. A very powerful skater with good speed and acceleration, he keeps his feet moving and 
plays at top speed as soon as he steps foot on the ice for a shift. He does not have elite puck 
skills by any means, but he is still able to find ways to effectively generate offense using what 
he does have. He can unload a quick slapper or snapper from anywhere in the offensive zone 
on net. He’s very capable of winning puck battles along the boards and down low. Laplante is a 
player that shows a very aggressive, physical edge. He is very effective along the boards, and 
often outmuscles bigger opposing defensemen on the fore check. He is still raw in the offensive 
zone, but is very successful in the cycle. He seems to be well aware of his own capabilities, as 
he does not try to be overly flashy or beat defenders solely by stickhandling. His pre-season in-
jury has undoubtedly hurt his draft stock, but he works his butt off every shift and knows his role 
on the team. He is responsible in both ends of the ice and is always trying to create something. 
He isn’t afraid to go into the dirty areas to get the puck, or to play the body and get physical if 
needed to gain puck possession.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Winger
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LUCAS WALLMARK
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Karlskrona (Allsvenskan)
BORN: September 5, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 16 GP 5 G 5 A 10 PTS 4 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Wallmark is a two-way talent with creative passing skills. He has some 
skating problems and an awkward stride that will need some correcting but remains shifty in 
small spaces. He uses his edges well to cut and turn sharply but lacks top level speed. He’s 
extremely creative both with the puck and with his playmaking ability and has impressive vision 
and makes some seeing-eye passes. He’s not afraid to shoot the puck but is more skilled in the 
passing aspect of his game. He possesses a decent shot selection that he uses often. He pretty 
much plays without an edge to his game and will likely rarely if ever knock down anyone with 
neither a big hit nor stand up for himself or a teammate with his fists. Despite that, he is strong 
on the puck around the oppositions net and will take a hit to make a play. Defensively, he knows 
where to go and who to cover and typically does his duties in that regard but lacks the strength 
to totally eliminate his threats. He has the look of a complementary player at the next level who 
would be best served to be placed with a big personality who also has a big shot to capitalize 
on Lucas’ creative passes.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Playmaking Forward
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GREG BETZOLD
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Peterborough (OHL)
BORN: March 11, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 9 G 23 A 32 PTS 32 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Betzold is a hard-working winger who plays the game hard. He skates 
with power and balance along with good top end speed. He’s incredibly hard to stop on the fore-
check and consistently generates offensive chances from it. He finishes his checks and loves 
to get his nose dirty. He hits hard and is willing to drop the gloves. His hands are not the most 
creative with the puck as he is a dump and chase player not a deke and dangle type. He has a 
very effective shot he gets off mid-stride and has the hands to finish off plays in close. Betzold 
shows good vision and makes some surprisingly skilled passing plays though lacks offensive 
flash or puck creativity, but is a real meat and potatoes, hard-nosed, take the puck to the net 
type of forward. A good complementary winger for a skilled centre. He holds some untapped of-
fensive skills that just showed flashes of coming to the surface. He’s one guy that could develop 
over a year or two and have many wondering how come he was drafted so late. He has some 
good defensive awareness and willingness to play a solid two-way game but needs to bring 
more overall consistency. Betzold can get into penalty trouble as he can play undisciplined and 
with high emotion.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Power Winger
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JC LIPON
POSITION: Right Wing
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kamloops (WHL)
BORN: July 10, 1993
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 36 G 53 A 89 PTS 115 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Lipon is an active forward with offensive upside. He has feet that seem to 
always be in motion and that helps him with his quickness but his straight-line speed is lacking. 
He thinks the game extremely quickly and has great anticipation skills. A very energetic forward 
with good acceleration, Lipon can spin off opponents and is a pain on the forecheck. Despite 
his average size, he shows good physicality to his game. He isn’t afraid to attack with energy, 
and not afraid to go into the dirty areas and battle for the puck. He shows flashes of creativity 
combined with quick decision making. He is poised, calm, and has good control over the puck 
but lacks high end puck skills. Lipon’s wrist shot is accurate but lacks the velocity to be a real 
weapon. He can make some strong passes but is not overly creative or able to wow you with 
his playmaking ability. Defensively, he is effective at breaking up offensive plays and causing 
turnovers both with his stick and positioning.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Forward
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VINCENT DUNN
POSITION: Right Wing/Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Val-d’Or (QMJHL)
BORN: September 14, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 53 GP 25 G 27 A 52 PTS 98 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Dunn is a shift disturber who has some underrated offensive skill. He 
moves well with good quickness but just average straight-line speed. He shows decent balance 
and agility but could use overall improvement to his skating ability. He is reliable in all zones and 
thinks the game well. He needs to be more consistent shift-to-shift and use his shot more often. 
His shot has some pop to it but he needs to get it off his stick quicker as it has a painfully slow 
release. He makes his biggest impact offensively around the crease looking for rebounds and 
garbage goals. He has limited vision and puck distribution skills. Dunn works the boards well 
as he has a stocky strength to him, gets position on his opponent, uses leverage and strength 
to come out with the puck on his stick. He’s often in the right position on the ice to breakup 
opponents attack by getting himself into passing lanes, and is strong defensively despite his 
small stature. He’s willing to drop down in front of a point shot. He’s a hard hitter and relentless 
forechecker who is not afraid to get gritty or even dirty in an attempt to draw penalties. He’s also 
ready to drop the gloves to back up his game but is not a very strong fighter. Has a Steve Ott 
kind of two-way in-your-face type of presence.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Nine Centre

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
http://www.youtube.com/user/FutureConsiderations
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LINUS ARNESSON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Djurgarden (Allsvenskan)
BORN: September 21, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 31 GP 0 G 1 A 1 PTS 8 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Arnesson is an unassuming two-way defender who needs to improve 
his skating as his straight-line speed is good but his lateral mobility, transitions and first step 
acceleration could be developed. He likes to join the rush and doesn’t hesitate in the offensive 
zone from time-to-time. This is a good thing but can also lead to odd man transitions. He’s at his 
best when he plays a safe and simple defensive minded game. He has some strong defensive 
potential as he reads the play well. Not a true puck rusher by any means, but Arnesson makes 
strong passes, both breakout and short touch type but is not one to be overly creative with the 
puck. He has moments where he tries to force the puck into closed off spaces. He’s calm playing 
the puck with poise deep in his own zone showing no panic. He’s also willing and able to use 
his size to play a physical brand of hockey, eliminating checks along the wall and in front of the 
net. He can, however, get too focused on his man though and lose sight of the overall play go-
ing on around him. Arnesson has limited offensive upside as he just does not have very strong 
offensive instincts needed to put up many points at the next level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Two-Way Defender
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CARTER VERHAEGHE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Niagara (OHL)
BORN: August 14, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 18 G 26 A 44 PTS 22 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Verhaeghe is a potential playmaking power centre. He can look like 
he is lumbering and skating in slush at times and then others he has impressive burst and top 
speed. This issue and inconsistency is likely to be corrected with added leg strength and better 
conditioning. He has the hands to control the puck at speeds and make some skilled plays with 
it to retain possession. He also uses his size to protect the puck and is confident in this aspect 
of his skills. He shows as a talented playmaker that makes consistent tape-to-tape passes with 
impressive crispness. He reads the play very well and knows where his teammates will and 
should be, then gets the puck to that spot in good time. He isn’t shy to go to the greasy areas of 
the ice and will take abuse for the real-estate. He has a decent shot and can clean up down low 
but is a more proficient playmaker than scorer. He’s solid in the dot and uses his size and reach 
to his advantage. He’s not overly physical but will finish his check and defensively gets his stick 
into lanes and comes back deep into his zone to cover and make himself an option. He’s a solid 
PK option due to his reach and smarts. Verhaeghe is raw but possesses some strong potential 
that could really blossom and surprise next season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Playmaking Centre
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SEAN MALONE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: April 30, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 54 GP 16 G 16 A 32 PTS 19 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Malone is a responsible two-way forward with decent feet but will not 
blow by many defenders with his just average speed. He has decent mobility but lacks jump in 
his first couple of steps. He compensates by keeping his feet moving. He plays a very strong 
two-way game, is strong on the cycle and poised with the puck despite not having high-end 
dangles. He’s not overly physical but does use his body to protect the puck and earn space. His 
value offensively is seen in his ability to read the ice and distribute the puck, although many of 
the plays he makes are of the small space touch passes to open teammates variety. Malone 
isn’t a high end playmaker - the type to draw defenders in, slow the play down, etc. - but his abil-
ity is respectable. In terms of goal scoring, he’ll go to the crease area looking for pay dirt. He has 
a decent wrist shot that has a quick release and can put the puck away. He’s solid defensively 
as he consistently backchecks as well as applying consistent pressure to the offensive attack 
with back pressure. A pretty safe player- he’ll make the NHL because he is so responsible and 
dependable albeit it likely in a bottom-six/checking capacity.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Forward
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AVERY PETERSON
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Grand Rapids (USHS)
BORN: June 20, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 26 GP 27 G 35 A 62 PTS 2 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Peterson is a powerful two-way centre in the making -- a big-bodied play-
er who skates pretty well. He’s seemingly always thundering down the wing with the puck, but 
more often than not tries to pass it to an open teammate. He neglects to be selfish, which you 
want in this type of player, and the willingness to take it to the net consistently. He does take the 
shot when he has it but does not drive the net when he should or play to his physical strengths. 
He lacks the edge or aggressiveness you want even if he does show flashes of being a prolific 
physical beast. He has some good hands and can make some skilled one-on-one dangles, 
which is surprising to see for a guy possessing his physical qualities. Defensively, he comes 
back into his own zone and eliminates a check although he has much to learn about this side of 
the puck. He does have some good upside but is also raw and will take some considerable time 
before we see what the finished product becomes.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Forward
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JEAN-SEBASTIEN DEA
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Rouyn-Noranda (QMJHL)
BORN: February 8, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 45 G 40 A 85 PTS 59 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Dea is a skilled centre that generates chances off his quickness, skill and 
smarts. He gets around the ice very well with good darting quickness and agility. Strong, tight 
turns, impressive change of direction and lateral jump all benefit his skating. He keeps his feet 
moving. In saying that though, he is extremely light and can easily be knocked off the puck. He 
has amazingly quick hands and can show some very creative dangles to gain time and space. 
He has a very strong shot for his size and he gets if off both on target and with pin-point accura-
cy. His shot release is truly one of his major strengths. Good hand-eye coordination and ability 
to win faceoffs with his quick stick are others. He holds the tools to be a good defensive player 
but is too often thinking about attacking to be a consistent contributor in his own zone. Not much 
physical play to his game, he is elusive against the big hit but can be caught overly concerned 
with dodging the physical game which in turn takes him off his offensive game. He needs to add 
some much required weight to his spindly frame. A very hot start offensively catapulted him into 
the draft picture and on to NHL teams lists.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Forward
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BOGDAN YAKIMOV
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Izhstal Izhevsk (VHL)
BORN: October 4, 1994
VITALS: 6’-5” / 210 Lbs
STATS: 16 GP 5 G 8 A 13 PTS 4 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Yakimov is a big, two-way power centre who is a bit of a lumbering 
skater off the mark but is almost impossible to stop once he gets up to top speed. He uses a 
good sense of timing and solid understanding of position to offset his heavy feet but will need to 
improve this area before challenging for an NHL spot. He’s strong and hard to get the puck off 
of, protecting it with his frame and reach. He still has some room to add more muscle and when 
he does he will become a beast to handle. He possesses very good puck skills for a big guy and 
can dangle through the opposition defense. He also shows good understanding of the defensive 
side of the puck as well but could be more active. Not a physical guy in terms of blasting people 
with hits, Yakimov does use his size consistency in the cycle and down low. He has a good, 
heavy shot that he gets on net consistently. He has a shoot-first mentality and not one to over 
handle the puck or hold on to it too long looking for a pass. He plays the game with drive and 
passion. The inevitable Russian factor is a concern with Yakimov however he could make the 
jump to North America sooner than expected as he has grown frustration of not earning a KHL 
job despite his readiness. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Power Centre
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COLE CASSELS
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Oshawa (OHL)
BORN: May 4, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 180 Lbs
STATS: 64 GP 15 G 28 A 43 PTS 61 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Cassels is a good two-way pivot who thinks the game well. His skating 
is average, but he does get up and down the ice fairly quickly. He makes the appropriate cuts 
at the right times and takes solid angles to the puck. He needs to move his feet more consis-
tently, as he sometimes appeared to just be gliding into position. A decent stickhandler, Cassels 
seemed to lack a bit of creativity at times. He’s capable of skillfully shielding puck from opponent 
along the boards at times, using his decent sized frame to his advantage. He’s considered more 
of playmaker than scorer, passes very well, has decent vision and plays the point on the power 
play with a decent amount of confidence and creativity. He’s hesitant to shoot the puck but 
shouldn’t as he has a decent slap shot. Cassels likes to throw his body around, often ensuring 
he finishes his forechecking efforts by making solid body contact on the opposition. He’s shown 
a willingness to drop the gloves when needed and handles himself better than one might expect. 
He blocks shots and get his stick into lanes defensively but there has been some problems with 
consistency of effort this season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Centre
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CARL DAHLSTROM
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Linkoping U20 (SuperElit)
BORN: January 28, 1995
VITALS: 6’-4” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 37 GP 5 G 8 A 13 PTS 12 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Dahlstrom is a big, strong defensive stay-at-home type defenseman. He 
has strong skating skills with good speed for his size and excellent balance. He moves the puck 
well and with smart and easy solutions, but not a player skilled enough to bring much high-end 
offense.  He makes strong passes and starts the breakout well from his own zone with strong 
passes.  A big frame, good reach and solid skating makes him very tough to beat defensively. 
He plays calm and poised with the forecheck bearing down on him. He keeps his check to the 
outside. Outside his zone, Dahlstrom has a heavy point shot but needs to work on getting it on 
net more consistently when he get the opportunity. He plays with a controlled aggressiveness 
that allows him to use his size but does not get caught up in many post whistle skirmishes. 
He plays the body when defending, clears the crease and is physically overpowering in board 
battles. A bit of a project but one with very high upside. He missed out on a great opportunity 
showcasing himself after missing U18’s due to injury.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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ERIC LOCKE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Saginaw (OHL)
BORN: November 21, 1993
VITALS: 5’-9” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 68 GP 44 G 53 A 97 PTS 84 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Locke is a smaller, but highly skilled centre. He skates well, always keep-
ing his feet in motion. He makes sharp cuts and turns to lose checkers, possesses quick lateral 
agility as well. He’s not the biggest player so he can get knocked off the puck rather easily by 
larger defenders. He has very skilled hands as he can control the puck, make some impressive 
dekes and dangles to get around opponents. He also holds a very good shot that is both hard 
and accurate. He started using his strength and frame to compliment his skill this season which 
has had a very good effect on his game and production. He thinks the game well and seem-
ingly always has a way out planned in his head. His work ethic really improved this season at 
both ends. Instinctively, he gets to the correct spots in the offensive zone to generate a scoring 
chance. Confidence played a large part in his offensive consistency this season in Saginaw. Af-
ter jumping around the OHL for a few years, Locke finally landed in an environment and situation 
that was ideal for him. His game has matured well and he has been able to take on a leadership 
role on a young Spirit squad. May end up a better winger than centre at the next level.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Winger
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EAMON MCADAM
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Waterloo (USHL)
BORN: September 24, 1994
VITALS: 6’-2” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 31 GP 3.45 GAA .896 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: McAdam is a big stopper with some very interesting professional upside. 
Immediately, you notice his great size; seals off his posts very well but altogether he doesn’t uti-
lize his frame all that effectively. He arcs out toward the top of the crease when he goes to move 
post to post, pulling away from the goal line. He challenges the shooter and his size will force 
puck carriers into taking lower percentage shots. He can have nights where he struggles fighting 
the puck and having a hard time nabbing it clean, kicks out numerous rebounds, scrambles and 
flops around in the crease. McAdam really battles and never gives up; gets his mind right after 
letting in a bad goal. He shows impressive resiliency. His vision and tracking of the puck is great 
and compliment great athleticism and reflexes. His athleticism is key to his professional upside. 
He could stand to just play more positionally and let his size do more of the work instead of over 
committing and rolling around in his crease.

NHL POTENTIAL: Starting Goaltender
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TYLER MOTTE
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: March 10, 1995
VITALS: 5’-9” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 26 G 18 A 44 PTS 50 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Motte is a high-energy forward with some offensive punch. He’s an ex-
cellent role player with some -- but limited -- offensive ability. He skates real well, which makes 
him great on the forecheck and allows him to backcheck well too. He is a battler who plays with 
a high level of intensity. He is always hustling and has a high compete level. He’s a good com-
plementary player who will not generate much offense on his own but can cash in when put with 
a skilled linemate. He plays much bigger than his size would indicate and is a relentless ball of 
energy; hard to play against because of his water bug nature. He brings the puck down the wing 
with speed and then cuts to the net unafraid of getting his nose dirty. A menace on the PK and 
deftly trying to pick the pocket of the puck carrier on the backcheck. He is a physical player for 
his size, but not in the sense of laying down big hits. He is more of a gritty battler type physical 
player. He is a smart hockey player. He is real good defensively. He had an up and down season 
this year but has some solid professional upside.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Forward
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EMIL DJUSE
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sodertalje (Allsvenskan)
BORN: October 27, 1993
VITALS: 5’-11” / 190 Lbs
STATS: 35 GP 3 G 10 A 13 PTS 10 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Djuse is a bright young defenseman with good offensive upside. He 
moves very well with good speed, excellent lateral agility and strong pivots. He can keep up 
to the quickest of offensive water bugs as his feet are solid. He handles the puck well making 
quick cuts and turns with both his feet and hands to elude forecheckers as he exits the zone 
and skates through the neutral zone. He sees the ice very well and makes skilled plays with the 
puck. His passing ability is strong as he makes accurate stretch passes and quickly finds his 
options. His reads in both his own zone and when to join the attack are solid. He drives down 
deep into the offensive zone to keeping offensive pressure on his opponents. He can uncork his 
strong point shot that he gets on net consistently and while he will not blast many bombs by the 
goaltender, he can sneak in from the point and hammer a one-timer home from time-to-time. 
Despite his smarts, solid reads and quick stick defensively he can be overpowered and knocked 
off the puck along the wall or when he is trying to clear his zone. His only real drawbacks are 
that he is an older draft eligible and that with his size and past injuries, you wonder about his 
durability.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Two-Way Defenseman

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
https://twitter.com/FCHockey
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RUSLAN PEDAN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Janesville (NAHL)
BORN: November 16, 1994
VITALS: 6’-1” / 175 Lbs
STATS: 44 GP 11 G 22 A 33 PTS 116 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Petan is a raw but physical two-way defenseman in the making. He has 
a very fluid skating stride that allows him to play a role in both the defensive game as well as of-
fense. He transitions well and is never out of a play because of his mobility. He sees the ice well, 
makes some strong passes and has a big bomb from the point. He moves the puck up ice well, 
is physical and loves to play the body. He plays with healthy amounts of sandpaper and showed 
that he is willing to defend himself with a stick chop or by dropping the gloves. A recent change 
to the defensive position from forward has led to many rough defensive games. He needs to 
learn much of the positioning and to keep his gaps consistent as right now his defensive game 
can be a mess. He makes bad reads on when to pinch and when to play it safe. He will have 
plenty of time to develop his defensive game next season in Tri-City of the USHL and if he does 
in fact keep his it to Bemidji State in 2014. He could also go the major junior route as his brother 
and Islanders draft pick Andrey did with Guelph in the OHL.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Two-Way Defenseman
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KURT ETCHEGARY
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Quebec (QMJHL)
BORN: November 12, 1994
VITALS: 5’-11” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 31 GP 9 G 16 A 25 PTS 56 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Etchegary is a strong defensive presence with good physical edge. Not 
the most fluid skater, he generates decent enough speed but lacks the agility needed to be con-
sistently impactful. Smart and instinctive defensively as he reads the play and gets himself into 
solid position to stymie his opponents attack. He blocks shots consistently and works his tail off 
to make a difference in his own zone. He digs for pucks deep in his zone before making a quick 
pass to transition the puck up to his wingers. He’s effective at the other end on the forecheck, 
using his body to hammer opponents defenseman. He’s also strong in the face-off circle. His 
offensive contribution comes as a result of his hard work and determination as he is not blessed 
with high end offensive skills. Etchegary is a physical forward who plays the body and is willing 
to take on bigger opponents and drops the gloves. He can take undisciplined penalties that hurt 
his team when he lets his emotion get control of him and missed a major chunk of the season 
battling an injury that required surgery to his hip back in October. He’s worked his way back 
sooner than expects and gave the Remparts a real boost with his two-way play.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Centre
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BEN HARPER
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Guelph (OHL)
BORN: January 12, 1995
VITALS: 6’-5” / 205 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 3 G 12 A 15 PTS 59 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Harper is a gangly shutdown defenseman who skates well for a big man. 
His stride is long and smooth and his lateral mobility is impressive. His transitions are fluid and 
he does not lose momentum. He needs to improve on his first step as he develops. His hands 
are soft and he is confident when he has the puck. He is not overly creative with the puck, but he 
makes strong consistent plays when he has the puck. He consistently makes crisp tape-to-tape 
passes breakout passes, which lead to quick transition hockey for his team. He has great vision, 
and makes high percentage passes rarely giving the puck away. He poses a heavy shot from the 
point. He is good at finding shooting lanes to get pucks to the net, leading to rebound chances for 
his teammates. He plays a very physical in your face style of hockey. He finished his checks with 
enthusiasm, without taking himself out of position, and plays the body hard in his own zone. Harper 
plays hard in the corners, and makes life miserable for opposing forwards. He shows a high hockey 
IQ and makes smart decisions. His defensive game is where he really excels on the ice. He is hard 
to beat one-on-one, and he drives opposing forwards wide never giving them an easy path to the 
net. His gap control in off the charts, as he surprises opposing forwards who thing they have time. 
His anticipation in his own end is good.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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MASON GEERTSEN
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Vancouver (WHL)
BORN: April 19, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 58 GP 2 G 8 A 10 PTS 98 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Geertsen is a solid defensive minded blueliner. He is very mobile for his 
size with good agility, long strides, and smooth movements. He’s a defensive defenseman that 
has a large frame with long limbs. He has the size to ride players off into the boards and finish 
off some solid checks. He possesses a long reach which he uses with his mobility to play defen-
sively. He has a very active stick which he relies on to break up plays. He uses his mobility to get 
around the ice and keep his opponents in check. Geertsen lacks the hockey sense and poise to 
be a consistent offensive threat and is at his best when he keeps it simple and either chips the 
puck off the glass or makes a quick play with it. He won’t ever be a true offensive defender with 
hands that he has. He doesn’t run around trying to make too many hits and makes an okay first 
pass. His best asset here is his physicality. His reach is also something he relied upon a lot to 
defend in his own zone. With his reach and physical play, he could end up as a very competent 
defensive player. He needs to continueto continue growing in this area of the game. He really 
seemed to blossom with increased ice time after getting dealt from Edmonton to Vancouver. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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RUSHAN RAFIKOV
POSITION: Defesne
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Loko Yaroslavl (MHL)
BORN: May 15, 1995
VITALS: 6’-1” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 53 GP 1 G 9 A 10 PTS 38 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Rafikov is a very physical two-way defenseman. He has a good fluid 
stride that generates healthy amounts of speed, solid balance and strong transitions. He holds 
some good offensive instincts and transitions the puck very effectively and makes strong reads 
on when to pinch and really adds another dimension to the attack with his pinches. He possess-
es an effective shot that is not the heaviest but he gets it on net and seemingly is difficult to han-
dle because of a deceptive release, causing plenty of rebound chances. He makes crisp passes 
and displays solid vision of the ice. His offensive upside is not great but enough to list him as a 
two-way player. Physically, he is mean, almost dirty at time and this type of demeanor could see 
him nabbed well ahead of where we project his talents. He loves to play the body and get under 
your skin. He’s not shy to hack and whack when the refs back is turned and then play innocent 
to draw a penalty. He needs to bulk up to continue this role at the next level. He plays with good 
overall defensive positioning but could use work to maintain better gaps on a consistent basis.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Two-Way Defenseman
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JESSE LEES
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Kelowna (WHL)
BORN: September 14, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 12 G 18 A 30 PTS 54 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Lees is a solid puck moving blueliner, displaying smooth, agile quick 
feet. He can move laterally effortless; maintain control of his skates, and good edgework. A very 
impressive offensive toolset, but while he’s not terrible defensive, isn’t a consistent presence on 
the back end. He is mobile with the puck through the neutral zone and is great controlling the 
puck in the offensive zone, especially on the power play. He has a good natural feel and poise 
with the puck, good vision and playmaking abilities. He makes a strong pass, is confident when 
making plays. He’s not overly creative, but can see the open lanes quickly. He has a good wrist 
shot for his size and strength that he can wire top corner or slapper that he gets on the pad 
of the stopper creating a rebound. Lees doesn’t have the physicality nor the strength to cause 
opponents problem. He is easily pushed off the puck in corners. Needs to add 15 or 20 pounds 
of muscle to improve his defensive abilities. He lacks jump in his game, but is poised and calm. 
While that ease in his game is something that is good when controlling the puck, it would be 
nice to see some jump if he wants to start opening up plays and creating opportunities instead 
of taking what the oppositions defense gives him.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Defenseman

https://www.facebook.com/fchockey?ref=ts&fref=ts
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MITCH WHEATON
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Kelowna (WHL)
BORN: February 6, 1995
VITALS: 6’-5” / 225 Lbs
STATS: 39 GP 1 G 7 A 8 PTS 27 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Wheaton is a big, lumbering defensive minded defenseman. He has decent 
speed but has the typical heavy feet for a guy possessing his size. There is room for further refine-
ment and improvement. He does not carry the puck up ice much instead preferring to shoot a pass up 
to his forward at his own blueline having them carry it while he trails the play. When he does have the 
puck on his stick -- typically deep in his own zone or in the neutral zone -- he shows good composure 
and makes the safe simple plays effectively. He will never be an Erik Karlsson-type puck carrier but 
does have a heavy shot that needs to work on his wind-up and accuracy. He uses his size well and 
is not afraid to lay a big hit. He plays a good honest physical game. He is physically stronger than 
most of his opponents, effectively eliminates attackers from the play and makes the night difficult 
for onrushing forwards without doing anything that put any player in exceptional risk. He didn’t give 
anything away for free but he does not checking anyone in the back or look to hurt anyone either. He 
keeps an active stick and his head on a swivel  and is not overly aggressive in the defensive zone, 
instead allowing the play to develop and then he puts himself in a conservative position to break it up. 
He protects the front of the net. Has some trouble with faster forwards as his coordination and feet 
just cannot match up well enough at this time.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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VLADISLAV LYSENKO
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Sherbrooke (QMJHL)
BORN: March 12, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 66 GP 7 G 9 A 16 PTS 89 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Lysenko is a  strong, smart defensive defenseman. His skating is decent 
as he has good mobility but will not wow anyone. He stays in good defensive position and does 
not need to run around his own zone. Not at all a transition player, but if he gets involved in the 
attack, it’s no further than the opposition’s blueline. He’s a very conservative defenseman; finds 
his spot in front of the net and stays there. When he does venture away from the net it is to beat 
an attacker and clear the puck away from danger. His passes are of the simple and safe nature. 
Lysenko thrives on the ability to give and take hits. He’ll sacrifice his body for the better of his 
team any time he gets the chance, this is his bread and butter. Blocks shots. He plays bigger 
than he actually is. His defensive awareness is quite good, as is his competitiveness. His bat-
tle-level is through the roof. He will get knocked down, getting right up and continuing the battle. 
His positioning and physicality make his defensive game a key part of Sherbrooke’s team. He’s 
their most reliable player in their own zone.  Being a defensive defenseman on a team that has 
a hard time finding wins can be a thankless job, but Lysenko did it well this past season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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STEPHEN HARPER
POSITION: Left Wing
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Erie (OHL)
BORN: March 25, 1995
VITALS: 6’-2” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 18 G 20 A 38 PTS 24 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Harper is a tantalizing blend of strength and goal scoring potential. He has 
decent speed, good first step acceleration and strong balance on his feet. Has the tendency to look 
sluggish and not move his feet like he should in a lazy-looking stride unless a scoring opportunity is in 
front of him. He has good size and strength to hold off a defender, but gives up once he feels he is los-
ing the battle. He shows flashes of aggressiveness and drive that make him dangerous and intriguing. 
He does a good job keeping the puck moving with simple passes and plays but can also make some 
creative passes when he is pair with higher skilled linemates. Harper has too many moments where 
he gets caught watching plays rather than reacting and gets caught flat footed, standing still. When he 
drives to the net, he shows good balance in getting position and is effective at disturbing. He’s always 
a danger with the puck when deep in opposition zone; because you know that the puck is always just a 
split second away from the back of the net. He can get his shot off very quickly and knows how to get 
to scoring areas. Harper loves getting involved in the corners and deliver checks along the boards. This 
area of his game is also very hot or cold. He has some impressive skills that will have teams debating 
him but will need to improve the compete level and consistency in his efforts before he can think of a 
future pro career in the game. The bust potential here is real.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Goal Scoring Winger
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VICTOR CRUS-RYDBERG
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Linkoping (SuperElit)
BORN: March 21, 1995
VITALS: 6’-0” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 35 GP 12 G 23 A 35 PTS 24 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Crus-Rydberg is a skilled centre with strong potential. He has good feet, 
impressive straight-line speed levels and explosive acceleration off the hop. He has the speed 
to separate from defenders. He shows off a great shot selection. A quick wrister, solid snap shot 
and heavy slap shot are all in his arsenal. He has good passing skills because of his solid vision, 
creative hands and poise with the puck. He even plays the game with defensive awareness, 
displaying an active stick to pick-pocket in the neutral zone, and a willingness to play the body, 
however not with full effort, each and every game. He plays with some grit and willingness to 
battle for body position and pucks. He cycles the puck well and pulls off the wall and drives the 
net hard. Crus-Rydberg is a good combination of skill and speed that needs to improve on a few 
areas like adding more strength and improving his work rate. His biggest need is to work on his 
consistency as he has one game where he looks very impressive and then the next three where 
he hardly makes any impact at all.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 6 Offensive Forward
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JARED HAUF
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Seattle (WHL)
BORN: March 6, 1995
VITALS: 6’-6” / 215 Lbs
STATS: 72 GP 0 G 11 A 11 PTS 80 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Hauf is a massive, defensive blueliner. He generates big, long strides 
but without a ton of power behind them. Like with most big men, his transition from front-to-back 
is pretty clumsy and could use quite a bit of improvement. He can bang the puck off the glass 
and make a pass or two out of his own zone but he is not a puck mover. He has a hard slap 
shot but his wind-up is far too long and doesn’t have a great wrister to fall back on. He has the 
size that NHL scouts drool for in defensive defenseman. He doesn’t always use his strength and 
long limbs as effectively as he could. Will battle in the corners but won’t aggressively try and go 
at people like he could. He does not actively look for the big hit, but does make his presence 
known in front of the net and along the boards. He uses his long reach to control the gap and 
uses his size to make sure no forward is left unchallenged as they drive towards the net. He 
comes with a massive wingspan and will block shots, but there seems to be a few key things 
missing in his game such as heart and effort that would push him higher on this list. He still has 
the size and raw potential to develop into something down the road.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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MICHAEL BRODZINSKI
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Muskegon (USHL)
BORN: May 28, 1995
VITALS: 5’-11” / 185 Lbs
STATS: 61 GP 16 G 17 A 33 PTS 47 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Brodzinski is a fleet-footed offensive defenseman who came a long way 
in his first year of junior hockey with Muskegon. Skating wise, he has a very fluid stride and uses 
his skating ability to make plays in all three zones of the ice. He has speed to break the puck out 
of his own end himself or join the rush to create an offensive opportunity. In the offensive zone, 
the University of Minnesota commit has a great, hard shot with a quick release. His vision is also 
impressive, whether he uses it for making a crisp pass or seemingly always making the smart 
play with the puck on his stick. When watching Brodzinski, it is apparent he is very confident 
with the puck and wants to make plays when he gets it. There are times when there are lapses 
in his game and he tries to force passes or shots. He quarterbacked the Muskegon power play 
on the top unit and is very effective in the role. His nine power play goals were second amongst 
all USHL defenseman this season. He plays with some solid physicality, willing to deliver a big 
hit or drop the gloves. The knock on Brodzinski is his play without the puck in the defensive 
zone. Some nights his defensive play is better than others, but it must improve for Brodzinski to 
become a solid pro. His consistency in his own zone and maintaining positioning are the main 
weaknesses defensively. 

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Offensive Defenseman
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THOMAS EBBING
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Chicago (USHL)
BORN: September 28, 1994
VITALS: 6’-0” / 160 Lbs
STATS: 60 GP 16 G 10 A 26 PTS 63 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Ebbing is a strong, defensively responsible centre with great skating abil-
ity. His sense of pace has improved where isn’t going Mach-5 all the time. He shows very good 
acceleration, allowing him to get in on the forecheck and back on the backcheck in a hurry. He 
doesn’t fly-by; hits the brakes and immediately changes direction. He shows very good awareness 
of positioning and where teammates are, does a wonderful job of covering missed assignments 
and picking up where others left off. Very high IQ; instinctively knows where to be. He has relentless 
work ethic, as he’ll play hard and give honest efforts on every shift, including in losing efforts. He 
will often take critical draws and battles for pucks and through checks. He’s not a vicious physical 
presence, but takes part in the grind. He’s not afraid of the rough stuff; pushing and shoving, will 
stand up for himself and his teammates. His offensive production can be a product of effort rather 
than a standout shot or playmaking ability, although he isn’t a complete stiff with the puck- makes 
quick decisions and generally puts it on the tape of teammates sticks. He displays good intangibles 
too. Seemingly can play with any line combination and be the reliable glue guy. Great character kid. 
Not the highest of offensive potentials. Has loads of room for growth offensively.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom 6 Two-Way Forward
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MATTIAS NORSTEBO
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Left
TEAM: Brynas U20 (SuperElit)
BORN: June 3, 1995
VITALS: 5’-10” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 24 GP 5 G 9 A 14 PTS 14 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Norstebo is a skilled Norwegian who moved to Sweden to boost his hopes 
of a hockey career. A fantastic skater, his effortless first few steps are impressive and he moves 
around in all directions so quickly. He possesses incredible mobility on short distance sprints and 
makes very impressive quick turns. His straight-line speed is better than above average. Watching 
Nörstebö release the puck to a forward into neutral zone before taking a few strides to join the rush 
himself, going into full speed at seemingly no time whatsoever, is a thing of beauty. Because of 
his balance and mobility he can move his feet and by extension, the puck while keeping his head 
up and still controlling it well. He makes great decisions with his passes and has good accuracy. 
His shots need work. He’s a hard worker who reads the defensive play well, shows good offensive 
instincts and overall smarts. Despite his size, he tries to play the body -- with limited effectiveness. 
He gets outmuscled along the wall but shows smart stick work that allows him to compensate. He’s 
very smart and strong defensive player that will really improve this aspect with added strength. 
He has made his Elite League debut already with Bryans where he played limited minutes in 17 
contests this past season.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top Six Two-Way Defenseman
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KAYLE DOETZEL
POSITION: Defense
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Red Deer (WHL)
BORN: June 19, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 195 Lbs
STATS: 49 GP 0 G 6 A 6 PTS 20 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Doetzel is a big, strong stay-at-home defender. He has good feet that 
he uses to stay with the puck carrier or his check. He transitions well, pivots fluidly and has 
a very impressive backwards crossover and stride. His feet allow him to stay in position. He 
has decent hands and plays the puck with poise while the fore-check bears down on him. He 
makes solid short range passes and uses the glass and boards to chip pucks out of danger. 
Physically, he uses every ounce of size to deliver hits, play aggressive in corners and keep the 
crease clear. He makes the smart, unforced play taking what is there and never forcing things. 
Smart positional play, an active stick and solid defensive instincts make him hard to beat. He’s 
not ever going to be a big point producer at any level and may be one who goes whole seasons 
without scoring a goal but that is not where his value lies, he projects as a hard to play against 
third pairing defensive specialist.

NHL POTENTIAL: Bottom Pairing Defensive Defenseman
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EVAN ALLEN
POSITION: Centre
SHOOTS: Right
TEAM: Under-18 (US NTDP)
BORN: February 3, 1995
VITALS: 5’-10” / 200 Lbs
STATS: 67 GP 23 G 26 A 49 PTS 20 PIM

SCOUTING REPORT: Allen is a very versatile forward who does a lot of things well. He lacks 
the flash that many of the skilled forwards in this year’s draft class possess, but he does a lot 
of the subtle things very well that make him a complete player. He is an average skater with 
average speed. His natural position is the right wing, but played the majority of this season on 
the left wing of the NTDP’s second line. The Michigan-commit can also play center. The stron-
gest aspect of Allen’s game is his shot where he possesses a very quick release. He takes full 
advantage of his shot and creates scoring chances by putting a lot of pucks on net. While he 
has average size, Allen is primarily a perimeter player in the offensive zone. He does have good 
strength to mix it up along the walls, but is more comfortable in open ice. He can be a very good 
power play player at the professional level because of his shot and playing style. He possesses 
above average puck-handling ability and vision with the puck. Physical play is not much of his 
game, but he does play strong along the boards if need be. His all-around defensive game is 
slightly below average but continues to improve. If he can improve defensively and become a 
better skater, he has some good pro potential.

NHL POTENTIAL: Top 9 Two-Way Forward

125
EVAN COWLEY
POSITION: Goaltender
CATCHES: Left
TEAM: Wichita (NAHL)
BORN: July 31, 1995
VITALS: 6’-3” / 165 Lbs
STATS: 50 GP 2.90 GAA .900 SP

SCOUTING REPORT: Cowley is a project goaltender but one with very high upside. He has the 
size that NHL team crave when it comes to developing puck stoppers. He’s very raw as he was 
a self-taught netminder for most of his hockey career. He has very long limps but flexible and 
has much room to grow. He needs to improve his lateral speed which should come along with 
adding more leg strength to the equation. He comes out to challenge the shooter and reads the 
developing play well. He has some holes while he is moving under his arms and between the 
pads but does his best to seal off the ice down low and remain upright in posture. He has a de-
cent glove and blocker and can also handle the puck a bit as well. He has some solid character 
as he wins and loses games as a team, not blaming his defense but instead consoling them as 
a good teammate should. When he does let a bad goal by him, he treats it with the amnesia 
a focused puck stopper should and moves on. He’s very raw, has those as long limbs and will 
need to add considerable mass and strength to his lower frame and get some solid technical 
coaching to max out potential. The NHL team that selects him will need to be patient and allow 
him to develop at a slower pace.

NHL POTENTIAL: Project Goaltender

NOTES: A big, powerful frame and decent skating skills make Maletta a guy to watch. He has 
good vision and can make skilled passes. He has not yet been able to find consistency in his 
offense but has shown some impressive flashes.

126
NAME: JORDAN MALETTA
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: NIAGARA
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-3 / 215
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127
NAME: MIRO AALTONEN
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: BLUES
LEAGUE: SM-LIIGA
VITALS: 5-11 / 165
NOTES: A good motor keeps Aaltonen in the play in all three zones. He skates well, is darty 
in his skating and he competes hard. His ability to find open ice and loose pucks aid his 
nose for the net and goal scoring abilities.

128
NAME: BRODY SILK
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: SUDBURY
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 190
NOTES: Silk is a strong winger who plays the power game well. He has solid, two-way abil-
ity but could improve his skating. There are times when he also oversteps boundaries and 
crosses the line physically, needing to improve his discipline. 

129
NAME: MATT MURPHY
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: HALIFAX
LEAGUE: QMJHL
VITALS: 6-1 / 200
NOTES: Murphy is well put together, blending size, strength and skating. He’s physically 
willing to battle and possesses a solid shot. He’s shown two-way upside but needs to work 
on his play with the puck in his own zone and overall consistency at both ends.

130
NAME: EDDIE ELLIS
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: PHILLIPS ANDOVER
LEAGUE: NE PREP
VITALS: 6-1 / 195
NOTES: Ellis is a strong power winger who has good offensive talent and can make a dif-
ference when he ramps up his intensity level. He has a powerful shot and can protect the 
puck well, but overall there are questions about his hockey sense.

131
NAME: JARRET SMITH
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: SEATTLE
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 195
NOTES: Smith shows as a smart defenseman who plays it safe and keeps things simple 
on the ice. He’s efficient in handling the puck and can make good outlet passes, but lacks 
high-end skills that could limit him to the bottom pairing as a professional.

132
NAME: TEEMU KIVIHALME
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: BURNSVILLE HS
LEAGUE: MIN HS
VITALS: 6-0 / 165
NOTES: Kivihalme is a slick-skating distributor who can dish the puck off or take it end-to-
end with his speed. He will, though, need to add strength and smarts to know when to go 
and when to hold up.

133
NAME: CONNOR RANKIN
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: TRI-CITY
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 195
NOTES: Rankin is a strong centre who skates well and has a good shot. His one-timer is 
his best weapon and he’s not afraid to play physical. He needs to work on his consistency 
as he can go through stretches where he is invisible on the ice.

134
NAME: ANTON CEDERHOLM
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: ROGLE U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 6-2 / 200
NOTES: Cederholm is a big, mobile rearguard who makes a strong first pass. He has good 
range and has shown he can be a strong shutdown defenseman if he works on his physical 
game and improves on his lack of consistency.

135
NAME: CALVIN PETERSEN
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: WATERLOO
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 180
NOTES: Petersen is a tall, slender goaltender who possesses good footwork, strong focus 
through traffic and shows the ability to make desperation saves. He will have time to physi-
cally mature and develop his form at the college level next season.

136
NAME: SERGEI TOLCHINSKY
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: SAULT STE. MARIE
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 5-7 / 155
NOTES: Tolchinsky is a highly talented offensive dynamo who makes skilled plays with the 
puck and sees the ice like an elite playmaker. He handles the puck with ‘Datsyukian’ creativ-
ity but his frame leaves questions about his effectiveness as a professional.

137
NAME: NICK PAUL
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: BRAMPTON
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 200
NOTES: Paul is a good-sized winger who gets around the ice efficiently. He has some solid 
puck skills and can be strong on the cycle. He uses his size well and has shown an ability 
to finish, albeit inconsistently.

138
NAME: RYAN GRAVES
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: PEI
LEAGUE: QMJHL
VITALS: 6-4 / 205
NOTES: Graves is a big, strong defensive defenseman who is tough to play against. He 
plays his position well in his own end, but will never be confused as a prospect with offen-
sive upside. He takes care of his zone first and foremost. 
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139
NAME: JEREMY GREGOIRE
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: BAIE-COMEAU
LEAGUE: QMJHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 190
NOTES: Gregoire is a defensive-minded player who gets himself into lanes and disrupts 
the opposition’s attack. His skating ability is painfully weak and will need some considerable 
improvement. Still, he shows some upside as a two-way pivot.

140
NAME: TAYLOR CAMMARATA
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: WATERLOO
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 5-6 / 145
NOTES: Cammarata is a highly-skilled centre who is creative and makes smart puck plays. 
He lacks the flash and dash one would expect in a big point producer, though. His lack of 
sizzle, size and selfishness push down his stock a bit.

141
NAME: MAXIME GRAVEL
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: RIMOUSKI
LEAGUE: QMJHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 180
NOTES: Gravel is an offensive defenseman who has shown the ability to rush the puck. He 
makes a strong outlet pass and can quarterback a power play well with his vision and good 
shot. He does need work in his own zone, however, and adding strength to the equation 
would help.

142
NAME: KYLE BURROUGHS
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: REGINA
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 5-11 / 175
NOTES: Burroughs is a skilled, two-way blueliner who can rush the the puck and shows 
tenacity in his own zone. His problem falls on trying to play larger than his frame. Reeling in 
his aggressiveness and increasing strength is a cure to his shortfalls.

143
NAME: DEXTER DANCS
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: PENTICTON
LEAGUE: BCHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 190
NOTES: Dancs is a power forward in the making. He’s not shy physically and willing to drop 
his gloves. He’s a good skater who gets on pucks efficiently, has a very effective shot and 
will drive the puck to the net with authority. He does, however, need to do those things on 
a more regular basis.

144
NAME: TYLER BERTUZZI
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: GUELPH
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 5-10 / 165
NOTES: Bertuzzi is a feisty and effective pest who can skate a regular shift. He’s willing to 
get his nose dirty and even drop the gloves if need be despite his small stature. He also has 
some underrated offensive skill that stems from limited viewings due to injury.

145
NAME: SPENSER JENSEN
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: MEDICINE HAT
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-3 / 190
NOTES: Jensen is a monster of a kid who skates well and is serviceable at both ends of the 
ice. He’s a minute muncher who looks after his own zone first, but can also make a good 
breakout pass and even jump up into the rush when he picks his spot.

146
NAME: LUKE JOHNSON
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: LINCOLN
LEAGUE: USHL

NOTES: Johnson is an offensively skilled forward who, when he is playing the game at an 
appropriate effort level, is hard to stop. His efforts can be hit-or-miss as the smallish centre 
can be invisible for long periods of time. There is also room for added muscle on his slight 
frame.

147
NAME: MYLES BELL
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: KELOWNA
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 215
NOTES: A strong skating and powerful winger who has transitioned extremely well from 
defense to forward and put up a pile of points. A third time eligible, the 2013 NHL Draft could 
be a pivotal point in his hockey career.

148
NAME: TYLER HILL
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: CHICAGO
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 6-6 / 220
NOTES: Hill is a hulking winger who has shown some flashes of upside this season but also 
has a long ways to go to develop into a professional. He has an impressive mould to build 
on, but his skating is terrible and his hockey sense leaves a lot to be desired.

149
NAME: CODY CORBETT
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: EDMONTON
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 210
NOTES: Corbett is a steady, two-way defenseman who can skate the puck up ice, make a 
strong pass and can run the point on the power play. His skills may not transfer into profes-
sional hockey as he has a lot of work to do in other areas before developing into anything 
more than a fringe blueliner.

150
NAME: JAMAL WATSON
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: LETHBRIDGE
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 175
NOTES: Watson is a speedster with some solid sandpaper to his game. He’s shown flashes 
of offensive ability as well as a good understanding of his defensive responsibilities. Like 
many his age, he has stretches of play where he is ineffective. 
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151
NAME: BRENT PEDERSEN
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: KITCHENER
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-1 / 200
NOTES: Pederson is a healthy power winger who uses his size and strength to battle for 
pucks and win position. He is dangerous down low and in front of the net. Skating, and spe-
cifically his foot speed, needs to improve.

152
NAME: MATT MCARDLE
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: SHATTUCK ST. MARY’S
LEAGUE: USHS
VITALS: 6-0 / 175
NOTES: McCardle keeps things simple and plays a smart, defense-first game. He has 
shown flashes of some nastiness to his game as well. He does have limited offensive up-
side and needs to add considerable strength to his good-sized frame. 

153
NAME: MARCUS HOGBERG
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: LINKOPING U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 6-3 / 195
NOTES: Hogberg is a big goaltender who has the size and coverage that NHL teams covet. 
He will need to improve his lateral quickness as well as his consistency. He does show good 
upside, but is a project prospect that will need considerable time to round into his game.

154
NAME: JASON SALVAGGIO
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: SOUTH KENT
LEAGUE: NE PREP
VITALS: 6-1 / 185
NOTES: Salvaggio shows a strong offensive mind and good energy who is seemingly al-
ways around the puck. He has a very good shot and can play physical, but has much work 
to do to round out his game.

155
NAME: COLE ULLY
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: KAMLOOPS
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 5-11 / 165
NOTES: Ully is a smallish, skilled forward who skates well. He can make skilled passes but 
needs to add some considerable size and strength to not get knocked off the puck. He has 
shown he can both produce offense as well as play a gritty, shut-down role. 

156
NAME: MARC MCNULTY
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: PRINCE GEORGE
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-6 / 185
NOTES: McNulty is a huge, rangy defender who can play with a physical edge. He uses his 
size and solid reach to defend opposing forwards. He isn’t without his warts, though, and 
has some work to do with his feet, puck handling and long-range passing ability.

157
NAME: FREDRIK ERIKSSON
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: AIK J18
LEAGUE: J18 ELIT
VITALS: 6-1 / 198
NOTES: Eriksson is a strong, two-way blueliner who makes simple, smart plays. He’s strong 
defensively and plays physical to contain his opponent. He also has shown brief flashes of 
offensive upside that at this point has gone untapped.

158
NAME: JORDAN GROSS
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: GREEN BAY
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 5-11 / 175
NOTES: Gross is a solid skating defender who has the ability to grab the puck in his own 
zone and take it coast-to-coast. He needs to improve his confidence in this manner, though, 
as he’s shy to take control. The skill he does have is complimented by a strong passing 
game and strong shot.

159
NAME: JAYDEN HART
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: PRINCE ALBERT
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 190
NOTES: Hart is a big, rangy centre who has a good stride that takes him into the gritty areas 
on the ice. He has the ability to play in a defensive or offensive role and has the instincts and 
sense to do so effectively. Injury struggles this season plagued him.

160
NAME: FREDRIK BERGVIK
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: FROLUNDA U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 6-1 / 190
NOTES: Bergvik is a good-sized stopper who makes it look easy with his fluid movements. 
He seized the opportunity that he was given this season and ran with it. Still, he could work 
on certain aspects of his game like rebound control.

161
NAME: ANDREW COPP
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: MICHIGAN
LEAGUE: NCAA
VITALS: 6-1 / 205
NOTES: Copp is a gritty kid who gives an honest effort and can create offensive chances 
by way of his hard work and solid skating. He has issues with making an impact on a game-
to-game basis but when he’s on, can be very effective. 

162
NAME: ANDREAS BORGMAN
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: TIMRA U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 5-11 / 185
NOTES: Borgman is a gritty, physical defensive-first blueliner who gets in his opponents 
face. He has some offensive ability but will never be thought of in that capacity. He has a 
strong frame with decent size but will look at add more muscle to handle bigger opponents.
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163
NAME: WILL BUTCHER
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: U-18
LEAGUE: NTDP
VITALS: 5-11 / 175
NOTES: Butcher is an offensive-minded defenseman who struggled to live up to expecta-
tions this season. He was inconsistent at both ends despite having the vision and passing 
skills that others are lacking. He has the tools, but questions about his hockey sense leave 
wonders about the toolbox.

164
NAME: MARK YANIS
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
LEAGUE: NCAA
VITALS: 6-3 / 205
NOTES: Yanis is a big, physical blueliner who uses his size to his advantage. He’s shown 
some flashes of offensive ability and moves well, but could improve his feet. By doing so, 
he can shore up some coverage lapses in his own end.

165
NAME: COLBY CAVE
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: SWIFT CURRENT
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 185
NOTES: Cave hits hard and has a heavy shot. He likes to play the power forward role but 
lacks the size and strength to do so at the professional level. His skating could improve even 
more than it already has this season.

166
NAME: JAKE JACKSON
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: TARTAN
LEAGUE: MN HS
VITALS: 6-0 / 175
NOTES: Jackson is a good two-way centre that can play it any way his opponents bring it 
to him. He skates well, possesses offensive skills and creativity but is projected in more of 
a two-way, bottom-six role at the professional level.

167
NAME: JUUSO IKONEN
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: BLUES
LEAGUE: SM-LIIGA
VITALS: 5-7 / 165
NOTES: Ikonen is a pint-sized offensive winger who can pull the trigger on a shot as well 
as draw defenders in and feather a nice feed to an open teammate. He’s feisty despite what 
his size would indicate but gets overpowered consistently. 

168
NAME: TYLER KING
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: SPOKANE
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 185
NOTES: King is a safe, two-way defenseman who moves the puck and tidies up his own 
zone. He’s not a high-end guy in any one area, but does show good skills in distribution 
offensively and a quick stick going the other way. He could, though, stand to improve his 
speed and mobility.

169
NAME: PATRICK MCCARRON
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: ST. MICHAELS
LEAGUE: OJHL
VITALS: 6-3 / 185
NOTES: McCarron is an all-round defenseman who uses his size and strength to defend 
in his own zone. He has good feet and will jump into the rush when the opportunity arises. 
More strength and better consistency are his mandatory areas of improvement.

170
NAME: CONNOR CLIFTON
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: U-18
LEAGUE: NTDP
VITALS: 5-11 / 170
NOTES: Clifton plays a much bigger game than his size would indicate. He’s willing to play 
the body, dig for loose pucks and get involved. He shows decent offensive sense and vision 
to make crisp passes.

171
NAME: ROBERTS LIPSBERGS
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: SEATTLE
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 5-11 / 190
NOTES: Lipsbergs is an energetic forward with non-stop feet. He has the tenacity to attack 
the dirty areas and battle for pucks. He has decent offensive tools but none of which are 
high-end. 

172
NAME: TUCKER POOLMAN
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: OMAHA
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 190
NOTES: Poolman is a good-sized defenseman who patrols his own zone well. His real up-
side is in his intriguing, but raw, offensive potential. He has a slender frame to add strength 
to as well. If he’s able to put together his package, the reward is big.

173
NAME: REMI ELIE
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: LONDON
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 200
NOTES: Elie is a power forward buried on a very good London Knights Team. He has the 
skating and shot to really be a breakout player. His offensive creativity and vision, however, 
are not as impressive.

174
NAME: AUSTIN LOTZ
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: EVERETT
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 185
NOTES: Lotz has mediocre size for a goaltender but still finds a way to stop pucks. He saw 
loads of rubber this season and put forth some impressive outings. He has an athletic body 
and a style that relies more on reaction than structure.
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175
NAME: NOLAN DE JONG
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: VICTORIA
LEAGUE: BCHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 175
NOTES: De Jong is a smooth skating, puck moving defender who is more vanilla than his 
style should indicate. He needs to be more creative in regards to his puck skills. He’s wiry 
and will need to add considerable strength to a frame that should allow him to do so.

176
NAME: VINNI LETTERI
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: LINCOLN
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 5-9 / 165
NOTES: Letteri is a good, two-way forward who works his tail off. He has some strength 
issues that need to be addressed. His offensive upswing is an unknown as he showed just 
flashes, not consistency, of creativity this season.

177
NAME: ANDREI MIRONOV
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: DYNAMO MOSKVA
LEAGUE: KHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 175
NOTES: Mironov is a feisty, skilled two-way defenseman who gets under the opponents 
skin. Some extra mass could really help him with his physical presence. He can also move 
the puck up ice. He is under contract in the KHL next season.

178
NAME: GAGE AUSMUS
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: U-18
LEAGUE: NTDP
VITALS: 6-1 / 185
NOTES: Ausmus is a gritty, hard working defenseman who has the upside to be a ‘do-it-all’ 
type bottom pairing blueliner. He skates well and while he does not possess much offensive 
upside, he can move the puck efficiently.

179
NAME: GABE GUERTLER
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: FARGO
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 5-9 / 170
NOTES: Guertler is a small, dart forward who generates scoring chances by being in the 
right place at the right time. He consistently fights for possession despite what he lacks in 
stature. He desperately needs to add considerable strength to his tiny frame.

180
NAME: BRENDAN BURKE
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: PORTLAND
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-3 / 175
NOTES: Burke is a big goaltender with long limbs and very effective mobility. He serves as 
more of a blocker than a stopper who smothers the shot. He needs work on his rebound 
control. His father is former NHL goaltender Sean Burke.

181
NAME: TYLER LEWINGTON
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: MEDICINE HAT
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-1 / 190
NOTES: Lewington is a solid blueliner who makes good passes and has the size to play 
a strong defensive game. He shows a pesky side that gets under opponents skin which is 
bred from his ability to throw his weight around.

182
NAME: MASON BERGH
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: EDEN PRAIRIE
LEAGUE: MN HS
VITALS: 6-0 / 160
NOTES: Bergh is a determined, blue collar player who can play both a skill game and a 
gritty one. His strength isn’t up to par but his determination is. As he fills out over time, his 
upside can increase. He has the makings of a good project.

183
NAME: DAVID POPE
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: WEST KELOWNA
LEAGUE: BCHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 170
NOTES: Pope displays tendencies of a power forward in the making. He skates well, is able 
to generate good speed and is willing to fling his body around. He also has good vision and 
offensive upside. At this point, though, he lacks the strength to play the game he intends. 

184
NAME: VILLE HUSSO
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: HIFK U20
LEAGUE: JR. A SM-LIIGA
VITALS: 6-2 / 185
NOTES: Husso is a good-sized goaltender who gets side-to-side quickly. He has some 
projectable tools but still needs to learn much of the technical side of his position. That said, 
he sees the play develop and reacts quickly to the opposition.

185
NAME: ZACH GLIENKE
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: EAGAN
LEAGUE: MN HS
VITALS: 6-3 / 190
NOTES: Glienke is a big, raw kid who shows good NHL upside when he’s on his game. The 
problem lies in the fact he has all the tools but rarely utilizes them consistently. He has the 
ability to take over a game but plays too passively too often.

186
NAME: JACKSON WHISTLE
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: KELOWNA
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-1 / 180
NOTES: Whistle is good-sized netminder who positions himself well. He tracks the puck, 
plays his angles smart and makes the first save. His rebound control and puck handling 
could use some work, however.
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187
NAME: BRIAN PINHO
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: ST. JOHN’S PREP
LEAGUE: NE PREP
VITALS: 6-0 / 170
NOTES: Pinho is a smart, two-way player who has good speed and quick hands. He does 
not possess any elite talents but he’s hard to handle. He has strong playmaking skills and 
doesn’t hesitate to get dirty. Size and strength can be improved by him.

188
NAME: SAKU SALMINEN
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: JOKERIT
LEAGUE: SM-LIIGA
VITALS: 6-3 / 200
NOTES: Salminen is a powerful two-way winger who has some impressive size and 
strength that he uses effectively. He had a good start to the season before being loaned out 
to Kiekko-Vantta of the Mestis league.

189
NAME: ALEXANDER HENRIKSSON
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: FARJESTAD U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 6-1 / 185
NOTES: Henriksson is a big body who skates well for his size but lacks the offensive cre-
ativity or skills to be an impactful player at both ends of the ice. He does have some two-way 
power winger upside though, as he is capable of doing the heavy lifting in front of the net.

190
NAME: ALEX COULOMBE
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: STANSTEAD
LEAGUE: QC HS
VITALS: 6-3 / 185
NOTES: Coulombe is a big blueliner with a lanky frame who has the makings of a solid two-
way defenseman. He has the size to be impactful, but will need his time at Vermont to add 
mass to truly be effective at his position.

191
NAME: TIM MCGAULEY
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: BRANDON
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 175
NOTES: McGauley is a strong two-way centre who keeps his feet moving, always gives a 
good effort and has some offensive potential in a secondary scoring role. His primary area 
of concern is his strength, both upper and lower body.

192
NAME: WILEY SHERMAN
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: HOTCHKISS
LEAGUE: NE PREP
VITALS: 6-5 / 185
NOTES: Sherman is a big, but extremely lean, defensive minded blueliner. He reads the 
play well and gets his frame and stick in lanes efficiently. He makes good outlet passes. He 
is extremely raw but has some very intriguing upside when he pieces his game together.

193
NAME: MILES LIBERATI
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: LONDON
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 195
NOTES: Liberati is a mobile, skilled puck mover who saw little in the way of ice time this 
season for London. He has some sleeper potential as he sees the ice well and has shown 
flashes of creativity with the puck.

194
NAME: TOMMY VEILLEUX
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: VICTORIAVILLE
LEAGUE: QMJHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 185
NOTES: Veilleux is a two-way winger who gives an unquestionable effort. He is willing to 
play the physical game, but has limited offensive upside and will need to improve his skat-
ing. He could be serviceable as a bottom-six checker.

195
NAME: MARK EVAN AUK
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: CEDAR RAPIDS
LEAGUE: USHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 175
NOTES: Auk is a defenseman who has shown some good offensive acumen in his game. 
He’s a decent skater and has some good creativity with the puck. He does, however, have 
some work to do with improving his game defensively.

196
NAME: MARKUS SOBERG
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: FROLUNDA U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 5-10 / 175
NOTES: Soberg is a small, offensively skilled winger who plays a perimeter game all too 
often. He has shown some flashes that lead you to believe he has pro upside but needs to 
add both consistency and strength to his game in order to achieve that.

197
NAME: DOMINIK KUBALIK
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: SUDBURY
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-1 / 175
NOTES: Kubalik is a skilled playmaker who really came on at the World Under-18 Cham-
pionship this spring. He sees the ice well and makes skilled plays with the puck. His role in 
Sudbury’s offensive will expand next season. 

198
NAME: RYAN SEGALLA
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: SALISBURY
LEAGUE: NE PREP
VITALS: 6-0 / 180
NOTES: Segalla is a strong, two-way presence who plays with a mean streak. He has loads 
of heart and wants to be a difference-maker in the lineup. He just might not have all the skills 
to do so. He’s not a dynamic skater and his passing game is simple.
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199
NAME: ANDREAS JOHNSON
POSITION: LEFT WING
TEAM: FROLUNDA U20
LEAGUE: SUPERELIT
VITALS: 5-9 / 160
NOTES: Johnson is a small yet skilled offensive player who showed flashes of high-end 
ability. Far too often he hangs out on the perimeter of the ice. Added strength and confi-
dence to go into high traffic areas would greatly help him.

200
NAME: NIKOLAS BROUILLARD
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: DRUMMONDVILLE
LEAGUE: QMJHL
VITALS: 5-10 / 160
NOTES: Brouillard is a puck pushing defenseman. He is always trying to get the puck up ice 
and generate offense. His lack of size and strength will hold him back if he doesn’t improve 
in the areas, while his play in the defensive end also need attention.

201
NAME: JORDAN SCHNEIDER
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: ST. MICHAELS
LEAGUE: OJHL
VITALS: 6-5 / 205
NOTES: Schneider is a big, physical, nasty defensive-minded defenseman who has a good 
range of his coverage in his own zone. The son of former NHLer Mathieu Schneider has 
genes on his side but needs to work on his feet.

202
NAME: ALEX FOTINOS
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: BARRIE
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-1 / 175
NOTES: Fotinos is a promising goaltender who was buried in the crease this season for 
Barrie. He has good mobility and battles when he does see action. His game will round into 
form as he sees a more steady workload.

203
NAME: ANDREI SIGAREV
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: DIZEL PENZA
LEAGUE: VHL
VITALS: 6-2 / 190
NOTES: Sigarev is a skilled power winger who can finish off plays as well as play the two-
way game. He is not afraid to get physical. His nationality could scare some teams away. 

204
NAME: MICHAEL GIUGOVAZ
POSITION: GOALTENDER
TEAM: PETERBOROUGH
LEAGUE: OHL
VITALS: 6-0 / 170
NOTES: Giugovaz is a skilled puck stopper who has made some highlight reel saves this 
season. He’s technically sound and quick but lacks ideal size that is becoming increasingly 
important for goaltenders.

205
NAME: NEAL PIONK
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: HERMANTOWN
LEAGUE: MN HS
VITALS: 5-11 / 165
NOTES: Pionk is an offensively skilled defenseman who skates well, plays with a good 
compete level and really jumped in draft rankings with his performance at the Minnesota 
High School Tournament this spring. Size and strength remain his biggest concerns.

206
NAME: MACOY ERKAMPS
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: LETHBRIDGE
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 5-11 / 190
NOTES: Erkamps is a defenseman that moves the puck effectively and is able to play solid 
defense, though he doesn’t do it as consistently as required. His flashes of ability might be 
enough to encourage an expanded look. 

207
NAME: TIM BENDER
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: MANNHEIM U18
LEAGUE: DNL
VITALS: 6-0 / 175
NOTES: Bender is an offensively skilled puck mover who shows good creativity with the 
puck and strong passing skills. he needs extensive work in his own zone and to add some 
much needed strength to an adequate frame.

208
NAME: DEVON TOEWS
POSITION: DEFENSE
TEAM: SURREY
LEAGUE: BCHL
VITALS: 5-10 / 160
NOTES: Toews is a small, quick and creative puck rusher. He sees the ice well and makes 
strong, heady passes. He also has some untapped offensive potential. He gets knocked off 
the puck and outmuscled in his own end too readily.

209
NAME: TYLER KELLEHER
POSITION: RIGHT WING
TEAM: U-18
LEAGUE: NTDP
VITALS: 5-6 / 155
NOTES: Kelleher is a small but skilled winger who competes all over the ice despite his 
size. He’s an interesting package with his size but does possess intriguing potential, espe-
cially if he’s able to add a few inches and pounds to his stature.

210
NAME: JAEDON DESCHENEAU
POSITION: CENTRE
TEAM: KOOTENAY
LEAGUE: WHL
VITALS: 5-8 / 170
NOTES: Descheneau is a small, but highly-skilled offensive forward who generates chanc-
es using his speed and skill. He needs to add strength as he is easily pushed off the puck 
and needs to adapt his game as he spends too much time on the perimeter. 
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PLENTY OF SLEEPERS READY TO EMERGE
By Dan Stewart 

The term ‘sleeper’ is generally defined as a mid-to-late round draft pick that has 
the ability to progresses beyond initial expectations and eventually develop into a 
solid NHL player. 

The 2013 NHL Draft is littered with players we’d like to rank higher but due to one 
aspect of their game or another, are unable to justify doing so. Still, these players 
boast impressive upside and have the potential down the road to make hockey 
people, fans and media alike wonder why they weren’t drafted higher.

While not many of those we see the potential in actually live up to that status, this 
is a fun exercise to see who has this potential and keep an eye on these prospects 
as they progress.

Ruslan Pedan of the Janesville Jets could be one that does.

Pedan, who was one of the top scoring defenseman in the NAHL this season, is 
in just his second season of playing as a blueliner -- hence his defensive deficien-
cies. In saying that, however, he was one of the most physical defensemen in his 
league.

The younger brother of former OHL Guelph Strom defender Andrey Redan (who 
was drafted by the New York Islanders) has a very good frame to add strength 
to, skates well and has some intriguing offensive upside. He sees the ice well, 
makes a strong pass, jumps into the play, displays a booming shot and plays with 
intensity.

The only question is if this Moscow, Russia native will honor his commitment to Be-
midji State that he made in December or jump ship to accelerate his development 
by way of the CHL Import Draft. Regardless of his choice the raw abilities have 
scouts excited for his potential.

Another defenseman in Mattias Nörstebö is deserving of the sleeper tag, too.

Nörstebö is a Norwiegan kid playing with Brynas in Sweden in hopes of fulfilling his 
dream of playing professional hockey for a living. His play this season has really 
opened the eyes of Future Considerations’ Swedish scouts as he plays the game 
like a first round talent with size being the only drawback.

After a year with the U18’s he’s now stepped into the top Swedish junior league 
as well as represented Norway at the WJC-2. He also managed to get a few SEL 
games under his belt in which he didn’t really look out of place. His skating ability, 
head for the game, poise with the puck and under pressure, ability to see the ice 
and make crisp passes, and strong defensive play have us excited.

The one things as mentioned above is his lack of size and strength. If he can add 
30 pounds of muscle, there is little doubt he can be an NHL defenseman in the 
mold of a Tobias Enstrom.

Who knows, maybe Nörstebö will even end up playing in front of Wichita Falls 
goaltender Evan Cowley.
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Cowley put up average numbers in the Tier II NAHL this season, but there is more 
to Cowley than just a 22-24-4-3 record, a 2.90 goals against average and .900 
save percentage. 

Cowley was a workhorse playing a league leading 50 games and was great in 
the USA Hockey All-American Prospects Game saving all 11 shots he faced in 30 
minutes of action. He has great size and will continue to fill out in the coming years. 
He also possesses a great glove hand where he is rarely beat. 

The biggest question mark in Cowley’s game is his overall athleticism. What Cow-
ley lacks in athleticism he makes up with being positionally-sound. Like many big 
17-year-olds, the questionable athleticism could improve as he grows into his 
6-foot-4 frame. Mentally, Cowley is sharp and has a great attitude towards the 
game.

After seeing the success that London Knights’ Anthony Stolarz and UMass-Low-
ell’s Connor Hellebuyck had this season, the tier-II NAHL has proved NAHL goal-
ies hold hidden draft value. 

Much like where he will go in the draft, his plans for next season are uncertain. 
Many believe he will follow Stolarz and Hellebuyck to the NCAA after spending 
next season in the USHL. Cowley told Future Considerations in October he is 
headed to college, but has yet to commit anywhere despite graduating from high 
school this year.

If Cowley can eventually carve out an NHL career, Sergei Tolchinsky will hope to 
get the opportunity to face him.

The uber-skilled Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds forward opened eyes two years ago 
at the U17’s in Windsor and impressed us every step along since but this season 
it has become apparent that his size will hold him back as he moves up the levels 
of play and opponents become stronger.

His creativity, slick puck skills, vision and ability to make elite passing plays as 
well as his ability to finish plays when he gets in close had many projecting this 
Moskva, Russian native being on the cusp of the first round when this time of year 
rolled around.

The real question is can the super skilled import winger add the needed weight 
and strength because the skill is obvious. Only time and a membership to the local 
gym will tell.

Size isn’t much of a concern for Andrew Copp. Getting an opportunity is.

After going unselected in the 2012 NHL Draft, Copp was one of the biggest break-
out players in all of college hockey this season despite being a freshman. 

Copp’s athleticism is as high as any draft eligible this year. This should come as 
no surprise with Copp being one of the best quarterbacks in Michigan High School 
football last season. Despite fielding college offers for football, he decided to focus 
on hockey full-time and for the first time this season. The decision paid off as Copp 
went from a healthy scratch the first weekend of Michigan’s season to a first line 
player during the Wolverines’ late push for an NCAA tournament bid. 
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Copp is a great skater and can play an energy role or a top-six role though he projects 
more as a bottom-six player at the pro level. He is an extremely hard worker and cre-
ates plays with his ethic. 

The major drawback to Copp’s game is consistency from shift-to-shift and game-to-
game. There were games this season where Copp was one of the best players on the 
ice like the CCHA semifinal where he scored two goals, but other games where he 
was invisible. He has a very well rounded game as he is also very good defensively. 

Along with being a second year eligible and this lack of consistency, teams will choose 
pass on him but the progression he made this season with a full focus on hockey will 
be very enticing for teams come draft day. 

Much like Copp, Devon Toews of the Surrey Eagles knows the disappointment of go-
ing unselected on draft day.

Once passed over in the NHL draft already, this small but highly skilled puck mover 
started to steal the spotlight this season as he put up impressive offensive showings 
all season. His ability to read the play and transition the puck in a flash is what will get 
him to the NHL if he shores up the other areas of his game.

He has great skating and mobility, and with the puck, he is extremely smart and skilled. 
He makes quick and accurate passes and can keep it away from danger. He can 
quarterback the power play and runs the offense and breakout with extreme poise and 
calmness. Possesses the rare ability to control the pace of the game, mind you at the 
BCHL level.

NHL teams will want to see what he can do against college aged players and if his of-
fensive gifts translate. The main hitch to his pro career is that you hope he adds much 
needed strength and a defensive game during his time with the Quinnipiac Bobcats.

Unlike Copp and Toews last season, Remi Elie of the London Knights is hoping he can 
garner a selection in his first year of eligibility.

Being buried on the fourth line all season with fellow potential sleeper Kyle Platzer has 
NHL teams hoping to nab the big power winger as a mid-round pick in hopes that he 
develops into strong scoring winger for Dale Hunter next season.

Just as Josh Anderson did last season, London seems to produce more than their 
share of sleeper picks. Elie has the size, the physical game and willingness to drive 
opponents through the boards, the skating ability, the intensity and the puck skills to 
be an opportunistic scorer.

David Pope is hoping the same lack of exposure that Elie faced this year doesn’t hin-
der him.

The West Kelowna kid scores his goals like he is a power winger but lacks the first 
portion of that moniker, power. He is scheduled to attend the University of Nebras-
ka-Omaha in two seasons so with that time table he has a projected minimum of four 
summers to added mass to his lanky frame.

His projected size, skating ability, decent puck skills and passing ability as well as a 
shot that makes him dangerous in close all add up to him developing into more than 
the sum he is now. He has trouble driving the net and winning puck battles in the cor-
ners, fighting for position in the offensive zone because of his lack of muscle.

Pope has suffered through injury laden seasons because of the way he wants to play 
and not having the required size to do so. We like his upside and the only question is 
can he add the required mass to become the force we project him to have the potential 
of becoming. 

If Pope worried about exposure during his BCHL tenure, 6-foot-3 centre Zach Glienke 
might face a different angle of the same problem.

The story is the same year after year, many high school players possess all the talent 
in the world but fail to show it consistently and with the effort needed to take the next 
step because playing against inferior competition makes the game come easy to them.

This is the story of Glienke, a talent that has many strong tools but only uses them on 
a shift-by-shift basis. He just doesn’t make an impact on every shift like he should and 
hasn’t learned to be consistent in his approach. Still has the ability to be a dangerous 
player- skates very well, has a good set of hands, thinks the game well, will play with 
jam and grit.

Committed to Maine. He’ll need to learn how to use his size more effectively, which is 
nothing new for players coming from the High School or Prep level. It may take some 
time, but Glienke has some serious potential.

Also coming out of the High School level, centre Brian Pinho is the ideal draft sleeper 
who has some intriguing skills and ability but just has not broken out as of yet. 

Anyone who watched the young two-way forward the past few seasons can see he 
has skills, heart and smarts; most scouts also feel it is only a matter of time before he 
busts out.

The Andover, Mass product thinks the game very well and puts himself in good po-
sitions at both ends. Pinho consistently drives the play when he is on the ice, makes 
crisp tape to tape passes and shows good two-way acumen. He also will bump and 
bang, finishes his checks and with soft hands can make touch passes and fire accu-
rate wrist shots. He’s leader wherever he is playing and wants to be on the ice. 

What’s not to like right?

For one, the size and strength is one thing that holds Pinho back. His frame has grown 
considerably these past two seasons but he still has much room for improvement in 
that area. Secondly, his offensive upside is debatable if it is NHL top-six worthy or if he 
is projected to max out as a two-way third liner. 

Regardless what scouts are debating, Pinho growth this season alone has been im-
pressive and if he can continue this trend when he gets to Providence College.

Whether or not Pinho, Pedan or any other member of the 2013 NHL Draft class is able 
to emerge down the road as one of those coveted sleepers remains to be seen.

All that can be told is that each one of them want to be.

With files from Andrew Weiss, Patrik Hall, Dan Shrader, Bill Ladd and Dan Chan.
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FC’S 2013 MOCK DRAFT
By Dan Stewart

It’s time to rock the mock.

Last season we failed to predict the draft accurately, right off the hop. 
“We have a trade to announce” was what we said as we predicted a 
trade between the Edmonton Oilers and Columbus Blue Jackets to 
start things off on what we thought might be a wild first round, one 
full of trades and moves with some big names like Roberto Luongo, 
Rick Nash, Phil Kessel and Jordan Staal all perceived on the table. 

We were wrong, mind you we hit on four of the top five selections.

But we digress.

With the 2013 NHL Draft crop, we know the ability to miss is just as 
viable as last season but expect a more accurate projection as we 
play it a little safer off the get go this time around with no trades.

Like always, this mock is an exercise that includes insights into team 
trends, team needs, some rumours and tidbits heard around the rinks 
as well as the odd flat out guess work off of gut feelings.

So without further ado it’s time for us to break out the old crystal ball 
and see who is going where. Commissioner, you have the floor.

NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman: “Welcome to the Prudential 
Center in Newark, New Jersey…good afternoon everyone.”

“Welcome to the 51st edition of the NHL Draft.”

“First up, congratulations to the Chicago Blackhawks on their Stanley 
Cup victory. With the first pick in the 2013 NHL Entry Draft this 
afternoon, the Colorado Avalanche.”

GM Greg Shurman: “Colorado would like to congratulate Chicago 
on the Stanley Cup and welcome our new head coach Patrick Roy 
back to the organization and invite the Hall of Famer to make this 
important selection for our organization.”

Patrick Roy: “With the first selection in the 2013 NHL Entry Draft...
The Colorado Avalanche selects…”
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1
1st overall – COLORADO AVALANCHE
The Colorado Avalanche select D Seth Jones, Portland, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need depth on the wings and a stud blueliner.
NOTES: With first pick, the Avalanche get the best talent in the draft and one that 
likely makes the jump right away to a young NHL roster. With the young core of 
forward talent already on the big club, this selection is a no brainer.

2nd overall – FLORIDA PANTHERS
The Florida Panthers select C/RW Nate MacKinnon, Halifax, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need high-end talent on the wings to compliment skilled 
centers.
NOTES: With some good young talent already on the roster and more on the 
way, the Panthers use the second overall pick to grab a future top line goal scorer 
who could really improve the Panthers future with a Huberdeau and MacKinnon 
tandem.

3
3rd overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING
The Tampa Bay Lightning selects LW/C Jonathan Drouin, Halifax, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need high-end talent coming at every position.
NOTES: The Lightning have little in the way of blue-chip talent coming up at any 
position and need to just take the best available talent here with the third pick. 
They get a kid who might not be NHL ready this next year but will be an offensive 
generator once he does make the show.

4th overall – NASHVILLE PREDATORS
The Nashville Predators select C Aleksander Barkov, Tappara, SM-liiga.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need a blue-chip talent at any position.
NOTES: This blue chip center to build around is exactly what the Predators want-
ed to get out of this draft and they believe Barkov will be able to make the jump 
to the NHL before too long. He has a contract with Tappara for two more seasons 
unless he earns himself an NHL job.

5
5th overall – CAROLINA HURRICANES
The Carolina Hurricanes select C Sean Monahan, Ottawa, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more size and skill up front and a blue-chipper on 
the back end.
NOTES: The Hurricanes nab their target at this position as they get not only a 
big kid who they believe will fill the second line center role nicely as early as next 
season but also one who will be a team leader and could eventually replace Staal 
as captain once he hangs them up well down the road.

6
6th overall – CALGARY FLAMES
The Calgary Flames select C Elias Lindholm, Brynas, SEL.

DRAFT NEEDS: After years of poor drafting, they just need talent period.
NOTES: For a team that needs help at every position, they select who they think 
has the ability to develop into their top line center. Lindholm will not only produce 
offense but also plays a good two-way game in a ‘Henrik Zetterberg’ type mold.

7
7th overall – EDMONTON OILERS
The Edmonton Oilers select D Darnell Nurse, Sault Ste. Marie, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need to start building the back end, goaltenders and defense.
NOTES: Even though another big center is on the wish list and after selecting top end 
forwards for what seems like the past 10 drafts, the Oilers take a big step in adding a 
potential building block to their young defense with this pick. While Nurse will not be 
able to jump into the lineup right away due to his need of strength, this pick should 
pay big dividends in a year or two.

8
8th overall – BUFFALO SABRES
The Buffalo Sabres select D Rasmus Ristolainen, TPS, SM-liiga.

DRAFT NEEDS: They have a good pool of prospect so BPA on their list is the 
call.
NOTES: With size and skill sprinkled throughout the prospect pool, the Sabres 
go with a big strong mature two-way defenseman who they feel has the ability to 
step right into their lineup as early as next season and contribute a strong safe 
game, strengthening a weak defense corp.

9
9th overall – NEW JERSEY DEVILS
The New Jersey Devils select RW Valeri Nichushkin, Dynamo Moskva, KHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need size and skill on the wings.
NOTES: Wanting to make sure they make a good pick in front of the home crowd, 
the Devils just might have hit a home run as they address the organizations top 
need. The ‘Russian Factor’ obviously led to Nichushkin’s slight drop here but 
New Jersey looks to have selected a top-5 talent with this selection.
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1
10th overall – DALLAS STARS
The Dallas Stars select LW Hunter Shinkaruk, Medicine Hat, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: The Stars have no glaring needs with good depth and strong 
talent coming.
NOTES: If there was one area to improve upon though, it would be on the left 
side. Coincidence has it that the BPA is a left winger. Despite a late season funk, 
the Stars like the shot and offensive generating abilities of this Medicine Hat 
Tigers game.

11th overall – PHILADELPHIA FLYERS
The Philadelphia Flyers select D Nikita Zadorov, London, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need skilled talent coming at nearly all positions.
NOTES: The Flyers take a chance on another home run swing with the drafts 
second Russian that possesses very strong upside. His size, physicality and de-
veloping offensive tools are exactly what they are looking for to help replace the 
dearly missed Chris Pronger.

3
12th overall – PHOENIX COYOTES
The Phoenix Coyotes select C Frederik Gauthier, Rimouski, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They have skill coming at every position but could add more 
depth up front.
NOTES: With their first selection the Coyotes look to strengthen up the forward 
ranks. Phoenix likes their forwards to have both size and skill. They add both with 
this selection.

13th overall – WINNIPEG JETS
The Winnipeg Jets select D Josh Morrissey, Prince Albert, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: The Jets have decent depth but could use another skilled blue-
liner.
NOTES: The Jets add a prospect to their talent pool that fills the biggest need 
both in the prospect pool as well as on the big roster. Morrissey will bring his 
strong puck moving abilities to Winnipeg’s blueline in a year or two.

5
14th overall – COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS
The Columbus Blue Jackets select LW/C Max Domi, London, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They are stacked with good depth on the back end, need help 
on the wings.
NOTES: The Jackets at on the hunt for offense generating forward prospects 
as they have some good young blueliners already in their system. They nab the 
son of former NHL heavyweight Tie Domi, who is not a fighter like his father but 
instead uses his hands to put up points.

6
15th overall – NEW YORK ISLANDERS
The New York Islanders select LW Morgan Klimchuk, Regina, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They have good depth down the middle but would like help on 
the wings.
NOTES: With some blue-chip talent already down the middle and on the back 
end, the Islanders look to shore up the wings. New York likes the goal scoring 
ability and all-round potential Klimchuk brings

7
16th overall – BUFFALO SABRES (FROM MINNESOTA)
The Buffalo Sabres select C Bowie Horvat, London, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They have a strong prospect pool and will look to add skill at any 
position.
NOTES: The Sabres use their second first round pick to continue to balance out the 
prospect pool. Horvat used the OHL playoffs and Memorial Cup to help show his two-
way abilities and improve his draft stock.

8
17th overall – OTTAWA SENATORS
The Ottawa Senators select D Samuel Morin, Rimouski, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need have some talent coming but could boost their de-
fensive pool.
NOTES: Ottawa is the first to go off the board as they take this big kid who has 
jumped up many lists after a very impressive season of development. They like 
his size, willingness to use that size and upside, especially in his own zone.

9
18th overall – DETROIT RED WINGS
The Detroit Red Wings Select LW Alexander Wennberg, Djurgarden, Allsvenskan

DRAFT NEEDS: The Red Wings have strong depth on defense but could use 
more skill up front.
NOTES: Detroit goes back to the well and nabs another skilled Swede in the 
draft. Wennberg adds a potential top line offensively talented winger to Detroit’s 
already solid and balanced prospect pool. 
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1
19th overall – COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS (FROM NY RANGERS)
The Columbus Blue Jackets select RW Adam Erne, Quebec, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: More help on the wings is needed.
NOTES: After taking a skilled winger that can also play the center position, 
the Blue Jackets next pick up a physical winger who can go to the net, out-
muscle opponents along the wall and pot some tough goals. 

20th overall – SAN JOSE SHARKS
The San Jose Sharks select LW Valentin Zykov, Baie-Comeau, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need some talent on the wings and blueline.
NOTES: The Sharks needed to add some bodies on both wings as they are very 
shallow in that area but also look at what help is available on the back end. Zykov 
gives them both skill and strength off the wing.

3
21st overall – TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS
The Toronto Maple Leafs select LW André Burakovsky, Malmo, Allsvenskan.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need offensive talent at all forward positions and a 
blue-chipper in net.
NOTES: Toronto knows they need to have some future offense coming up front 
as well as a need for a blue-chip stopper to build around. They see the best avail-
able as filling the need for skill up front in Burakovsky.

22nd overall – CALGARY FLAMES (FROM ST. LOUIS)
The Calgary Flames select D Ryan Pulock, Brandon, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more talent up front and a puck moving defender.
NOTES: After the Flames take a skilled center with their first selection in this 
draft, they scoop up a much needed skilled blueliner that they see adding to their 
offense and especially their power play with his big point shot and good puck 
movement.

5
23rd overall – WASHINGTON CAPITALS
The Washington Capitals select D Robert Hagg, MODO J20, SuperElit.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need a puck moving defender and a top line center to 
develop.
NOTES: The Capitals look at the available defenders and centers left on the 
board and go with the defenseman with good upside in Hagg. The Caps think he 
will develop into a top-four guy who can play both ways as well as use his size 
to his advantage.

6
24th overall – VANCOUVER CANUCKS
The Vancouver Canucks select D Mirco Mueller, Everett, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need some offensive forwards and depth on the blueline.
NOTES: The Canucks have their eyes on this years ‘Swiss Can’t-Miss’ and are 
delighted that he is still on the board when they are called to the podium. They 
like the two-way tools and continued upward trajectory of this big blueliner.

7
25th overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS
The Montreal Canadiens select RW Michael McCarron, U18, US NTDP.

DRAFT NEEDS: They have good depth overall but need and want more size. 
NOTES: The Canadiens come into this draft wanting to add both size and overall 
balance in terms of skill and grit. They take a huge wildcard and go off the board by 
taking the massive winger from the US National Development team who has shown 
very strong grit as well as flashes of skill this season.

8
26th overall – ANAHEIM DUCKS
The Anaheim Ducks select RW Ryan Hartman, Plymouth, OHL

DRAFT NEEDS: They have decent talent in the system but could use more on 
the wings.
NOTES: The Ducks have a good system that has some strong talent coming. A 
gritty and skilled forward is exactly the kind of winger the Ducks were looking to 
add as he fits in with the crew Anaheim already have on the big roster.

9
27th overall – COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS (FROM LOS ANGELES) **
The Columbus Blue Jackets select LW Anthony Mantha, Val d’Or, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: With their third first round pick in this draft they continue to add 
skill.
NOTES: The Blue Jackets go with who is next on their draft list and nab another 
winger here. They like the size and scoring combo that Mantha brings and see 
him as someone who could potentially help fill the void the trade of Rick Nash 
left open.
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1
28th overall – DALLAS STARS (FROM BOSTON) **
The Dallas Stars select C Curtis Lazar, Edmonton, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They took a skilled forward earlier and will look to take best 
available here.
NOTES: Dallas looks at who is still available and is surprised at who they still see 
unselected. The Stars like what Lazar brings to the table and are shocked that he 
is still available this late in the first round. 

29th overall – CALGARY FLAMES (FROM PITTSBURGH) **
The Calgary Flames select G Zach Fucale, Halifax, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need could use some more blue-chip talent everywhere.
NOTES: After scooping up a blue-chip forward prospect and then a skilled defen-
sive prospect it is now time to complete the trifecta and grab a puck stopper. They 
see Fucale as the odds on favorite netminder to man the Flames crease after a 
couple more seasons of development.

3
30th overall – CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS **
The Chicago Blackhawks select D Madison Bowey, Kelowna, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They have good overall depth and need to pick the best player 
available.
NOTES: Chicago has a nice balanced development system and some very good 
young NHLers already in the NHL. They take BPA on their list here and grab a 
two-way strong skating blueliner.

31st overall – FLORIDA PANTHERS
The Florida Panthers select LW Kerby Rychel, Windsor, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: More talent up front even after nabbing perhaps the drafts top 
forward.
NOTES: The Panthers pick up a power winger with grit and one that who has 
proven that he can also score some goals.

5
32nd overall – COLORADO AVALANCHE
The Colorado Avalanche selects D Steven Stantini, U18, US NTDP.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need help everywhere so best available here.
NOTES: The Avalanche think that they just might have another Adam Foote with 
the selection of the American defensive defender who is not afraid to play phys-
ical.

6
33rd overall – TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING
The Tampa Bay Lightning selects C Nic Petan, Portland, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more depth up front and a blue-chip puck mover on 
the back end.
NOTES: After adding one dynamic offensive forward the Lightning hope they 
grabbed another here with the diminutive but highly skilled Petan.

7
34th overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS (FROM NASHVILLE)
The Montreal Canadiens select D Dillon Heatherington, Swift Current, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need a few puck movers on defense and to continue adding 
size.
NOTES: After taking a six-foot-five winger the Canadiens add more size and some 
outstanding defensive potential in this big, skilled Bronco’s defenseman.

8
35th overall – CAROLINA HURRICANES
The Carolina Hurricanes select LW Emile Poirier, Gatineau, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more talent up front and that puck mover on the 
blueline.
NOTES: The Hurricanes take a late riser up many draft boards and are happy the 
skilled and gritty winger is still on the board with this pick.

9
36th overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS (FROM CALGARY)
The Montreal Canadiens select D Shea Theodore, Seattle, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They continue to stick to the plan and take BPA with an eye 
towards size.
NOTES: The 6-foot-2 offensive minded puck moving Theodore s exactly what 
the Canadiens were hoping they would find early in the second round.
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1
37th overall – EDMONTON OILERS
The Edmonton Oilers select RW/C Pavel Buchnavich, Severstal Cherepovets, KHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They needed help on the back end and got it, now it is BPA.
NOTES: The Oilers management like the offensive talents that Buchnavich will 
bring to the organization and think they just drafted another first round talent with 
this pick.

38th overall – BUFFALO SABRES
The Buffalo Sabres select G Philippe Desrosiers, Rimouski, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need to take BPA as they have a balanced system.
NOTES: The Sabres snatch up another one of the draft’s late risers as Des-
rosiers was lights out at the U18’s in Sochi, Russia and earned a second round 
selection because of it.

3
39th overall – NEW JERSEY DEVILS
The New Jersey Devils select C Jacob de la Rose, Leksand, Allsvenskan.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more high end talent up front.
NOTES: The Devils get a prototypical New Jersey type of prospect with their 
second round selection as the big de la Rose plays hard and is not afraid to play 
physical.

40th overall – DALLAS STARS
The Dallas Stars select C J.T. Compher, U18, US NTDP.

DRAFT NEEDS: After taking two forwards already they will look BPA with this 
pick.
NOTES: The Stars add another skilled forward to the mix with this pick and shore 
up their prospect systems skill level up front in the process.

5
41st overall – PHILADELPHIA FLYERS
The Philadelphia Flyers select RW Justin Bailey, Kitchener, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need to just continue adding the best talent available.
NOTES: The Flyers love those big bodies and especially ones that can skate and 
show some good offensive upside as well.

6
42nd overall – PHOENIX COYOTES
The Phoenix Coyotes select RW Zach Nastasiuk, Owen Sound, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They keep an eye out for skilled forwards while taking the BPA 
on the list.
NOTES: The Coyotes love the size and the opportunistic scoring he brings to the 
table and hope that he continues to round out his game.

7
43rd overall – WINNIPEG JETS
The Winnipeg Jets select LW Jason Dickinson, Guelph, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need talent at all positions.
NOTES: The Jets take a gamble on this skilled but hot and cold winger who at 
times has shown first round talent.

8
44th overall – COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS
The Columbus Blue Jackets select D Chris Bigras, Owen Sound, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: After taking three forwards the Blue Jackets continue to stock-
pile talent.
NOTES: Bigras has been a steady, defense-first blueliner all season but a late 
season offensive burst really pushed him up some draft lists.

9
45th overall – ANAHEIM DUCKS (FROM NY ISLANDERS)
The Anaheim Ducks select LW Zach Sanford, Islanders, EJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more help coming up front.
NOTES: The Ducks take a stab at a winger with some impressive projectable 
tools and one who has impressed over the last half of his season. 
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1
46th overall – MINNESOTA WILD
The Minnesota Wild selects C Connor Hurley, Edina, USHS.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need skill on the wing and a goaltender to develop.
NOTES: The Wild take the top prospect on their list and are excited that it is a 
state son. They love his compete level and two-way acumen. 

47th overall – ST. LOUIS BLUES (FROM OTTAWA)
The St. Louis Blues select C Jimmy Lodge, Saginaw, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: After graduating many prospects they need to add skill at all 
positions.
NOTES: The Blues need to re-tool the farm after many graduations to the NHL 
roster the past handful of years. They take a skilled center that just needs more 
strength.

3
48th overall – DETROIT RED WINGS
The Detroit Red Wings select C Marc-Olivier Roy, Blainville-Boisbriand, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need to take BPA with an eye on skilled forwards.
NOTES: The Red Wings continue to add skilled talent up front with this pick. 
They love the speed, skill and intensity Roy brings to the table.

49th overall – SAN JOSE SHARKS (FROM NY RANGERS)
The San Jose Sharks select D Keaton Thompson, U18, US NTDP.

DRAFT NEEDS: They could use a puck moving d-man and more skill up front.
NOTES: After taking a skilled winger in the first they look for more depth on the 
back end and like who they see left on the table. Thompson brings a developing 
two-way game.

5
50th overall – SAN JOSE SHARKS
The San Jose Sharks select C Laurent Dauphin, Chicoutimi, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They take the best available talent no matter the position.
NOTES: The Sharks take another longer range prospect with their second of 
consecutive selections. Dauphin brings some top-six potential and smarts to his 
new team.

6
51st overall – TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS
The Toronto Maple Leafs select G Eric Comrie, Tri-City, WHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They are looking to add talent at all positions.
NOTES: The Maple Leafs look at Comrie as their goaltender of the future and 
know it will be a few years before he patrols their crease but believe they shore 
up a need here.

7
52nd overall – BUFFALO SABRES (FROM ST. LOUIS)
The Buffalo Sabres select D Ian McCoshen, Waterloo, USHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They really have no need to look after but are just looking for 
talent.
NOTES: With their fourth pick in the top 51 selections the Sabres are just adding 
depth at this point. They feel they have a good potential two-way defenseman in 
McCoshen.

8
53rd overall – WASHINGTON CAPITALS
The Washington Capitals select C Ryan Fitzgerald, Valley, EJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need skill both up front and on the blueline.
NOTES: The Capitals see the super smart Fitzgerald still on the board and waste 
no time making the pick. They also love that he has family genes to draw from.

9
54th overall – DALLAS STARS (FROM VANCOUVER)
The Dallas Stars select D Eric Roy, Brandon, WHL

DRAFT NEEDS: Their system has good talent throughout.
NOTES: They need to balance out their draft after taking three forwards already. 
The Stars take a blueliner who blends size and two-way potential.
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1
55th overall – MONTREAL CANADIENS
The Montreal Canadiens select RW John Hayden, U18, US NTDP. 

DRAFT NEEDS: They need to take the best talent at any position.
NOTES: The Canadiens sure addressed their size concerns this year at the draft 
as they grab another solidly built prospect who can play with some snarl. 

56th overall – EDMONTON OILERS (FROM ANAHEIM)
The Edmonton Oilers select D Jordan Subban, Belleville, OHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They needed more help on the back end and a big center.
NOTES: The Oilers add some much needed puck-moving ability to the back end 
with the selection of Subban, the younger brother of Montreal Canadiens defen-
seman P.K. Subban.

3
57th overall – LOS ANGELES KINGS **
The Los Angeles Kings select C William Carrier, Cape Breton, QMJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need to take the best skill available.
NOTES: The Kings pick-up what they think is a safe selection with their first pick 
in 2013 as they see the strong power center playing a strong second or third line 
role.

58th overall – BOSTON BRUINS **
The Boston Bruins select C Matt Buckles, St. Michaels, OJHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need more top end talent up front.
NOTES: The Bruins know they could have a good one here in a potential power 
forward who can play in their top-six but understand he will need ample time to 
continue to develop.

5
59th overall – WINNIPEG JETS (Comp Pick) *
The Winnipeg Jets select D Ruslan Pedan, Janesville, NAHL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need a few skill players at every position.
NOTES: The Jets take a chance and grab one of the drafts late risers before 
someone else and think that the offensively skilled, physical blueliner will contin-
ue his upward trajectory.

6
60th overall – SAN JOSE SHARKS (FROM PITTSBURGH) **
The San Jose Sharks select RW Artturi Lehkonen, KalPa, SM-liiga.

DRAFT NEEDS: They need help at all positions and to take the BPA on their list.
NOTES: After sliding from a potential first rounder, the Sharks are happy to grab 
the skilled but weak goal scorer with the second to last pick in round number two.
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6
61st overall – WINNIPEG JETS (FROM CHICAGO) **
The Winnipeg Jets select RW Viktor Arvidsson, Skelleftea, SEL.

DRAFT NEEDS: They continue to need talent at all positions.
NOTES: The Jets add a previously passed over winger who has really opened 
some eyes with his ability to play a strong offensive game despite his lack of size 
this past season.

61

* Compensation for not signing 2008 first-round draft pick Daultan Leveille.
**Exact draft order to be determined after Stanley Cup Playoffs are complete.
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2014 TOP 30 RANKINGS
1). C Sam Reinhart, Kootenay (WHL), 6-0, 180
2). C/RW William Nylander, Sodertalje J20 (SuperElit), 5-10, 170
3). D Aaron Ekblad, Barrie (OHL), 6-4, 215
4). LW Blake Clarke, Brampton (OHL), 6-2, 190
5). C Michael Dal Colle, Oshawa (OHL), 6-2, 180
6). LW Nick Ritchie, Peterborough (OHL), 6-2, 215
7). D Roland McKeown, Kingston (OHL), 6-1, 185
8). C Leon Draisatl, Prince Albert (WHL), 6-2, 200
9). LW Sam Bennett, Kingston (OHL), 6-0, 165
10). RW Anton Karlsson, Frolunda J20 (SuperElit), 6-1, 190
11). C Jake Virtanen, Calgary (WHL), 6-1, 190
12). C Jared McCann, Sault Ste. Marie (OHL), 6-0, 175
13). LW Ivan Barbashev, Moncton (QMJHL), 6-0, 185
14). D Jacob Middleton, Ottawa (OHL), 6-4, 190
15). RW Jakub Vrana, Linkoping J20 (SuperElit), 6-0, 165
16). C Tyson Baillie, Kelowna (WHL), 5-10, 180
17). RW Josh Ho-Sang, Windsor (OHL), 5-11, 160
18). D Jack Glover, USNTDP U17 (USHL), 6-2, 180
19). C Brayden Point, Moose Jaw (WHL), 5-9, 170
20). RW Conner Bleackley, Red Deer (WHL), 6-0, 200
21). D Julius Bergman, Frolunda J20 (SuperElit), 6-0, 185
22). C Adrian Kempe, Modo J20 (SuperElit), 6-1, 180
23). RW Oskar Lindblom, Brynas J20 (SuperElit), 6-0, 185
24). D Haydn Fleury, Red Deer (WHL), 6-3, 200
25). LW Matt Mistele, Plymouth (OHL), 6-2, 185
26). RW Austin Poganski, St. Cloud Cathedral (USHS), 6-1, 190
27). RW Nikolay Goldobin, Sarnia (OHL), 6-0, 165
28). RW David Pastrnak, Sodertalje J20 (SuperElit), 5-10, 150
29). D Anthony DeAngelo, Sarnia (OHL), 5-11, 165
30). LW Spencer Watson, Kingston (OHL), 5-10, 160
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1
C Sam Reinhart
Kootenay, WHL
6-0, 180

Poise, maturity and a high hockey IQ define this player…has very creative hands and excellent 
vision with the puck…a playmaker first and foremost who can also finish off a play if given the 
chance…good instincts and solid in his offensive zone positioning…slows things down and 
dissects the play better than most…decent defensively as he backchecks hard, get into lanes, 
disrupts with an active stick and gives a solid effort most nights in that aspect…a true team 
leader…not a burner but does have decent speed and good lateral quickness…battles along 
the wall for pucks and for positioning using smarts rather than strength…not a physical player 
by any stretch but will stick up for himself.

2014 PROSPECT PROFILES
2
C/RW William Nylander
Sodertalje J20, SuperElit
5-10, 170

Son of former NHLer Michael…an extremely skilled, dynamic and exciting player to watch…
has quick hands and feet that make him dangerous each time he is on the ice…has excellent 
burst, agility and top end speed…incredible hands and elite vision…can pass the puck through 
the tightest of spaces…a natural playmaker…thinks the game a step ahead of everyone else 
on the ice…does not hesitate to shoot the puck either…possesses a quick release and hard 
wrist shot…has some problems to fix such as his lackadaisical play without the puck and missed 
assignments in his own zone…not a physical player at all…has the hands, creativity and IQ to 
become an NHL superstar.

3
D Aaron Ekblad
Barrie, OHL
6-4, 215

Deemed an exceptional talent on the backend as he entered the OHL a year earlier than nor-
mal…has impressive size and strength for his age…mature and confident in all three zones 
of the ice…makes some strong passes to outlet and start the transition…skates well as he 
continues to improve his lateral agility…plays the game with poise and a calmness…displays 
strong hockey sense…defends with a strong stick and outstanding positioning… reads the play 
well…can dominate physically and really manhandle attackers along the boards…has a rocket 
of a shot that is one of the hardest in the league…needs to gain more confidence to develop his 
offensive game further.

4
LW Blake Clarke
Brampton, OHL
6-1, 185

A smart, offensive minded winger…skates well with good straight-line speed although he is not 
a burner…moves well side-to-side and uses his edges well…very high IQ and seems to learn 
on the fly…see the ice very well and is equally able to play the passer or sniper roles…has a 
good shot but could use some added strength behind it…big frame but needs to add additional 
strength and play with a little more fire…can get knocked off the puck too easy along the wall for 
a kid his size…not the quickest hands but can carry the puck and protect it effectively in traffic…
defensively he seems to know his role but does not always engage…has moments where his 
raw abilities as a big power winger show through but those are fewer than they should be.

5
C Michael Dal Colle
Oshawa, OHL
6-2, 180

A big bull of a prospect that uses his natural talents well…strong pro-type frame to grow into…
already balanced and strong on his skates…plays a full two-way game…battles for pucks along 
the wall and goes to the net without the puck looking to bang home rebounds…not afraid of con-
tact and finishing his checks…uses his reach and strength well to shield the puck…has a solid 
complete level…has quick hands for a guy his size…good vision and passing skills compliment 
his overall game…in the offensive zone he shows smarts in getting into position to shoot when 
he doesn’t have the puck…more about projection at the next level with this kid than his current 
production as he will be a load to handle once he packs on some extra strength.

6
LW Nick Ritchie
Peterborough, OHL
6-2, 215

The prototypical power forward of the 2014 draft class…impressive blend of size, skill and 
strength…skates well for such a big load…has agile feet…plays like he knows he is the biggest 
kid on the playground…possesses very impressive shot velocity but can be a little erratic with 
accuracy…enjoys the rough stuff including bowling over defenders as he drive the net…unmov-
able from in front of the oppositions goal…good shot deflection ability…an absolute monster 
on the forecheck…hard to stop when he cycles the puck…wins the majority of puck battles he 
engages in…aggressive…had some injury problems that have limited him this season.

Copyright © Ekblad - Terry Wilson/OHL Images
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7
D Roland McKeown
Kingston, OHL
6-1, 185

A strong, do-it-all type of defenseman…biggest asset is his smarts and strong positional play…
skating is a strength as he shows both balance and a smooth stride…has the quickness to stay 
with faster forwards…handles the puck with confidence…makes the right play, being the simple 
breakout pass or carrying the puck up ice himself…has good vision and distributes the puck 
accurately and at proper right times…has a good hard point shot…uses his size when needed 
but prefers to outthink his opponent…knows what to do and where to be in his own zone…
natural leader who exudes confidence even at such a young age…would love to see him use 
his size more.

8
C Leon Draisaitl
Prince Albert, WHL
6-2, 200

A big, strong playmaking center in the Joe Thornton mold…uses his size well to protect the puck 
when it is on his stick…does not read overly physical though as he is not a heavy hitter or one 
to drop the gloves…has excellent vision and knows where his options are at all times…has the 
ability to also finish off the play with a good quick accurate shot…his skating has progressed 
from earlier this season and is now a strength although more explosiveness could be added 
to his first few steps…good balance and straight-line speed…has soft hands and can beat op-
ponents 1-on-1…smart and knows what to do in most situations…has the ability to add more 
strength to his already big frame…needs to tighten up in his own zone.

9
LW Sam Bennett
Kingston, OHL
6-0, 165

An energetic and skilled winger…quick on his feet and displays deceptive speed…a crafty play-
er who generates scoring chances because of his quickness, awareness and constant effort…
not a high-end flashy offensive guy but does possess a very good shot with excellent release…
plays a solid two-way game…a spark plug who is involved in all aspects of the game…fore-
checks hard and can get under the opponents skin because he is always buzzing around the 
puck and finishing his checks every chance  he gets…needs to add more strength to play up to 
his potential…plays physical…goes to the net and is a real battler.

10
RW Anton Karlsson
Frolunda J20, SuperElit
6-1, 190

A big, strong power forward that can be a load to handle once he gains speed…has a good 
compete level in every role he is asked to play…solid checking ability and smarts to be a top 
two-way forward…can be a pain buzzing around on the forecheck with his high effort levels and 
creating turnovers using his size and reach…a very effective PK performer…strong playmaker 
because of his vision, timing and soft hands but can also finish off the play…dangerous scorer 
both off the rush and around the net…has a hard shot that is a real weapon…should improve 
his first few steps as they are ineffective.

11
C Jake Virtanen
Calgary, WHL
6-1, 190

A strong skater who plays the game hard…skates well and generates healthy amounts of 
speed…has good jump out of the blocks…a heads up player who thinks the game well…willing 
to get his nose dirty but also has the skills to make defenders look silly 1-on-1…controls the 
puck well at top gear…goes to the high traffic areas and battles for space… possesses a dy-
namic shot that he gets off his stick quickly…has a ‘bull’ mentality all over the ice…plays aggres-
sive and take every opportunity to hit an opponent…will only get more dominant both physically 
and with the puck as he gains more strength…some questions about selfishness are evident.

12
C Jared McCann
Sault Ste. Marie, OHL
6-0, 175

A hard working two-way forward…skates very well with good agility and strong overall mobili-
ty…dominant PK player who uses his stick, smarts and body to close off attackers quickly…also 
has the ability to put up some strong offensive production due to his patience, shot and strong 
hockey sense…has the hands to control the puck in traffic and hit small openings with his good 
wrist shot…quickly transitions from defensive to offense…protects the puck well with his reach 
and plays a very instinctual game in all three zones…the complete package of two-way skill and 
compete.

13
LW Ivan Barbashev
Moncton, QMJHL
6-0, 185

A skilled playmaking import winger…showed great chemistry with his linemate and fellow im-
port Dmitri Jaskin during the second half of the season…has very impressive vision and makes 
crisp tape-to-tape passes…thrives in a high pace offense…has good hands and is creative with 
the puck…not overly transparent in his intentions as a playmaker who shoots when given the 
chance…has a good hard shot…solid puck skills in close…despite his dynamic talents he has 
an inconsistent effort level from game to game…shies away from the physical play and tends 
to use a lazy stick to defend more often than not…has an ‘air of confidence’ that boarders on 
cockiness.

14
D Jacob Middleton
Ottawa, OHL
6-4, 190

A big bodied two-way defender that has shown just a glimpse of his immense potential so far…
very strong mobility and ability to jump into the play…has a good size frame that needs some 
filling out…makes heady passed and will carry the puck up ice as well…shows good vision and 
on-ice smarts…has a good physical game as he will step up on attackers and eliminate them 
hard along the wall…defensively gets into lanes and uses both his body and stick to disrupt the 
attack...works hard along the wall and comes out of the corner with the puck more often than 
not.

15
RW Jakub Vrana
Linkoping J20, SuperElit
6-0, 165

A strong skater who has good lateral quickness, first step acceleration and breakaway speed…
handles the puck with confident, quick and creative hands…displays good intelligence and in-
game reads…has a quick wrist shot and deceptive release point…an offensive catalyst who can 
score highlight reel goals…outstanding vision and passing ability make him a strong playmak-
er…despite his lack of ideal size, he goes to the hard areas and drives the net…has some work 
to do in rounding out his game and adding strength.
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16
C Tyson Baillie
Kelowna, WHL
5-10, 180

Plays a strong all-round game…strong skater with good balance and speed…has quick feet 
and hands…handles the puck well and can make some creative one-on-one moves…sees the 
ice well and makes skilled passes…not overly gifted but creates chances nonetheless…stalky 
strong…a key offensive player for the Rockets…really lit it up in the WHL playoffs and really 
boosted his reputation from that short but highly impressive run…a player that could push him-
self higher on draft lists as his draft year progresses.

17
RW Josh Ho-Sang
Windsor, OHL
5-11, 160

A small but highly skilled forward…some of the best hands available in the 2014 draft…his 
impressive skating ability and agility aid his puck skills…can easily carry the puck up ice and 
gain the offensive zone on his own…the puck often seems as though it is glued to his stick…
exciting, dynamic talent…crafty playmaker who makes some precision passes…can go through 
stretches where he relies too often on his own skill and does not utilize his teammates enough…
prone to turnovers when he plays individualistic…has great offensive instincts and can pounce 
on chances because of his speed…a true finisher with a quick shot…needs to up his complete 
level to a more consistent pace as he runs hot and cold…can be pushed off the puck and needs 
to add considerable strength.

18
D Jack Glover
USNTDP U17, USHL
6-2, 180

A very impressive two-way defenseman…skates well with both good speed and solid overall 
mobility…outstanding edge work and agility…at his best when he keeps his feet moving…head 
is always on a swivel and he is aware in all zones…defends with a physical edge, using his 
frame to separate pucks and his size to clear the crease…good reads and reactions…moves 
the puck well with strong passes…strong vision of the ice…transitions quickly and can carry 
the puck or hit a quick outlet…has a heavy slap shot although accuracy is hit or miss…despite 
impressive talent, has moments where the game gets away from him…needs to add strength 
and improve his gaps.

19
C Brayden Point
Moose Jaw, WHL
5-9, 170

An energetic spark plug type of forward that plays bigger than he is…works his tail off…never 
stops moving his feet…skates well generating good speed and strong first step burst…plays 
the entire 200-feet of ice…strong on the draw…does not mind the rough stuff and shows loads 
of grit…darts his way through traffic with the puck on his stick…makes heady passes and dis-
plays impressive vision…strong forechecker as he gets in quickly and uses what size he has to 
disrupt…comes way back into his own zone applying back pressure consistently…more of the 
playmaker with his vision but can also finish off as well…a little pit bull that wins more battles 
than he loses even with his lack of size…thinks he’s bigger than he is.

20
C/RW Conner Bleackley
Red Deer, WHL
6-0, 200

An impressive blend of size, speed and skill…strong and balanced on his skates…uses his size 
to protect the puck and drive to high percentage scoring areas…has a very good shot coupled 
with a quick release…finds open lanes and soft zones in coverage because of his good hockey 
sense…plays the game both ways and applies solid back pressure…not a bruiser physically but 
will battle for pucks and ownership of real estate…has quick hands in tight spaces and the ability 
to carry a defender on his back to the net when need be.

21
D Julius Bergman
Frolunda J20, SuperElit
6-0, 185

Was bounced around this season as he played in the Allsvenskan with Karlskrona HK before 
being loaned out to Frolunda’s U18 and U20 teams…Too good for the U18 ranks…has very 
impressive physical characteristics…sees the ice well and makes a strong first pass…pushes 
the puck up ice…skates well for his size…alert and aware in all zones…uses his size to play the 
body and reach to actively disrupt using his quick stick…impressive as an underage player at 
the WJC’s this spring…still growing but could be hard to handle once he maxes out.

Copyright © Ho-Sang - Terry Wilson/OHLImages 
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22
C Adrian Kempe
Modo J20, SuperElit
6-1, 180

A power forward that blends size, power and work ethic…can be tenacious on the forecheck 
and a handful for the opposition…plays physical as he finishes his checks and has the ability 
to both make a move around or just drive through defenders…more of an opportunistic scorer 
than a creative offensive player…most dominant when he builds up a head of steam coming 
down the wing and decides he is taking the puck to the net…possesses a heavy shot…has a 
good stride that is both balanced and strong, generating decent speed…plays the game to win, 
blocking shots and working hard in his own zone…a true battler.

23
RW Oskar Lindblom
Brynas J20, SuperElit
6-0, 185

A wide-based powerful skater who plays a strong two-way game…a nice complement to a 
skilled playmaking centre as he can do the dirty work along the wall and then post up for a 
one-timer chance in the slot…is heavy on his stick and balanced on his feet…a real load to 
move…gets himself open using his smarts…offensively is not overly flashy but effective as he 
capitalizes on his chances…goes to the net and will take a beating to make a play…not overly 
physical and shy’s away from feistiness…drives back deep into his own zone to help out on the 
defensive side.

24
D Haydn Fleury
Red Deer, WHL
6-3, 200

A big physical blueliner with some good offensive ability…balanced and strong on his skates…
generates good speed and is strong on his edges…keeps his head up and sees the play devel-
oping…uses a long reach and active stick to contain…makes strong, accurate passes and han-
dles the puck well…calm and poised with the puck and shows no panic…angles his opponents 
out of the play and rubs them out along the wall…throws some pretty solid hits and is willing to 
play aggressive although he is not overly nasty…has a wide frame to add more mass to…has 
the ability to be a big ‘minute muncher’ down the line…still raw but has some intriguing tools.

25
LW Matt Mistele
Plymouth, OHL
6-2, 185

A good sized frame and strong intelligence aid his offensive production…always seems to be 
in the right place for a scoring chance…very opportunistic…excellent positioning in all zones…
does not play with a high energy level but instead lets the game come to him…has decent of-
fensive skills like a solid shot and some good playmaking ability but does nothing overly flashy…
can play a little chippy when he feels like it but is not a true power forward…handles the puck 
well but does not need it on his stock to be effective…goes through stretches where you do not 
notice him at all…kind of a vanilla prospect despite all the point production this season…lacks 
a true identity as a developing player.

26
RW Austin Poganski
St. Cloud Cathedral, USHS
6-1, 190

A strong, north-south winger with some jam in his game…skates well with good power in his 
legs and good overall mobility…hard to contain when he builds up a head of steam and barrels 
down the wing…drives to the net and is not afraid to bull over defenders on route to pay dirt…
has a very good shot that is hard and dangerous as he can get his shot off mid-stride…has the 
hands to handle the puck and the vision to set-up his teammates…plays the game like he wants 
to be a difference maker…his development curve is on a phenomenal trajectory…has some 
deficiencies in his own zone and will need to develop a more well-rounded game.

27
RW Nikolay Goldobin
Sarnia, OHL
6-0, 165

A highly skilled Russian import…started slowly his first season in North America but has come 
on as the year progressed…dangerous shooter with a wicked shot release…has quick and 
creative hands…can make defenders look foolish…a basket of 1-on-1 moves in his arsenal…
is very weak and easily pushed off the puck by even average sized defenders…looks lost in 
his own zone…extremely dangerous one-timer as he quietly can slide into prime scoring zones 
around the net…lacks the same drive to defend as he possesses when a scoring chance is 
dangling in front of him…a highly skilled offensive force who will need to improve his drive and 
physical strength to progress.

28
RW David Pastrnak
Sodertalje J20, SuperElit
5-10, 150

A flashy and electrifying offensive talent…has very gifted hands and shiftiness in his feet…
dynamic hands, a bevy of 1-on-1 moves and a bullet of a shot make him a dangerous finish-
er…more quick than fast…uses his quickness and good lateral elusiveness to evade bigger 
opponents and maintain puck possession…has solid puck smarts…has the ability to pull you 
out of your seat…not very strong physically and has some defensive warts that will need to be 
addressed.

29
D Anthony DeAngelo
Sarnia, OHL
5-11, 165

A smooth skating, offense generating blueliner…has some of the best wheels in the entire 
CHL…can plunge deep into the offensive zone for a chance and still be one of the first back in 
his own zone…slippery lateral agility and quick first steps…an elite level skater…very creative 
with the puck…great offensive awareness…fiery competitor who can let his emotions get the 
best of him…easily outmuscled in his own zone…despite the big assists stats from this season 
is far too individualistic and needs to better utilize his teammates off the rush…has horrible de-
fensive zone positioning…needs to work on selfish characteristics.

30
LW Spencer Watson
Kingston, OHL
5-10, 160

A pure goal scorer…has very good one-on-one skills and makes some outstanding plays with 
the puck…has a crisp and accurate shot that jumps off his stick with a deceptive release point…
skates very well…gets position on a defender because of his feet…acceleration and lateral cuts 
make him hard to keep tabs on…can beat defenders with his outside speed…small frame and 
easily pushed off the puck or eliminated from the play…will need to improve his strength and 
consistency if he is to remain in top round consideration.
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2015 TOP 10 RANKINGS
1). C Connor McDavid, Erie (OHL), 5-11, 170

2). C Jake Eichel, USNTDP U17 (USHL), 6-1, 175

3). C Matthew Barzal, Vancouver NE (BCMML), 5-11, 165

4). D Rasmus Andersson, Malmo (Allsvenskan), 6-0, 195

5). D Noah Hanifin, St. Sebastian’s School (US Prep), 6-3, 195

6). D Ryan Pilon, Lethbridge (WHL), 6-2, 195

7). C Dylan Strome, Toronto Marlboros (Minor Midget AAA), 6-2, 165

8). C Travis Konecny, Elgin Middlesex Chiefs (Minor Midget AAA), 5-9, 160

9). C Colin White, Noble & Greenough School (US Prep), 6-1, 175

10). RW Evgeni Svechnikov, AK Bars Kazan (MHL), 6-1, 175
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2015 PROSPECT PROFILES
1
C Connor McDavid 
Erie, OHL 
5-11, 170

An intelligent and very creative offensive player who generates scoring chances every time 
he touches the puck…granted ‘exceptional status’ to join the OHL at 15-years of age…has 
displayed the vision and intelligence to understand pace as well as positioning in his young 
career…is a sure bet to become the NHL’s next star after a few season in junior.

2
C Jack Eichel
USNTDP U17, USHL 
6-1, 175

A power/finesse blend that is strong on his skates in both speed and balance…has the abil-
ity to go end-to-end with some impressive puck skills or by bulling his way to the net with a 
power move…has nice vision and ability to read the play with a good hockey IQ and is very 
adaptable...shot jumps off his stick in a flash with an impressive release.

3
C Mathew Barzal
Vancouver NE, BCMML
5-11, 165

A smallish but highly skilled center that possesses impressive burst, top end speed and 
lateral agility…displays strong playmaking ability because of his vision, patience with the 
puck and hockey sense…one to finish off the play himself he has good anticipation and 
gets to high percentage spots for his chances…is signed to play with Seattle in the WHL 
next season.

4
D Rasmus Andersson
Malmo, Allsvenskan 
6-0, 195

The complete package in terms of being able to contribute at both ends of the rink…plays 
with quiet confidence and not a lot of flash but is effective because of his elite intelligence, 
ability to read the play and be in correct position…a smooth skater who handles the puck 
with poise and confidence, consistently making the right decision.

5
D Noah Hanifin
St. Sebastian’s School, US Prep
6-3, 195

A big powerful skater who has the size, smarts and mobility to be a true difference maker on 
the ice…Boston College commit that is headed to Ann Arbor, MI and the US NTDP this fall 
is strong defensively and shows a real physical edge...plays a two-way game with poise and 
maturity; handling the puck with confidence, owning a hard shot and displaying impressive 
vision.

6
D Ryan Pilon
Lethbridge, WHL
6-2, 195

A strong two-way defender who blends physical play with poised defense and strong outlet 
passes…skates well and has good size, getting a lead role in all situations with Hurricanes 
as a 16-year-old…shows good leadership and willingness to stand up for teammates or 
himself.

7
C Dylan Strome
Toronto Marlboros, Minor Midget AAA
6-2, 165

Good family genes run in the Strome family as Dylan is the next off the line of highly skilled 
hockey players carrying the surname…is a big rangy playmaking forward with very impres-
sive vision and hands...puck protection skills and physical play are both strengths but he 
will need to improve his skating over the next year or two as he currently has heavy feet.

8
C Travis Konecny
Elgin Middlesex Chiefs, Minor Midget AAA
5-9, 160

A small but fiery forward who gives everything he has each shift…has excellent wheels and 
agility to get in and out of the greasy areas…uses good body position, a quick stick and his 
speed to beat defenders one-on-one then has a good shot to finish off the play…not afraid 
to get his nose dirty...Ottawa’s pick first overall in the 2013 OHL Priority selection.

9
C Colin White
Noble & Greenough School, US Prep
6-1, 175

A mature, poised centre who blends good size, athleticism and speed with his all-round 
ability to make a positive difference in all areas on the ice…Boston College recruit is utilized 
in all situations allowing him to display his impressive awareness, shot and puck protection 
skills.

10
RW Evgeni Svechnikov
AK Bars Kazan, MHL
6-1, 175

A big winger that is hard to contain when he comes driving down the wing as he is wiry 
strong and can dangle around or drive through defenders to the net..is very agile and mobile 
as well as having a weapon in his shot as it just explodes 

Copyright © Eichel - Tom Sorensen
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